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MTLTTARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Ctrriculum Project for dissemr

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseninating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational

educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculut development.
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Course Description fft

This course was designed tp give the student an understanding oi the fundathentals of management. It Consists ol s'x lessons cootaining objecth es.

readings, review and optional exercises and answers, and suggested additional readings from both military and civilian sources.

Lesson 1 Introduction to Management contains five sections discussing what management is, Ikadership,an explanation of terms.

the functions of management and conclusions. Appendices contain a summary of the functions of menagement and

the optional exercises and answers.

Lesson 2 r Principles and Policies of Amagement contains seven sections covering principle* of management, management policies,
characteristics of a good policy, the army manager, analyzing problem areas, a summary and suggested readings. The
appendices,contain sections on principles and characteristics of management, schoo)s of management theory, and op-

tion& exercises.

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Lesson 5

Lesson 6

The Function of Planning contains ten sections including an introduction, principles of planning, why we plan, how to/Ian, steps in planning, characteristics of a good plan, organization for planning, results otpoor planning, benefits of good

Plannivg; and a summary.

The Function of Organizing contains eleven sectioris including an introduction, considerations prior io organizing, steps in

organizing, characteristics of a good organization, development of lypes of organization, line (scalar) organization, line-staff

organization, tunctional (directorate) organization, organizing a staff element, and a conclusion. Appendices cover preparing an or-.

ganizational chart, an organization chart, types of organization, a checklist of organization effectiveness, and optional exercises

The Fele/ion of Directing contains fourteen sections covering an introduction, the meaning of directing, the basis for directing,

the extent of direction necessary, communicating the direction, oral communications, written communications.tommunication
without words, three-way communication, barriers to good communication, gateways to communication, motivation, directives,

"and a summary.

The Functions of Coordinating and Controlling contains twenty-six sections covering an introduction; the function; the need

for, methods of, and obstacles to coordination, when is coordination complete, the function of controlling; developing stan-

dards; collecting data, corrective action; the work simplifiation program, basic stedi in methods improvement; a work distri-
bution chart; analysis of the chart; a flow process chart, layout studies, office layout; application of office layout principles;

motion economy work measurement; where to use work measurement; work measurement techniques; developing work

measurement standards; and a summary, conclusions, and references. Several exampies are appended.

Each lesson contains -,olectives, readings, review exercises and answers,.and oPtional exercises and answers for student setf-study and evaluation. This

would be useful for administrators, or students who anticipate moving into management positions.
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I. WHAT IS MANAGEMENT? There
is some degree of management,in al-
most every situation which involves the
actions of,two or mOre people, whether
it is in the home, factor y, school,
church, club, shop, bank, ArmY, or
Government. It may be the familiar
and direct relationship of a father to
his family, or the highty complex net-
work of relationships in a large cor-
poration or Army organization. Basic-
ally, however, the same management
procedures apply: plans and decisions
are made, actions take place, controls
are established, and results are
achieved. The process may be'auto-
ma tic or semiautomatic in a family or
othr small grouping, but it must be a
considered, well-organized procedure
in a business or Government activity. .

Not all people view management in
the same way. Some see it as a com-
bination of personal and administrative
skills. Others consider it a technique
of leadership. Still others say it is a
means of coordination and cooperation.
Some call it an art,, others a science.
Actually, it is all of these, but theyare
only part of the picture. Management
is a distinct entity. Although intangi-
ble, it has basic and interrelated func-
tions and activities. Management can
be studied, knowledge about it can be
obtained, and skill in its application
can be acquired.

Management must be considered
from the dual viewpoint of the manager
and of the people in the organization he
directs. The manager sees it as know-
ing what things must'be done and getting
other people to do them. The people
who do the work regard management as
a nebulous they- who pay salaries and
cgntrol working hours. -They- make
the people who work for them either
miserable or reasonably satisfied with
their jobs. "They" create a pleasant

1

or a disagreeabte organizational atmos-
phere. They" carry the big stick whose
use may.or may not be prefaced by soft
words.

This dual approach to management
helps to clarify the personal ways in

which the manager influences the actions
of others. Since his success depends on
how well the individuals in his organiza-
tion do their, jobs, he- cannot afford to,
overlook the fact that he must look at
management from their viewpoint as
well as his own. Inherent, then, in any
discussion of management is the human-
relations element. An organization con-
sists of sfoole, people who must be rec-
ognized arid treated as individuals. A
student of management must first of all
recognize the underlying principle that
the individual worker is the indispensable
man without whom management could
not exist.

It is management's responsibility to
bring men, money, and materials into
functional alinement. The work, the
worker, and the work place must form
a harmonious whole that in turn must
be in harmony with the overall organi-
zation. Management must make sure
that organizational segments dovetail
and that there are no protruding, obtru-
sive, or nonessential elements. Man-
agement is organi,zing; it is planning
for the organization; it is directing and
coordinating the work that goes on in
the organization and establishing and
maintaining controls over the work, the
worker, the materials and equipment,
and the place and environment in Which,
the work is performed; it,is establishing
definite goals and reaching thein.

2. LEADERSHIP. A good manager is
a good leader. He has the perSonalitY,
vision, knowledge, courage, judgment,
mental flexibility, and integrity of char-
acter that make others want to carry*

12



out his orders. Because he has others
subordinate to him and subject to his
command, he must give direction and
purpose to their efforts. Leadership
is work. All work perfollmed by lead-
ers, however, is not management work.
Although it is essential for a good man-
ager to be a good leader, many out-
standing leaders are, in fact, very poor
managers.

Broadly speaking, there are two
types of leadership: personal leader-
ship and management leadership--and
there is a definite distinction between
the two. In personal leadership, au-
thority is highly centralized, and the
leader personally makes all, or most,
of the decisions for the entire organi-
zation. Regardless of the size of the
enterprise, subordinate supervisors or
'.Jaciers have little authority to make
decisions about their work. The lead-
er (manager) checks on how things are
going by personally inspecting and au-
diting work in progress as well as
completed work. The most significant
characteristic of this type of manage-
ment is that the manager does a great
deal of work that his s ub or di na te s
could do, .or be trained to do, as well
or better.

If the manager is an outs'anciing in-
dividual, personal leadership may be
very successful. However, it dis-
courages independent thinking, limits
the growth of subordinates, and re-
stricts the size and diversity of the or-
ganization to the personal abilities of
the manager. Moreover, if he is in-
capacitated, transferred, or for other
reasons leaves the organization, there
is often a serious breakdown in opera-
tions.

The significant difference between
personal leadership and management
leadership is that in management iead-
ership the manager limits himself, as

much as possible, to performing work
that only he (because of his position)
can do effectively. As manager, the
leader still makes use of his personal
attributes and abilities, but he uses
them in work different from that of his
subordinates. By so limiting himself,
he can extend his efforts throughout a
very large organization.

Management leadership is essential
in the Army. Under a policy of decen-
tralization, responsibility and authority
are delegated to the lowest organizational
level possible. Yet, there are still
some managers and supervisors in the
Army who operate under their own sys-
tem of personal leadership. Many of
them appear to be quite successful, but
the) are of limited value to the Army
in that they fail to develop subordinates
to their full potential. They have left
the "man" out of management. The
Army's most critical resource is man-
power, and the most difficult and de-
manding part of an Army manager's job
is manpower management. Man is the
only resource with an unlimited poten-
tial, simply because he can devise im-
provements. Skillful, management lead-
ership must be exercised to gain the
maximum benefit from die aptitudes and
potentialities of men.

3. EXPLANATION OF TERMS. Most of
the words used in a discussion of man-
agement are familiar to all of us and are
heard in everyday conversation. How-
ever, since even common words may
mean different things to different people,
and their meanings are frequently deter-
mined by the context in which they are
used, it is important that we have a mu-
tual understanding of some of the terms
used r. Jst often in management.

a. Accountability- or responsibility:
the obligation of a .tubordinate to a su-
perior for assigned work. For instance,
if your commanding officer has appointed

1 3
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you to take charge of
Fund drive, it is you
the drive is properly
have assistants, they
countable to you.

the annual United
r lob to see that
conduc ted. If you

, in turn, are ac-

b. Assumption: a supposition or
premise based on a stated fact or a
known condition or situation. In plan-
ning, it is almost invariably necessary
to make assumptions. If the Fund drive
is set to start on October 5th, it is a
safe assumption that personnel will
have been paid a few days previously.

e. Authority: the right of decision
or command. When you were told to
take charge of the Fund drive,you were
given the authority to decide how it
should be conducted and to give direc-
tions to your assistants.

d. Controlling: exercising authority
to insure compliance with plans, poli-
cies, and procedures. This involves
checking, analyzing, and correcting.
If one of your Fund drive assistants
fails to make required reports, a quick
check may tell you that he has forgotten
the due date o that he has not yet
started on the work you assigned him.
Or perhaps you will find that he is on
emergency leave and you will need a
replacemerkt for him. In any case, the
control device of checking operations
will enable you to keep things going ac-
cording to schedule.

e. Coordinating: the process of in-
tegrating all efforts and aetails neces-
sary to accomplish a given objective.
In the matter of the Fund drive, super-
visors, Section chiefs, and department
heads must be convinced that their ac-
tive support is needed. You also need
the help of those in charge of publicity
media, such as radio, newspapers, and
other publications. You need to make
sure that no other fund-raising cam-
paign will be conducted at the same

3

time. In short, you must coordinate
with many other officers and activities',
if your plans are properly carried out.

f. Directing: issuing instructions,
providing guidance, and stimulating in
others a cOsire to attain the objective.
For the Fund drive, this will include
distribution of forms to be filled out,
posters, and promotional literatdre.

g. Efficiency: the ratio of actual
work output to total possible output. If
100-percent participation in the Fund
drive is attained, everyone has oper-
ated at maximum efficiency.

h. Element: one of a series of spe-
cific work steps or actions. One of the
elemcnts of the Fund drive is the pub-
licity program.

i. Fact: a condition of undisputed
actuality. It is a fact that there are
organized charities which receive con-
tributions from the United Fund.

j. Management: a process of estab-
lishing and attaining objectives to carry
out responsibilities. It is your objec-
tive to gain maximum participation in
the Fund drive.

k. Manager: a person who plans and
supervises the actions of others. As
used in this instruction, manager is
synonymous with commander, super-
visor, or leader. You are the manager
of the United Fund drive.

1. Mission: the purpose for which
an organization exists; the result at-
tained when the sum of all objectives is
reached. It is your mission to bring the
Fund drive to a successful conclusion.

m Objective: a clearly defined goal
toward the efforts of an individual
or a group are directed. Each of ymr
assis tan t s must have a specific



objective, e.g., one of them will ar-
range for full publicity coverage.

n.. Organization: a grourof individ-
uals working fur a common purpose.
You and your assistants form,a com-
mittee (organization) working to make
the Fund drive a success.

o. Organizing: establishing proper
relationships among men, money, and
material to attain a given objective.
You do this when you assign tasks to
each of your assistants, give them a
place to work, and provide materials
with which to work.

p. Plan: a projected course of ac-
tion. When .you have decided when to
conduct the drive, who will do specific
portions of the work, where they will
do it, and the general procedures they
will follow, you have formed a plan for
action.

q. Planning.: determining the best
course of action to accomplish the ob-
jective quickly, efficiently, and eco
nomically. Before you cumplete your
plan for the Fund drive, you will have
considered sev eral methods of conduct-
ing it and will have selected the one
...hereby, the largest number of people
can be contacted in the shortest period
of time, by the best qualified and few-
est number of persons.

r. Policy: a broad directive that
guides the organization toward the
achievement of objectives. It is the
policy of your installation to encourage
voluntary contributions to the United
Fund. Within that policy, you have es-
tablished for your assistants a policy
of soliciting contributions without using
presSure methods.

Principle. A fundamental state-
ment or truth providing a guide to ac-
tion. One might call the principli .

underlying the United Fund drive, the
principle of helping others."

4. FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT.
Management begins whenever one person
organizes and directs the work of one or
more persons. It may be in a squad or
an Army installation, an office group,
or a maintenance crew; it may be at a
high or a low managerial level. Man-
agement applies to all levels of com-
mand. In the Army there are many
managers in addition to the commander.
There are the chiefs of staff, the chiefs
of staff sections, the operating officials,
and the supervisors, military and civil-
ian, at all levels. Each must make sure
that the principles of management are
carried out within the organizational
element he supervises. Each must
carry out in his area of responsibility
the functions of management, Y.hich are
categorized as planning, organizing,
directing, coordinating, and controlling.

These functions provide a skeleton
lor building the entire management
structure. Although each of them will
be discussed in detail in other memo-
randums, we shall mention them here in
general terms to show you their pur-
poses and interrelationships. They
progress logically, and the actions fre-
quently overlap or are performed cor-
currently. All of them are continuous
processes and are not marked by stop-
and-go signals.

a. Planning. This is the process of
selecting the best line of action to get
the work done in the least time and with
the least expense. Planning consists of
deciding what must be dune, where to
do it, when to do it, how it should be
done, and who will do it. It includes
gathering information, preparing it for
use, and deyeloping instructions for
steps of action.

Planning is the first step in the



management cycle. It may continue
throughout the other functions, but it
must always precede action. Although
planning takes place at all levels of
supervision, at higher echelons the
manager spends more time in planning
and has more assistance and advice.
Usually, he determines objectives and
selects the best lines of action from
among several presenteg by his staff.
At lower levels, planning is more con-
cerned with the details of the operation.

At one installation, the commander
thought that administrative work could
be handled more efficiently by creating
a Stenographic pool to service all ele-
ments within the headquarters. He
called a meeting of his key staff offi-
cers and asked each of them to study
the matter and make recommendations
as to whether it v.ould be practical and
how it could best be put into effect.
From their recommendations he devel-
oped a broad, overall plan for.estab-
lishing the activity and issued-a direc-
tive. Each of those affected developed
his own plans within the framework of
the directive, ,.vith plans becoming
more detailed as they proceeded down
the line. For instance, the plans of
the personnel officer included such
things as the writing or rewriting of
job descriptions, eliminating present
jobs in some sections, establishing
new jobs, and interviewing and placing
personnel.

b. Organizing. Organizing is the
process of bringing together the work,
the worker, and the work place in a
manner that will get the work done
most efficiently. It establishes relai-
tionships between activities and person-
nel and allocates resources. It must
be considered as a means to an end and
not an end in itself.

(I) Organizations are a combina-
ti.,n of the formal an,-i the informal.

0

The actions to be performed are the
primary factors in determining the for-
mal organizational structure; they are
the basis for allocating men and ma-
teriel, assigning responsibilities, de-
vising standards and procedures, and
establishing organizational charts.
However, it must be recognized that
an organization is only as good as the
people in it; an elaborate organizational
chart can't get the work done.

(2) Within every formal organiza-
tion there is an informal one created by
the interrelationships among people.
The astute manager can use this infor-
mal organization to strengthen his oper-
ations, maintain high morale, and create
a harmonious working atmosphere.

The people who make up or-
ganizations behave as members of
groups, and their membership in these
groups helps to shape their attitudes
toward their work and the organization
as a whole. Groups exist at every level,
from privates to five-star generals and
from clerical personnel to top manage-
ment executives. Usually, there is a
-natural leader- in the group--who may
or may not be the assigned leader.

Informal groupings m'ay stem
from a number of causes, such as com-
mon work or social interests, hobbies,
religious affiliations, political beliefs,
or membership in clubs and other or-
ganizations. Most people belong to a
number of informal groups. Take, for
instance, Sergeant White. He has one
group of friends with whom he works,
another in the church he attends, a third
with whom he plays golf, and a fourth
in the neighborhood where he and his"
Nile live. Often, of course, the groups
overlap.

Informal work groups have real
power, and the person who ustially feels
it most keenly is the imme dia t e



= supervisor. An unpopular supervisor
frequently finds his authirity being un-
derminea by his subordinates. Mem-
bers of the group can slow down pro-
ductivit:y, reduce the.quality of their
work, and make the supervisor appear
incompetent to his own superiors. On
the other hand when the informal or-
ganization supports the supervisor,
work is done faster and better and
morale is higher.

There are many ways in which
the informal organization can benefit
the supervisor or manager. One of
these is the matter of discipline. For
example, the officer in charge of a per-
sonnel records section made no objec-
tion when personnel occasionally ar-
rived late for work. However, one per-
son began to abuse this privilege by ar-
riving quite late every day. Afraid that
their boss woufd start to crack down on
tardiness, the offender's rellow workers
handled the matter therni-elves. When-
ever this individual came in late he was
greeted by loud applause--then ignored
completely for the rest of the day. Ex-
cessive lateness soon stopped.

In another instance, the super-
visor of a production unit had a rush -

order to fill. To get it out, he figured
that all of his personnel would have to
work at least 2 hours overtime. The
grapevine being what it is, the work
group knew about the matter even before
the supervisor did. When the supervi-
sor called them together, the group had
a plan ready and had already started to
work on it. By allowing the group to
go ahead in its own way, the order was
filled promptly and efficiently.

(3) Committees can sometimes be
used as an aid to management. The
commander has always had his staff to
research and investigate, and to assist
him in making decisions. Now, even
in lower echelons it is customary for
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the manager to use certain of his co-
workers and subordinates as consultants.
In using this technique, the best results
are achieved by selecting the persons
most directly affected, limiting the
number (not more than seven, us,ually
three to five) and having them act in a
purely advisory capacity.

(4) Department of the Army Staff-
ing Guides are published for many mili-
tary organizations. They establish per-
sonnel ceilings, but the manager tchust
use great care in selecting individuals
to fit into the staffing pattern. He must
consider not only professional qualifi-
cations but also the interrelationship of
personalities and other factors affecting
the morale of the organization.

c. Directing. Directing is the proc-
ess of getting people to perform their
jobs well, willingly, and quickly. It is
synonymous with leadership. It con-
sists of more than writing and issuing
orders, the successful manager makes
his personnel want to do what he tells
them to do. Ideally, he manages them
in such a way that they do not realize
they are being managed. Skillful hand-
ling of personnel contributes immeasur-
ably to smooth and successful group ef-
forts and is the key link in the manage-
ment chain.

(1) Probably the most important
element of directing is clear communi-
cations. X manager's decisions and de-
sires are of no value unless the persons
affected by them know what they are.
A directive should pertain to only one
subject; it must be positive in nature
and be expressed simply, briefly, and
plainly. A good rule to follow in any
written communication is to remember
that if anyone can misunderstand it, in-
evitably someone will misunderstand it.

Unfortunately, "officialese is
all too common in the Army. Directives



are written in a stilted, cumbersome
style that is hard t...) read and harder
to understand. Take the case of
Lieutenant Smith, who was planning
a new office layout. One of his direc-
tives read, "Take necessary action to
effect the removal of filing cabinets,
letter-size, sectional-type, four-
drawer, bearing the designations 'A'
and 'B' respectively, from the area
occupied by the mail and distribution
center to that area .vhere the personnel
section is located." All he needed to
say, of course, was -Move file cabin-
ets A and B from the mail and distrib-
ution center to the personnel section."

(2) Standing operating procedures
(SOP's) may be considered a pai't of
the directing process. These are pides
for individual 3. n d group actions. For
instance, an SOP for a section should
cover all actions the section is xpected
to perform, the unusual as V.ell as the
ordinary. An SOP for a specific lob in
'the section should be so complete that
a new employee could, by following it,
adequatel:. perform the lob. While a
directive tells people ..that to do, an
SOP tells them how to do it. It should
be in written form, specific in nature,
and detailed enough to cover exceptional
as well as routine actions.

d. Coordinating. Webster defines
the word coordinate" as "to bring into
common action and -coordination" as
"harmonious adjustment or functioning."
AR 320-5, Dictionary of United States
Army Terms, lists the following:
'coordination with--In consultation

with. This expression means that
agencies coordinated with shall parti-
cipate actively, their concurrence shall
be sought, and that if concurrence is not
obtained, the disputed matter shall be
referred to the next higher authority in
which all participants have a voice."
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(1) Coordinating is one of the
broadest functIons of management and
is inherent in all other functions. While
we have said that directing is the key
link in the management chain, coordi-
nating provides connecting links through-
out the chain. .

(2) The purpose of coordinating is
to secure cooperation. This 4n't al-
ways easy; you may be assigried an ob-
jective which is unpopular with some--
or even allof the individuals or agencies
whose ,assistance you require. In that
case, you must be a salesman. You
must convince the reluctant persons of
the importance of the mission and of
the value of their contributions .to its
overall success. Only as a last resort
should you go "to the next higher au-
thority.

(3) Some degree of coordination is
required in all phases of management.
Coordination is so closely related to
planning, organizing, directing, and
controlling that none of those functions
can be completely successful unless
coordination is carefully considered
during their initial stages.

e. Controlling. Controlling is the
procebs of seeing that everything is
done according to established plans,
procedures, and policies. It involves
checking actual results against desired
results and taking corrective action
when needed. If control is exercised
in all phases of ;nanagement, correc-
tive action will seidom be necessary,
since flaws in plans and procedures will
be detected at the beginning of an oper-
ation. Control must be exercised at all
levels of command. Operational details
may vary according to the size and type
of the organization or activity, but the
same general procedures are followed:
checking, measuring, and evaluating.

/0



The three most cumrnun aids to-control
are personal olpervations, reports
(formal, informal, v.ritten, and oral),
and inspections.

5. CONCLUSION. Ari k fficient organi-
zation reflects effective management.

If all functions of management are prop-
erly performed, planning will result in
a thoroughly sound organization which
is directed in a manner that will keep
it operating harmoniously and smoothly
at peak efficiency with minimum need
for corrective ac,tion.

,
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Annex A (SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS OF MANAGEMENT) to Memorandum 46-1.

1.. Planning.

a. Analyze situation to determine what is to be accomplished.

b. Determine time and resource requirements and evaluate alternative courses

of action.
c. Develop policies and procedures within which the plan will be implemented.

d. Establish measurable goals, attainments of which will accomplish plan.

e. Develop a plan that will best implement courses of action selected.

2. Organizing.

a. Determine functions required to accomplish mission.
b. Group related functions.
c. Define and establish organizational relationships.
d. Assign responsibilities and delegate authority.'
e. Select and assign personnel and other resources.
f. Insure control through an optimum span of management.

3. Directing.

a. Determine the extent of the direction necessary.
b. Select methods of communication which will convey to the pertinent elements

of the organization the action desired.
c. Motivate individuals and elements to assure the action desired.
d. Communicate the requirement.
e. Supervise execution of the requirement.

4. Coordinating.

a. Assure lateral and vertical communication throughout the organization.
b. Establish SOP and administrative instructions.
c. Harmonize programs and policies by insuring balance among plans and actioris.

d. Promote intelligent cooperation and mutual understanding.
e. Promote acceptance of organizational objectives and integrate action toward

a common goal.

5. Controlling.

a. Establish a basis for measuring performance.
b. Collect necessary data.
c. Review and analyze data.
d. Determine need for action.



Annex B (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE) to Memorandum 46-1

Name the functions of management and for each give an example of how it applies

to a management situation with which you are familiar.

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

11 M46 - 1
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Annex C (SOLUTION TO PE) to Memorandum 46-1

1. Planning.

2. Organizing.

3. Directing.

4. Coordinating.

5. Controlling.

,

1

.3

NOTE: Above are the functions of management. Your examples will be in your
field, so there can be no exact solution to them.

FISH 260.46 9/71 62C 12
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1. PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT.
A principle is defined as a fundamental
statement or truth providing a general
guide to action. A principle is a guik:e
and must not be confused with a law,
which is a relationship between cause
and eff ect that (like the law of gravity)
has always been known to give the same
result. A principle is established as
a result of experience; Imder ordinary
circumstances the results are predict-
able. However, principles are flexible,
not absolute, and must be usable re-
gardless of changing or special condi-
tions. George Washington, in his last
pi4blic address, said, -Important prin-
ciples may and must be flexible:.

a. Management experts all agree
that there are basic prirciples of man-
agement. However, they express them
differently, and they are not in com-
plete accord as to their relative im-
portance or use. Annex A contains a
list of management principles compiled
from various publications. We shall
not discuss these principles specifi-
call:. or in detail; they are for the most
part self-explanatory and are used in
some form in all phases of, manage-
ment, in all typss of organizations.

b. Ten basic principles of Army
management are listed in AR 1-24, and
these are the principles with which we
are immediately concerned. As we dis-
cuss them, note how they parallel cer-
tain of the principles listed in annex A.
These 10 basic principles should be
clearly understood by all Army person-
nel who have administrative responsi-
bilities.

(1) Principle of essentialit=,. All

activities and actions must contribute
to the mission of the Army. In setting
up or surveying an ,organization or ac-
tivity, the first consideration is an ap-
praisal of its essentiality. Unles an
activity is, in fact, necessary for the

1

,success of the operation, it should be
eliminated, curtailed, or combined with
other activities. This principle corre-
sponds with the principle of simplicity,
as listed in annex A.

The inlportance of this princi-
ple may be seen in an occurrence during
World War II. At an Army installation
'a member of a management survey team
asked a soldier why he was patrolling a
certain corridor. The soldier shrugged,
Don't know, Someone is always on pa-

trol here." It took several days of pains-
taking search, but the reason was finally
discovered. Two years previously the 0

floors of several of the rooms had been
freshly painted, and a guard had been
posted to see that no one entered them.
After the rooms were again in use no
one throught to remove the patrol,

(2) Principle of flexibility. Peace-
time organizations and systems should
be so designed that they are suitable
for, or are readily convertible to, con-
ditions of war or other emergencies.
When an organization is formed, provi-
sion should be made for either expansion
or reduction without major change in the

basic structure.

An example of applying the
principle of flexibility may be found in
the org'anizational structure of the adju-
tant general section of the infantry divi-
sion. The adjutant general section usu-
ally carries on' its operations and activ-
,ities in the division rear area but may
'also provide personnel to form an adju-
tant general forward team at the main
command post. .This is acComplished
by using only assigned personnel; it
does not maL:rially reduce operational
efficiency of the division adjutant gen.-
eral section, nOr does it change the
organizational structure.

(3) Principle of unity of coMmand.
Within an organization, each of the

9 4
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specific activities or parts must be sub-
ordinate tu the overall organization, and
there mj.ist be onry one 1mss at each
level of command.

Let's see what happened in one,
case where this principle was violated.
The adjutant at an Army installation
knew that Miss Jones in the personnel
office was very efficient and produced
work of superior quality. One day,
when his own secretary had an overly
large backlog of work, the adjutant
went directly to Miss Jones and,asked
her to take some dictation. 4Ile was so
pleased with her speed and accuracy
4that several days later he asked her to
do another job for him. Soon, she wasS\spending several h rs a day on work
for the adjutant, and e personnel offi-

.

cer found that his own work (for which
Miss Jones was hired) took second
place. It was his office, now, that had
a backlog of work.

Naturally irritated, the per-
sonnel officer took it out on Miss Jones,
since he dared pot be openly critical
of his own boss. Finally, harassed
and unhappy, Miss Jones asked for a
transfer. The personnel officer re-'
ceived a low efficiency report because
"he couldn't handle personnel," and the
adjutant himself was criticized for al-
lowing a subordinate officer to get so
far behind in his work!

(4) Principle of communication.
Management is dependent.on an ex-
change of information and iqeds. on un-
derstanding personnel and making it-
self'understood by personnel. Under-
standing is made easier by using simple
words and terms and by channeling tn-
formation so that everyone has a knowl-
edge of objectives, authorities, prior-
ities, and standards of performance.
Communication should extend through
the organization from the top

17

downward, from the workr-rs up%%ard,
and on horizontal levels.

It is the responsibility of the
sender to make sure his communica-
tions, whether written or oral, are -
clearly understood. A simple illustra-
tion of the importance or this principle
is an incident at an Army installation
where the adjutant was told to make ar-
rangements f2r the commander to en-
tertain 16 guests (official visitors) at
lunch on Armed Forces Day. The ad-
jytant phoned the officers club, ar-
ranged for a special menu, and was .

assured by the club officer that every-
thing would be taken care of. It was--
except that the beautgully decorated
table had been set and food prepared
for 60 instead of 16 guests.

(5) Principle of responsibility.
'Decentralization or assignment of re-
sponsibility to a subordinate does not
relieve the superior of the overall re-
sponsibilit For in-
stance, in the matter of the luncheon at
the offie.ers' club, the commander quite
prop-rly ,held the adjutant responsible.
Even though the error was made by the
club officer, the initial instructions had,
been given to the adjutant and it was his
duty to make sure they were carried
out.

(6) Principle of objective. Sys- ,
tems and organizational structures
should be appropriate to the mission of
the cummand. They should be desianeii
so that objectives can be reached with
the lea"k possible expenditure of man-
power and materials and so that each
organizational (lementlias a specific
objective to attain or an end product
produce.

(7) Principle of improvement.
Continual improvement in s,s,tems,
methods, and use of resources is

M46-2



required for contunang effectiveness
In oporattons

The .1rin, Suggestion Plan is
one of the activities based on this prin-
ciple This orogram encourages all
personnel to look for-better, easier,
and more econoMical 'wa.s to do Jobs,
to increase morale, and to improve
.Aorking conditions.

Any improvement progranl
centers around a ( testicning att. rte.
It does not accept the past with its
This is the way we've always done it.-

Ye:the r dues it accept the pres.-nt vith
its This is the result of mud% study
and planning, therefore, it cAnnot be
Improved." The questioning m d'

realiz.:?s that- nothing is perfect, ther.
'always room for improvement.

(3) Principle of IT view. Valor
changes in conditions or variations in
resources necessitate .1 timely reViOW
a tl aon.stmen: oke vi»cctives, ,r
crcantzation. ful'sClion terns
priors; and allocat.ons t., assnre

, tiiunl haian.:e in reiAtion to hissr

itsvv,..ev. Service
tO (:bers is the primary basis for eval.)
'ation of administratire,ahd support
activities. This cori%e$ponds .to the A

principle 9f Primacy f Service in

amie% A.

(03) Principle of hnlran retations.
(io cognition of lunr.an dit4nit: resnect
for people as individAato, and under-
standing of differences in capabilities
ire essential to effectiveness. See
-nue:: A for a restateno-nt of this prin-
ciok,

Those basic principles arr glude

lines for lction in all :iiases Of :lerny
managi:iyient. You will note that the,
are referred to as 1)r ti ciples of

3

management. There are other principles
which apply more specifically to certain
functions of management, such as orga-
nizing. The most important of these are
contained in annex A and are discussed
in other memorandums.

2. MANAGEMENT POLICIES. The word
"policy" has different meanings for dif-
ferent peopleWebsteT's dictionary
contains It definitions for it. Applied
to Army management, a poli0 is a
broad directive that guides an organiza-
tron toWaed the achievement of objectives.
A policy is similar to a principle in that
it is a guide,not a law. It provides a
standing answer to recurring questions.
In a large or.ganization it assures uni-
formity of actions a,m9ng organizational

S.

Spocific policieS (listed below) in re-
gard to Arni:i management are estab-
lished in AR 1-24, These policies are
expressed in general terms; they do not
diret detailed actions, but they fbrrr a
framt.work v.ithin which the administra-
tive officer must conduct his activities.

a. The factors influencing decision
on a 'proixned action should inclucie an
evaluation of the long-term effects of
tile proposal as \tell as' the short-term
advantages to be realized."

b. Identifiable programs should be
established to effect improved o'pera-
tions. The .qmy Suggestion Plan is
nn ex,unple of implementing this policy.
Establishing and maintaining perform-
ance standards is another.

c, 'Assiyiment of responsibility and
delegation o: adequate authority should
be n.nde to "he lmest practicable level,
with c leart defined lines of authority
and respiinsibility, so that khe individual
responsible for each organizationaj ele-
ment is identifiable\ and can be held

26
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accountable for performance. This
policy should be followed, without ex-
ception, to the lowest supervisory level.

d. "Centralized controLof decen-
tralized operations should be limited
to the ex'.ent required to establish
priorities of centrally directed pro-
grams, allocate critical resources,
and identify and correct basic defi-
ciencies."

e. "Standardization is desirable to
facilitate management, but standardi-
zation should not be carried-to the point
where it negates the benefits of non-
standardization or decentralizatiori."

f, "Time and effort of those who
manage should be concentrated upon
changes from previously known situa-
tions; upon deviations from norms, and
upon problems commensurate with
their levels of responsibility." (This °

is called "management by exception.")

Failure to observe this policy
causes a manager to complain that
he" is snowed under" by details and
paperwork. He is allowing his subor-
dinate supervisors to come to him for
decisions that should be made by the
supervisors themselves. He is person-
ally handling routine work that a super-
visor could do equally well. It is as
though the head of a family wouldn't let
his teenage son mow the lawn simply
because he might not cut the grass
evenly,

g. Subordinates should be affordeli
maximum opportunity to exercise ini-
tiative while +laving access to sufficient
guidance upon which to base their de-
cisions."

h. Supervision should be primarily
directed toward points which are criti-
cal to successful accomplishment of
the objective."

4

i. "Realistic performance standards
shoula be established to facilitate man-
agement."

j. "Committees are a useful tool of
management, however, committee ac-
tion will not be used as a substitute for
command responsibility and decision."

k, "Areas of conflict between pro-
posed and existing policies and systems
should be resolved prior to the adoption
of new proposals."

1. "Individuals or groups who contrib-
ute in an exceptional and outstanding man-
ner toward achieving increased effective-
ness and economy of operations should
receive timely recognition and reward."

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD
POLICY. The policies listed above are
guides for the entire Department of the
Army. More detailed and specific pol-
icies are formulated by organizational
elements at all levels of command, but
they may not be in opposition to Army
policies. They may supplement, blab-
orate, limit, or define, but they mac:rnot
contradict.

Good policies are definite aids to a
supervisor. They make his rork easier
because they steer his judgment and inf.-

:.

tiative into the prope: channels. He has
a clearer idea of what is expected of
him and can judge more accurately
whethei his plane and actions will be ap-
proved or disapproved. Policies serve
as precedents to guide him, and he does
not have to operate on a trial-and-error
basis. They help him coordinate his
work with that of other supervisors and
with the next higher echelon.

The supervisor formulates policies
for his 'own area of responsibility, and
he must know organizational and overall.
policies so that the ones he makes for
his segment of the organization will be
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in accord. For instance, if it is a gen-
eral policy of the organization to pro-
mote from within, the supervisor should
have a training policy that will enable
individuals to be ready for advancement
when the opportunity arises.

Regardless of the level of command
at which a policy is formed, there are
certain characteristics it should have:

a. A good policy is stable. No one
has any confidence in a policy that is
subject to change without notice. A
policy should be changed only when it
can be proved it is no longer the best

b. A good policy is flexible. It
should not be affected by minor changes
in conditions.+ A too rigid and too spe-
cific policy will soon become outmoded.

c. A good policy is understandable.
It is neither involved nor complicated,
and it is expressed in simple and clear
language.

d. A good policy is realistic. It per-
tains to basic issues and attainable goals
and does not attempt to deal with ideal
situations or imponderables.

e. A good policy is sincere. It says
exactly what it is supposed to'mean and

does not contain loopholes for misin-
terpretation.

1. A good policy is adhered
policy is set up as a guide for making
decisions. If it is violated, it is of
more harm than value. Often, the vio-
lations become precedents for unwritten
policies that are not in accord with the
obiectives of the organization: When a
policy has outlived its usefulness, it
shouH be discarded.

4 THE ARMY MANAGER. Rapid tech-
noloaical developmeuts and steadily in-

5
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creasing complexities of industrial and
logistical operations demand a corre-
sponding increase in the Army man-
ager's knowledge and skills.

a. Many of the techniques and toolt
of management are different today from
those of a few years ago, and although
we shall not discuss them in detail, it
must be pointed out that it is essential
for the successful manager to know what
they are and how to use them. Ability
to use the following and similar tools
of management may be classified as
technical skills. Some of these tools
are:

(I) Standard cost accounting.

(2) Motion aria time studies.

(3) Production planning and control.

(4) Quality control.

(5) Plant and office layout.

(6) Management and manpower
surveys.

(7) Inventory management.*

(8) Financial management.

(9) Budgeting and programing.

(10) Automatic data processing
systems.

b. In addition to the technical skills
listed above, the manager must have
perceptual skills. These skills are in-
tangibles and are based largely on the
innate or acquired abilities of the in-
dividual. Some of them are:

(1) The ability to weigh, evaluate,
and select a course of action.

(2) The ability to solve complex
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problems involving many factors and
variables.

(3) Skill in public relations.

(4) The ability to de:elop subor-
dinates.

(5) The ability to make decisions.

(6) Flexibility and adaptability to
change.

eGenerally, perceptual skills are
those which distinguish a good leader.
Although they are usually considered
innate abilities, an astute individual
can evaluate himself and develop those
qualities in which he is deficient.

c. In industry, the first line super-
visor is sometimes considered below
the management level. Army manage-
ment, however, recognizes that the su-
pervisor is the man in management on
whom the worker must depend for satis-
faction, of his needs. The supervisor
is the one who hands out the jobs, the
overtime work, the assignments that
lead to advancement, the training that
enables the worker to advance, the pro-
motions, and the transfers. He is the
one whose moods set the temper of the
day and whose actions and attitudes often
determine a worker's future on the job.
He is the channel through which the
workers' wants are communicated to
upper management and through which
management's decisions come down to
the workers.

(1) From the management angle,
the supervisor is that member of man-
agement who carries the lion's share
of responsibility for the handling of
men. He is also responsible for main-
taining discipline, meeting production
schedules, creatink and maintaining
high morale, training his men, main-
taining safety measures, the perform-

6

ance and maintenance of machines, and
the efficient and economical handling of
matcrials. He is the management mem-
ber who carries out plans, interprets
policies, transmits decisions, and en-
forces rules and regulations.

(2) The supervisor not only repre-
sents management to the men, but he
must also represent the men to manage-
ment. He is the only one who can pro-
vide management with a clear picture
of what is going on at the bottom of the
organization, and management depends
on him for it.

5. ANALYZING PROBLEM AREAS.
Let's consider a situation that is all too
common in management. Assume that
you are the chief of a large department
in which most of the personnel are civil-
ians. For some time you have become
increasingly aware of widespread dis-
content throughout the de pa rtme n t.
There are excessive amounts of absen-
teeism, petty grievances, accidents,
labor turnover, requests for transfer,
and unfounded rumors. Production has
fallen off in both quality and quantity.
The installation commander has already
heard of the situation and has ordered
you to -do something about it." Your
assistant advises you to call a meeting
of the entire department and give them
a pep talk, then tighten up controls by
enforcing discipline and cutting down
privileges, such as coff ee breaks.
Should you do as your assistant advises ?
No, decidedly not. At this stage a pep
talk would probably have an adverse ef-
fect, and rigid disciplinary measures
would scarcely raise morale. The im-
portant thing fur you to do is find out
what is behind their attitudes and actions.
The sort of things that are happening in
your department are almost always sur-
face warning signals that something is
seriously wrong. If you're smart, you'll
find out what's behind these symptoms.
Then you can tackle the disease instead

9nA. ij
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of making futile swats at the symptoms.
Here's a good way to do it:

a. Check with supervisors individ-
ually to see how much they know about
what's going on. This rash of trouble
hasn't just happened; it was caused--
by the organization, by you, or by
other individuals in the department.
Jt may be the result of internal rival-
ries; it may be traceable to some spe-
cific organization policy or action, or
failure to give adequate consideration
to employee needs. You need more
facts before you can diagnose the real
problem and begin action to correct it.

b. Doublecheck what the supervisors
say by conducting an employee opinion
poll. This will give you firsthand in-
formation about the morale of various,
groups and individuals. Use followup'
interviews to pinpoint the real causes
of dissatisfaction.

c. Correct as many sore spots as
possible, even the ones which seem
quite unrelated to your specific prob-
lems.

d. The opinion poll and its followup
will serve as a safety valve. It will
allow the personnel to let off steam by
telling you their pet gripes anonymousl,).
It will help to convince them that you
are sincerely interested in them and
their welfare. You'll find that poor
morale is most often compounded from
a series of little gripes, exaggerated
ir their effect because management lets
them go uncorrected. In such a situa-
tion, anyone can create big trouble out
o: the smallest incident. Take care of

'your molehills, and the mountains will
disappear. In the majority of instances
the key to your trouble will be found to
be in your supervisory hierarchy. Weak-

ness anywhere in management, espe-
cially at the first level, will create un
certainty and anxiety. This, in turn,
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will be translated into grievances. If

these are not handled properly (and
weak supervision rarely handles any-
thing properly), the end result is per-
sonnel problems.

e. Management does not have an ef-
fective team if the supervisor is not on
it. If the supervisor is not management
mindedif he feels that he is outside
management and his closest tie is to
his men--he will not be doing his job of
representing management to the men.
He may even be antimanagement in his
attitude toward, and interpretation of,-
organization policies, decisions, rules,
and regulations: He may opposA pthrs
and resist changes, and be interested
only in showing that they will not work.

f. When such a situation exists,
management must take steps to get the
supervisor on the management team.
He must be treated as a member and
provided with thos e things that will enable
him to perform as a member. He must
have information of management plans
and have it in advance and not from-his
workers or through the grapevine. He
must know policies and understand the
reasons behind them and how they
operate; only then will he be able to
interpret them to his men.

g. A supervisor must have the author-
ity he needs to do his job, and he must know
how far his authority extends. When there
is an appropriate position vacancy, he
should be considered for advancement
to it before an outsider is brought in. If

he doesn't have the required qualifica-
tions, he should be provided opp.;rtuni-
ties to get the education and training he
needs to prepi re himself for advancement.

h. Middle management, too, has these
same needs--for information, authority,
position, and opportunity--and to the ex-
tent that they are fulf illed the whole team
is strengthened.
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6. SUMMARY. Basic principles and
policies of management are enumer-
ated in AR, 1-24. These should be
known and understood by an man-
agerial and supervisory .personnel.
They are guidel in e for taking
action or making decisions. While
they are stated in broad terms, they
are applicable to manag''em ent
at all levels.

7. SUGGESTED READING. The fol-
lowing publications are recom-
mended for additional study.

AR 1-24, Army Management Doctrine,
Nov 58

Industrial Organization and Management,
R. C. Davis

The Fundamentals of Top Management,
R. C. Davis

Principles of Management, G. R. Terry
Principles of Industrial Organization,
. D. S. Kimball & D. S. Kimball, Jr.

Principles of Business Organization and
Operation, W. R. Spriegel

Principles of Management, Koontz &
O'Donnell

Managerial Behavior, Leonard Sayles.
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Annex A (PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT) to Memorandum 46-2

Fundamental principles have been developed in the field of management over the

years. As a guide, some of these principles are presented below as a supplement

to the principles of military management.

1. Principle of Alternate Planning

When faced with alternate courses of action and after applying the principle Zif

opportunity costs, you must take that course of action that gives you and the

organization the greatest gain.

2. Principle of Analysis and Synthesis

Segregating the problem into its components and, in contrast, combining

various entities under consideration assist in identifying and in establishing

the relative importance of each factor of that problem.

3. Principle of Balance

To insure greatest work accomplishment, a proper balance among the essen-

tial components of the entire activity is necessary.

4. Principle of Controlling

Controlling is an essential management activity because it helps assure that

the goals of the planning and organizing efforts are and will be achieved.

5. Principle of Cooperation

Business is a cooperative effort in which many factors play an important part.

It is not to the long-run interest of any of the parties of the business process

that one of the groups should take advantage of another.

6. Principle of Coordination

The smooth blending together of all parts making up an entirety in order to

obtain maximum contribution both in respect to each part and its relation-

ship to the entirety is secured by means of coordination.

7. Principle of Decentralized Decisions

A decision should be made at the lowest level in the organization that has the

requisite competence, authority, and prestige.
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8. Principle of Definite Supervisory Channels

For ari.y given enterprise, the various organization units should be connected
by clearly defined supervisory channels so that the activities of each unit
can be properly supervised by a single unit of the immediate higher organi-
zation level.

9. Principle of Delegation of Authority

Individuals should be given authority in keeping with their responsibili-
ties; that is, when a man is made responsible for a job, he is given the
"power" he needs to do it.

10. Principle of Discipline

Discipline is necessary to meet most work objectives, and discipline which
is self-imposed is far more effective than discipline which is meted out by
others.

11. Principle of Exception

Only the significant deviations of actual from planned performance should be
brought to the attention of the responsible executive in order that his time
and abilities max,be conserved.

12. Principle of Fixed Responsibility

For Lny given period, an individual will accomplish most when responsi-
bility for the completion of a definite task is fixed upon that individual.

13. Principle of Functional Growth

As a bu.siness grows, the various functions which must be carried on in-
crease in their scope and complexity, as does also the amount of work that
is necessary, and the technical requirements for its proper performance.

14. Principle of Functions

Functions are the main entities around which a manager builds an effective
organization structure.

15. Principle of Homogeneous Assignment

Similar or related jobs should be grouped together in the organization, and
personnel should be assigned to jobs in keeping with their experience and
skills.
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16. Principle of Human Relations

A manager's success depends in great measure upon the intelligent handling

of human relations.

17. Principle of Ideals

No form of organized activity can continue successfully, over an extended

period of time, Without observing certain minimum standards of conduct;
otherwise its members and those who must deal with it will lose confidence,
and this will eventually result in a loss of effectiveness in some degree.

18. Principle of Integrity of the Line Organization

The usurpation of line authority and responsibility by staff may result in the
failure of the mission, since the primary values that justify the existence

of the organization are-created in the line.

19. Principle.of Leadership

Skillfully applied leadership contributes tremendously to smooth and suc-

cessful group efforts.

20. Principle of the Limitation of Staff Economy

In order that the primary functions may be performed with maximum econ-

o-my and effectiveness, the related secondary functions must usually be

performed with less than maximum economy and effectiveness.

21. Principle of Multiple Hypotheses

The best solution is more likely to be found if two or more possible solutions
have first been set up tentatively.

22. Principle of Objective

A clear and complete statement of the objective is essential, and it should
be made knovAti to all members of an enterprise affected by. it so that
management activities can be directed in a unified, orderly, gainful, and
effective, manner.

23. Principle of Opportunity Costs

The cost of taking one course of action is measured by that which was
given up in order to take that course.

24. Principle of Organization

Organize around the work and not the people.

11
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25, Principle of Parsimony

That hypothesis is most likely to be correct which requires the fewest
number of assumptions for the logical deductions of the required :.onse-
quences of a correct solution.

26. Principle of Participative Management

Most people have a greater interest in an activity; and a keener appreciation
of the benefits derived from"it, if they participate in it actively:

27. Principle of Personnel

Maximum organiza4on effectiveness requires effective personnel placement;
each individual should be carefully selected and placed so that the require-
ments of the job and the abilities of the individual represent the best possible
combination.

28. Principle of Planning

Planning should take place before doing; most individual and group efforts
are made more efficient by determining before any operative action takes
place what shall be done, where, when, how, and who shall do it.

29. Principle of Policy

Definite policies are essential to the successful operations of management.

30. Principle of "Primacy of Service"

Continued customer patronage dep,ends on a satisfactory achievement of
primary service objectives continuonsly over a period of time.

31. Principle of Probability

If one or more of the premises expresses a probability rather than a cer-
tainty, the conclusion can represent only a probability.

32. Principle of Sacrifice

People app,..eciate assistance in obtaining something they want badly, par-
ticularly when some sacrifice is involved; but giving them something for
nothing may lower rather than improve morale, especially when the de-
sire has previously been nonexistent.

33. Principle of Scientific Management

Thorough investigation, controlled experimentation, and careful inter-
pretation of the resultant data provide a reliable basis for the determina-
tion and evaluation of facts used by managers.
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34. Principe of Simplicity

Only functions which are absolutely necessary, related in a plain and forth-

right manner, and accompanied by clear statements of the authority and

responsibilit:. of persons charged with performing these functions should

be utilized in the work of organizing.

35. Principle of Simultation

With increasing simultaneous performance of the phases of a project or

projects, the overall time for the completion of the undertaking tends to

decrease relatively, approaching the time of the longest phase as a limit.

36. principle of the Situation

The successful solution of business problerris depends in large part on the

executive's ability to determine the facts, his courage to face them, and

his ability and willingness to follow the course of action they dictate.

37. Principle of Span of Control

There is a limit to the number of individuals one supervisor can manage
effectively. As the number of subordinates increase arithmetically, the
number of relationships increase geometrically.

33. Principle of Specialization.

As a man concentrates his efforts, either mental or manual, his skill in
his chosen speciality and the quantity of his product increase.

39. Principle of Standardization

Standardization provides definite patterns for operations and performances
which contribute to efficiency and expedite controlling.

40. Principle of Unity of Command

The ultimate responsibility for and control of all actions directed toward
the objective of an organization are vested in one individual at each level
of operations.

13
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Annex B (PRINCIPLES AND CHARACTERISi'ICS OF MANAGEMENT),
to Memorandum 46-2

PRINCIPLES

1. All activities and actions are to contribute to the mission of the Army.

2. peacetime organizations and systems shoulLI be designed so that they are
suitable for or readily convertible to conditions of war or other emergencies.

3. Withip an organization, each of the .§pecific activities or parts must be sub-
,ordfnate to the overall organization.

4. Management is dependent upon an exchange of information and understanding.
Understanding is facilitated by universal usage of terms, clear and freely
used channels of communication, and mutual knowledge of objectives, authori-
ties, priorities, and standards of performance between superiors and
subordinates.

5. Decentralization or assignment of responsibility to a subordinate' does not
relieve the superior of the overall responsibility for performance.

6. Systems and organizational structures hould be oriented toward the mission
of the command and designed to insure

a. That objectives are achieved effectively with the least resources.

b. That each organizational element has a specific objective to attain or an
end product to produce.

7. Continual improvement in systems, methods, and use of resources is required
for continuing effectiveness in operations.

8. Major changes in conditions or variations in resources necessitate a timely
review and adjustment of objectives, policies, organization, functions, systems,
priorities, and allocations to assure optimum balance in relation to mission.

9. Service to users is the primary basis for evaluation of administrative and
support activities.

10. Recognition of human dignity, respect for people as individuals, and,imder-
standing of differences in capabilities are essential to effectiveness.

CHARACTERISTICS
1. Purposeful.
2. An outstanding means for exerting real impact upon human life.
3. Usually associated with efforts of a group.
4. Accomplished by, with, and through the efforts of others.
5. An activity, not a person or group of persons.
6. Management effectiwness requires the use of certain knowledge, skill, and practice.
7. Intangible.

14
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Annex C (SCH001.`i OF MANAGEMENT THEORY SIIMililARY) to Memorandum 46-2.
3

1. The Operational School. Thk i the "universal" or "traditional" approach to

management. Scholars from this school have attempted to establish universar

generalizations about mana lent. This was done-by analyzing the manage-
- ment process, establishin, ramework for it and identifying its-underlying

principles. This school concludes that management is a universal process,

regardless of the enterprise. Research, testing and application of the princi-

ples involved' in this process will lead to an improved practice of management.

2. The Empirical School. This school emphasizes the study of experience. By

studying-previous management mistakes, previous experiences of successful

managers, and previous management problems, the manager can learn and

apply the most effective managerhent techniques. By knowing what did or did

not work in past circumstances, the manager will be able to do the same in

similar situations.

3. The Human Behavior School. This approach to the study of management is based

on "how to deal with people. " Since managing involves getting things done

through people, the study of management should be centered on the interpersonal

relationship of the people inyolved. In other words, this school of theory is

concerned with the "people" invOlved in the 'management process.

4. The Social System School. This approach is very similar to th)e Human Behavior

School. This school, however, sees management as a social system dealing

with the complete cultural interrelationships of humanity. The management

process is most useful after applying basic sociology and group behavior analysis

to the particular social system.

5. The Decision Theory School. This school is composed mainly of economic

theorists, It originally was concerned only with selection of scourses Of action

from many alternatives, but it has now become! more encompassing. Decision-, -

making is done en a rational basis, often uing the model building technique, to

approach all management decisions.

6. The Mathematical School. This school feels that if the management process is

a logical process, it can be expreSsed in terms of mathematical symbols and

relationships. Mathematical models can then be built to deal with any problems

that might arise. In addition to model building, quantitative analysis (linear

programing, statistical analysis) is the technique most used by this school.

7. The Custom School. This school believes in managing as those before have

managed. Managing In the customary manner,, rather than innovating or

applying new techniques and concepts.

15
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Annex D (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE) to Memoralldiirry:-2.

Name the schools,cf management theory and enumerateAie advantages, and
disadvantage of each theory. (For solution, see Annex C. )

Fan 2$0-17 6/71 62C 16
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I. INTRODUCTION. Kipling onee said:

I keep six honest serving men,
They taught me all I knew.
Their names are where and what

and when.
And why and how and who.

These serving men didn't die with
Kipling. They are still very much with
us and will serve ati man who cultivates
their acquaintance; it is safe to say that
to be uccessfifl in an enterprise a man
must iaSter them. This is particularly
true in the field of management, where
a manager's success depends on his
knowing where his organization is going,
what it must do, wheA it must be done,
why it must be done, ;low it eail,be done
best, and who is going to do it.

.We have said that management is the
proces.s of establishing and attaining ob-

,jectiyes to carry out responsibilities.
In this definition ,hnre is the implication
that there Must have been an objective
given by higher autnority and that respon-
sible individuals must use it as a basis
for establishing the objectives of their
segments of the organization. For ex-
ample, trainmg centers are established
to provide' basic trainmgfor Army per-
sonnei. That is their mission and over-
all objective. Within the traininff center
each organizational element has its own
objectives to n:eet, and these oblectives
must not be in conflic*.vith the miscion
of the installation. Fol.- instance, the
special services section is organized to
provide morale and recreation services.
it is not directly concerned with training,
out if it achieves its objectives, it will
contribute to the acconiplishment of the
trainui% mission.

Management as a process is applicable
az zal levels of every organizatioa, and
t.zere are spacific functions that must be
:ierformed by managers. When viewed
analytically these functions of maiLige-

1

ment generally consist of planning, organi-
zing, directing, coordinating, and control-
ling the work of others. In an operating
agency these functions can be identified
separately, but cannot exist' separately.
Planning must take organizing into ac-
count; ;:onversely, organizing requires
planning--an interi-elationship and inter-
dependency bind together all of the func-
tions of management. In this regard
there are two definit facts we coo con-
sider: planning must exist before per-
formance of action, and planning provides
the foundations'for the other functions of
management.

Planning is the most basic of all man-
agement functions since it involves selec-
tion from among alternative courses of
action for the organization as a whole
and for every element and person in it.
Not only is planning a basic function for
all manager's at all levels in the organi-
zation, but the other fLactions of the
manager depend on it. A manager orga-
nizes, directs, coordinates, and controls
to assure the attainment of objectives
,according to plan.

2. PRINCIPLES OF PLANNING. The
essential nature of planning can best be
understood through four basic planning
principles: the contribution to objectives,
the primacy of planning, the pervasive-
ness of planning, and the efficiency of
plans.

a. Contribution to objectives. Every
plan and its result must contribute to the
accomplishment of the organization's ob-

Jectives. This principle 'stems from the
nature of the organization. which exists
for the accomplishment of group enter-
prise. Regardless of its other character-
istics, a good plan is capable of accom-
plishing the objective.

Plars alone cannot make an enter-
prise successful. Action is required if
the organization is to operate efficiently.
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Plans can, however, predict which actions
....ill lead toward the ultimate objective,
which will lead away from it, w inch will
probably offset one another, and which
are merely of no consequence. Mana-
gerial planning is directed toward co-
ordinating operations to obtam desired
results. Without plans, actions are
cnly activity which w ill must likely pro-
duce confusion,

b. Primacy of planning. Although all
the functions of management are inter-
related, planning establishes the objec-
tives necessary for group efforts. Also,
plans must be made to accomplish these
objectives before the man:.ger can know
what kind of organizational relationships
ana types of personnel are needed, the
manner and extent of direction they re-
quire, and what kind of control is most
desirable.

Planning and control are
inseparable--they have been called by
some management experts the Siamese
I....ins of management. Unplanned action
cannot be controlled, since control. in-
o'Nes keeping subordinates on course
by correcting deviations from plans. An
attempt to r", ontr at without plans is mean-
ingless; subordinates cannot do what a
manager wants them to do without know-
ing what his wishes are. Plans, there-
fore, furnish the standards of control.

c. Pervas:iveness of planning. Al-. though all managerial functions pervade
all managerial jobs, the pervasiveness
of planning needs special empha si s .

Planning is a function of every manager,
although the character and extent of his
planning vary with his au,thority and the
nature of his superior's policies and
plans. It is almost impossible to limit
his area of choice to the extent that he
can use no personal discretion, and un-
less he has some planning function he is
not really a manager.

2

One manager, because of his au-
thority or position in the organization,
may do more planmng or more impor-
tant planning than another, or the plan-
ning of one may b.-2 more c an,:
applicable tu a lar:zer portion of the or-
(Tan zation than that of another. However,-
all Army managers--from the general to
the first-line supervisormust plan. In
fact, a major factor in the success of a
supervisor is his ability to plan.

d. Efficiency of plans. A plan is ef-
ficient if it brings about the attainment
of objectives without causing unsought
consequences. Sometimes a plan con-
tributes to the attainment of objectives,
but at too high a cost in manpower, mo-
rale, money, and/or materials.

3. WHY WE PLAN.

a. Definitions of planning and a plan
describe only the process and the product
of planning, they do not touch on the me-
chanics of the process, nor do they men-
tion the forces that cause us to plan and
restrict our planning. These actuating
and limiting forces are determined by
the size and type of the operation, the
people involved, and the facilities and
materials required and available. For
everyday, simple activities, such as plan-
ning our personal recreation for tomor-
row, the initiating force is personal de-
sire limited only by such things as distance,
finances, and time. For complex activ-
ities, such as national industrial mobili-
zation planning, actuation includes such
forces as laws, decrees, and proclama-
tions, and limitations are too vast and
varied to enumerate here.

b. The answer to -why we plan" as
individuals or as offices can be stated as
-Planning is essential to the efficient run-.
ning of any activity." Without planning
there is waste and confusion. Military
personnel plan their activities directly--

4 2
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/pecause they are specifically required
to do so for a given purpose, or in-
directlybecause they are responsible
for certain operations or activities and
commonsense dictates there must be
planning in order for the work to pro-
ceed smoothly.

A direct requirement for planning
would be the case of a unit personnel
officer who is assigned the job of setting
up a training program for clerical. per-
sonnel. This is a specific.and direct
requirement for him to plan an activity
that is outside his usual scope of opera-
tions and which he may not be required
to supervise personall. In his regular
job assignment he has the continuing re-
sponsibility for seeing that the normal.
work of a personnei office is accom-
plished smoothly and efficiently. This,
of course, involves an indirect retluire-
ment for planning the activities of his
subordinates.

4. HOW WE PLAN. If a plan is a pro7
jected course of action and planning is
deciding in advance what to do, then
there must be a starting point and guide-
lines for developing the plan. To decide
on the best course of action, it is neces-
sary to study and evaluate all. known cir-
cumstances and to consider alternate
courses of action.

Planning consists of two phases: de-
termination of all factors which might
affect the proposed operation (in the mili-
tary this is called the estimate of the sit-
uation) and preparation of the plan itself.
In the determming phase there are two
specific tools of management to assist
you: forecasting and policy--which, in
this case. are considered as plans mad..?
at a higher Level.

a. Forecastme. Forecasting is look-
ing ahead. -It is the process of assezn-
banc and analyzing data which will In-
fluence actions in a probable situation.

A forecast is a statement of conditions
or events that will, affect actions at a fu-
ture Ciate. However, forecasting does
not refer to reaching the objective, and
it does no t. recommend a course of action.

(1) Forecasting is required both in
advance of and in association with plan-
ning. Let's assume that you manage an
Army training organization--higher au-
thority has forecasted (planned) that your
organization will. have 1,000 men to train
in a certian military occupational spe-
cialty (MOS) within a particular fiscal
year (what is to be done and when it is to
be done). At this time you should begin
to develop a plan or plans to accomplish
this objective, and you should enter into
the first phase of planning; i.e., assem-
bling data on such matters as facilities
available and requirements for instruc-
tor Personnel and supplies; analyzing and
evaluating the data you have collected;
and finally, determining the factors that
will most directly affect and influence the
training. From these actions you will
make your own forecast, the basis for
your planning to accomplish the training
mission.

(2) The development of a forecast
and the process of forecasting must be
based on a careful anaLysis of the cur-
rent situation and the projected require-
ments. A study of methods used in pre-
vious simiLar situations is valuable, as
is consultation with others who have en-
countered such problems. However, such
considerations are not completely reliable.
One must aLways question WHY the past
action was successfuL or unsuccessful.
and investigate whether changes in operat-
ing climate or conditions might affect
future operations. Present and antici-
pated resources--facilities, equipment,
manpower--must be evaluated, since any
forecast would be invalidated if there were
inadequate resources. Information gained
from past experience and the opinions of
others cannot stand alone; they must be
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analyzed thoroughly and mtegrated with
,ther factors. Sonie of the things which
siwuld be.considered are proposed or
:.pproved bldgets, probable or proposed
Llian;es in obje tive., limitations of

sical facilitles, known or estimated
pr Jduction or work capabilities, and prob-
z.ble availability of personnel.

(3) When all data are assembled
and the task of analyzing is completed,
the development of the forecast becomes
a matter of forward thinking and decision.
The amouin of detail in the forecast de-
pends; on the scope of the forecast, the
amount of detail increasing as the scope
decreases. The final product, the fore-
ct itself, should be stated in simple
terms, such as "Company A will provide
rifle marksmanship qualification for 250
trainees during the month of July."

b. Policy. Equally important to the
plannin process, and necessary during
the preparatory phase, are the state-
ments of boundaries, limitations, pro-
cedures, and guidelines within which the
operation is pc r for rned or to be per-
formed. In military terms these state-
ments are called policies. .11 policy is a
broad directive that guide.s an organiza-
tion toward the achievement of objectives,
a considered decision made by the man- .

ager for the purpose of setting up a guide
to future actions, or the written or oral
authority that establishes continuing rou-
tine actions. In planning, guidelines are
needed to limit the scope and extent of
planning, and later on, elements of the
organization wii. need these same guide-
lines to accomplish their specific objec-
tives. As policies are formulated down
ti.rough subordinate elements, they be-
come narrower in scope and more spe--
cific in detail. Policy, in itself, is an
expression of the exercise of the direct-
ing function by the manager. While all
personnel may recommead the adoption
of new policies or changes in old policies

4

as the need arises, decisions on policy
are the responsibility of the manager.

(1) The policies of an organization
give meaning to the objective. The goal
might be e::pressed in general terms
which have small significance to the mem-
bers of the organization. However, poli-
cies translate the goal into terms which
are of direct concern to the individual.
Policies make the goal more easily uader-
stood. since they supply the general di-
rectives for attaining the goal. A good
organitation policy is based on a careful
analysis of the organizational objectives,
is precisely, stated in simple terms, a id
is stable, flexible, comprehensi\e, com-
plementary to equal authority, and supple-
mentary to higher authority.

(2) We have discussed forecasting
and policy within the preliminary phase
of planning. Although discussed in se-
quence, the actual development of fore-
casts and policies does not necessarily
follow the sequence. The development of
a plan, forecast, and policy requires con-
current and interrelated actions, m the
development of each. there comes a point
where the other must be considered m
order _to continue action. For example,
there are various ways that instruction
in rifle marksmanship might be given
trainees, and an organization char,..;ed
with such training will necessarily need
to decide which method to use, In thT
forecasting action, the policy as to how
the organization will provide the training
should be considered, to develop policy,
one should know the forecast of suca tiins
as the number to be trained and the cadre
available, and to develop a plan, it is
necessary to know both policy and fore-
casts. There can be no absolute chrono-
logical sequence of actions 1 n the perform-
ance of the planning function.

L. Need for policy. In addition to serv-
ing as a guide for planiung and a means
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.irientation for Liii nek co'noi.oider
or member. policy provides the follow-
ing aids:

(1) It saes time, ..ame
decisions need not be made over and
oer. .Aopro\al or disaporm al ur major
proiects and decisions ni excepti,mal
matters are recorded as policy Cur the
organ..zation.

(2) It indicates resPonslinlitiei-
und aath ,r.ties, but does not :,tate fixed

oerational actions. Policy is impu..tant
iiecentralization of management au-

!'. because by foilov.m; it subordi-
roceed almig an ..-.:iproved cuur:ie

-..

(;) It helps to insure eonsis?.ency
.n. Since it provides euidep..msts

t*A- olannm-,. It helps to 1.eeo all ele-
i-ents of 3n organization moing in the
1-aine direction at the same time.

(4) It provides the necessary di-
rection for concurrent pladming 1* giving
-Lworfrmate units a framework witiun

tne,. nia drepare the., prelinu-
olans prior to the receipt of tile

,Anoktcd oluil from hig::ar author:J.:

d. Policy develownent. Policy:loesa't
napoen. it requires carewl

mild employment of the principles
in...na,-,ement, and exercise of some or

ail of the functions of management.
there are phases in the development proc-
c mari concurrent actions should

pertormed before the final product, a
t..an become a guide toward the

achieement of organizational objectives.
The p'inses of the development p2ocess
include the followin,.;:

(1) Formulation. Decid.2 on govern-
Ai; concepts. Analyze objectives. Make
an ,-ara.Lsis. of activities of the organiza-
tions, their nature and the course and

3

rate of growth of the organization are
involved.

(2) Promulgation. Disseminate the
policy to the level(s) where it is to be
used and applied. Timing, evaluation,
and decision as to methods of communi-
cation are required.

(3) Education (selling). Confer vvith
subordinates before final promulgation:
the policy should be understood by all
concerned. Some policies fail because
various people reading the same policy
may arrive at differ:ent conclusions as
to its metuUng. Also, many policies
fail because they are not wholeheartedly
accepted. Acceptance is more than lip
service and outward compliance; there
is still the probiem of oiercoming per-
sonal objections. If there are dissenters
and nonconfornusts within the organiza-
tion. the policy may not be sound or it
may n.)t be thoroughly understood by
those directly affected.

(4) Application. Use coordinate
and subordinate personnel to help make
managerial and operative decisions.
Decisio.is are mos -. generally accepted
when those %%ho are directly affected have
had a hand in making the decisions.

(3) Interpretation. No policy can be
written to c.o.,er every situation and even-
tualit.), there are exceptions to every-
thing. Interpretation is usually the re-
sponsibility of the immediate operating
manager, but final decisions on questions
of mterpretation rest with the manager
who issued the policy. The educational
phase does not completely cover this
phase of interpretation.

3. STEPS IN PLANNING.

a. The first step in planning is to de-
termine the precise purpose of the plan.
You are the manager. You must realize
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that before you can produce an effective
plan, you must clearly define the objec-
tne. The uL2ective shouki, in fact, co.1-
stitute a goal tow:Ard which the individ-
uals in the oiA anization can direct their
efforts. This first step in the prepara-
tion of a plan is basic and elementary,
the key to any plan. The o',)jective is
usually simple to determine, but it is
often difficult to pinpoint in a statement.
An objective can be set by necessity, de-
cree, or agreement, and it is here that
forecasts and forecasting hecome so
important, since they state precisely
what may be. anticipated.

b. The second step of planning is the
determination of the course of action.
This is accomplished partly by the action
of forecasting and partly by die action of
developing policy, but neither forecast-
ing nor policy provides for deciding on
the course of action. Here you face the
problem of "how it is to be done" and
must make a decision. You should weigh
opportunity costs and the possible courses
of action that might achieve the objective,
and then choose the course of action tO
followed by the organization. Others may
recommend, others may gatiler facts,
others may evaluate, but you, the man-
ager, make the final decision. Before
you make your final decision, you should
carefully consider alternative courses
of action. You should consider at least
two possible solutions (excluding those
few cases where there is no alternative),
and your selection should be the one which
is based on the most facts and fewest as-
i...imptions, and which may ba expected
to yield the greatest gain with the least
expense. Also, the chosen course of
action should be the one which fits best
withinurganizational policies and
procedures.

c. The third step in the preparation
of a plan is to establish the procedures.
In tactical situations a specific format is
used and the plan is called an operation

order or administrative order. In other
instances the plan Itself may take the
form of written orders. directives mem-...

orandums, letters, or regulationsthe
specific format is re iauvely unimpor-
tant. In any case the plan should provide
answers to the following questions:

(1) WHAT is to be done? (The
objective.)

(2) HOW is it to be done? (Method.

(3) WHERE is it to bc; done?
(Location. )

(4) WHEN is It to be done?
(Scheduling.)

(5) WHO will do it? (Personnel. )

d. After you complete the pLan and be-
fore it is distributed to subordinate and
using elements of the prganization, you
should check it to determine if it in-
cludes as many of the following factors,
or information concerning them, as are
necessary for its success;

(1) Resources to be used (including
funds).

(2) Agencies, departments, or in-
dividuals involved.

(3) Coordinating agency(ies).

(4) Outside cooperation or assist-
ance needed.

(5) Assumptions to be considered.

(6) Progress reports to be submitted.

(7) Time phasing of program(s).

(8) Anucipated trouble areas.

(9) Final obje c t e to be
attained.
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(1.0) Priorit.

The plan. when completed, should be
distributed to subordinate elements for
implementation and execution. During
this stage, the directing, coordinating,
and controlling functions of management
will come to the fore and continue until
the objective has been accomplished.

6. CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD
PLAN.

a. It is capable of accomplishing the
objective. Is,,your plan workable? Can
it accomplish the objectives of the pro--
ptised operation? If it cannot, then it is
not a good plan.

b. It is based on facts. In your plan
have all pertinent data been considered?
Are the data accurate? Have assump-
tions been reduced to the minimum?

c. It uses existing resources. Does
your plan make full use of available re-
sources? Are any organizational re-
sources not being used? Are there any
resources available which should be used?

d. It provides for the necessary or-
ganization. Does your plan clearly es-
tablish relationships and fix responsi-
bilities?

e. It provides for continuity. Does
your plan provide for an organization, for
personnel, and for materiel? Does it cov-
er the full period of the contemplated op-
eration? Have provisions been made for
continuous coordinatioa?

1. It provides for decentralization.
Does your plan delegate authority to the
maximum extent consistent with retention
of the necessary degree of control?

g. It provides for direct communica-
t2n. Does your plan permit coordination

curing execution by means of direct corn-
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munication between coequals and
counterparts on all levels? Does it
.also provide for communications up

and communications down? Are you
sure that everyone concerned will
understand his part in it?

h.. It has simplicity. In your plan,
have all nonessential elements been elim-
inated? Have all elements been reduced
to their simple st:fo?'

i. It has flexibility. Does your plan
Leave room for adjustment to changes in
operating conditions? Are alternative
courseS of action provided? Plans have
a tendency to cause people to operate in
a groove--the groove of the plan. To the
extent that it helps a manager with lim-
ited knowledge, skill, or initiative to con-
duct an operation in a satisfactory man-
ner, it is good. To the extent that it re-
stricts the initiative of a knowledgeable
and skillful manager, it is bad. Plans
permitting Little freedom of action may
be excellent for one organization but poor
for another because of the differing capa-
bilities of their managers.

j. It provides for control. Do ade-
quate means exist, or have they been
provided, to see that your plan is carried
out as it should be?

k. It is clear, concise, complete, and
coordinated. Is your plan simply stated,
and will it be clearly understood by all
concerned?

7. ORGANIZATION FOR PLANNING. At
all organizational levels there are provi-
sions for planning personnel within the
work force, though in many cases these
provisions consist merely of placing re-
sponsibility for planning on the manager.
However, even at the Lowest echelon the
manager can establish procedures and
assign personnel to assist in the planning
functions within his own area. There are
four fundamental methods of,organizing
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for plunning: using the existing organi-
zation w ahout change, creatil,g a per-
manent planning committee, creating an
,Ad hoc committee; using a combination

'of two or more of these methods.

a. Use the existing organizational
structure. This method is used in all
regular operations of the organization.
Each memb,:.r contributes to the overall
plan within his sphere of activity. The
personnel contributing to the planning
remain m their usual'assignments and
locations and coordinate by means of
conferences or other forms of comma-
..10aion.

b. Creation o,f a permanent planning
immittee. In this meth id the function

of plannin is assigned to a committee
created for the one purp ise of carrying
cut the major planning for the organaza-
UJn. ()tiler aceneies of the organization
nre relieved of all but short-range plan-
ning responsibilities and ,:oncentrate
their efforts on current operat.ons. Tim
meth id h_s the advantage of concentra-
t. jfl .)f effort along with fqeiirly estab-
lished re,00nsibilit3 for the function,
and lends itself to easier direction a id
control. The disadvantages are thot.e
of creating one more agency to super-
vise and co irdinate, of making a clear-
cut division betweenfuture and current
planaing and of running the chance that
the plannin:; section ma3 fail to keep a-
breast of current oprations and thus not
be aware of available current data that

nd.1 ha\e an effect on future planning.

c. Creation of an ad hoc (temporary)
committee. This metirid is frequently
used to resolve a specific problem or de-
vise specific plan of action. The corn-
n-ittee is composed of personnel who are
assigned to regular duties in the organi-
zation, but are detached from their usual
duties for the period of time required to
produce a particular plan. An example

8

of such a coMmittee is that created by
a post commander to plan the activities
for Armed Forces Day.

d. Use of a combination of methods.
An example is found in the practice of
assembling a planplIsi section to work
on certain aspects of the plan, upon com-.,
pletion of which the planners return to
their own sections to do their part of the
overall plan, thus using the existing
organization.

8. RESULTS OF POOR PLANNING.
Planning is not restricted to one-time,
or major, operations. It applies to daily
actions and to routine as well as special
activities. Lack of planning in this area
can be. disastrous to a manager. If man-
agement d..)es not plan, or if it does not
plan wisely and well, efficiency is seri -
ously affected. It is eas3 to define plan-
ning, but planning itself requires effort.
It requires thmum6 and reasoning--
processeb nnist people like to avoid, It is
easier to use the trial-and-error method
than to analyze and weigh advantages and
disadvantages. It is ea'sier just to do
what seems best at the time, keeping busy
at the jobs as they occur, than to sit down
and plan how to,get more done and yet be
less busy.

Planning requires know ledge, fore-
sight, judgment,, and experience. The
planner (manager) must know his derson-
nel, he must know their skills, aptitudes,
abilities, and shortcomings. He must
know the facilities, equipment, and ma-
terials he has to work with. He must
know hoc, to break big jobs down into
little ones.

A manager or supervisor who is a poor
planniir is always at a disadvantage in an
organization. Unfortunately, he himself
does not alwa.3s, recognize that man3 of
his difficulties and problems stem from
lack ,f planning. However, the results
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(.1 poor planning re numerous and are
ularingly evident to the experienced eye,f
A supervisor should suspect poor plan-
ning, or Lick of planning is his trouble
if he .s "snowed under" with work. if his
personnel caqmot meet deadlines, if there
is confusion.and discontent among his
personnel, if work is slowed down be-
cause of insufficient or inferior equip-
ment, tools, or materials, or incompe-
tent personnel, and if his personnel are
so rushed that they can't do good work.
The z"pecific evidences of poor plannin,4.
include:

a. Machines and equipment unused
for overlong periods.

b. Poor maintenance of machines
and equipment.

c. Excessive backlog of work.

d. Files improperly maintained.
Difficulty in locating material.

e. Materials wasted. Too many ex-
pendable supplies used in proportion to
the amount of work produced.

f. Some individuals overworked, .-,ome
unctzrIt orked.

g. Quarreling and bickering amonj
personnel.

h. Skilled personnel doing work that
could be done by uhskilled.

i. Individuals producing inferior work
due to lack of training.

j. Too much overtime.

k. Too :nany "peaks and valleys" in
...orkLoads.

I. Execs I ve tar and ab-
-3entee,sm.

el 9

in. Work stoppages due to shortage of
.supplies.

n. Discoitent due to lack of pronio-
lion opportunities.

0. Disorderly work areas, high ac-
cident rate.

p. Too many inaccuracies too much
work having to be redone.

9. BENEFITS OF GOOD PLANNING.
When a manager is a good planner, the
work in his unit is accomplished quickly,
smoothly, and accurately. Personnel
are busy, but not rushed. There is co-'
operation and harmony among the per-
sonnel. Working areas are orderly and
uncluttered, and the accident rate is low.
There is liking, admiration, and respect
for the manager, and personnel willingly
follow his leadership. Some of the bene-
fits of good planning are:

a. Work is completed on time.

b. There is a good relationship wit.
other departments.

c. People are working on jobs they
can do best.

d. Workers know how their jobs relate
to the mission of the organization. The7
know that their work is important and
essential.

e. There is little waste of manpower
or materials.

f. Machines and equipment are used
to the best advantage.

g. Work meets prescribed standards
of quality.

h. There is an atmosp'lere of friendli-
ness, cheerfulness, and cooperativeness.
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The diffei ence between good planning
alkl poor planning is the difference be-
tween orcler and confusioi . between'.ork
being done on time and not being done on
time, between harmony and conflict, and.
incidentally, between a good efficiency
rating and a poor efficiency rating.

Plan ling is to the manager as routing
a trip is to the tra% eler. The traveler
has a certain destination to reach, and
he must determine the best way to get
there. Usually, there arc various routes
open to him. unless he plots his trip in
advance he may travel secondary cr
dead -end roads, run into time -Lonsaming
and rou:h detours, encounter roadblocks,
take wrong :urnings and have to back-
track before he can advance, and, of
course, spend far more time, money,
and effort than he should have done.

10. SUMMARY. NVell-prepared plans
are the basis for the organizational strtc-
tuie and for the operations of the organi-
zation. During the planning process, the

10

manager analyzes the situation to deter\
mine what is to be accomplished. When \
he has clearly defined the objective, he \
determines and evaluates alternative
courses of action, then develops policies
and procedures within which the plan will
be implemented. Next, he establishes
measurable goals, the sum of which will
accomplish the objective; and finally, he
develops a plan that will implement the
course of action selected.

The astute manager realizes that plan-
ning must be used as a bridge to the fu-
ture, not as an end in itself. Each plan
is a steppingstone to other plans and other
actions. He realizes that planners must
be realistic and recognize the many limita-
tions of both current and future situations.
Planning must notthrottle the Army man-
ager or the organization, but must permit
fle:dbility to conduct operations based upon
alid policies. A plan must express and

encourage the exercise of initiative by
all concerned. Planning is the frame-
work for the control of action.
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Annex (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE) to Memorandum 46-3

From the members of your group select an ad hoc committee or, if this is not
feasible, you develop a plan for the reorganization of your section or company.
Define the objectives, develop and evaluate alternative courses of action, and
develop policies and procedures to implement the plan. Build flexibility into
the plan to allow for future changes and modifications.

FON 2110...16 9/71 112C
11
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1. INTizoDrcrIoN. it th gener,111 !see -

ognized that objectives tnust be estab-
lished. policies set. and plans formu-
lated through good Management. Plan-
ning is the first step m the management

tt planning ts of n t value unless
it is followed by action. The planning
t manager does is based on the fact that
there is a lob to be done and the assump.-
tion that people are, or will be, avail-
able to d6 it. The plan he develops,
however, is inanimate, He must being
it to life. To do this, he must arrange
and ,fflocate his physical resources (fa-,

cilities, equipment, matemel, money)
that. his human resources (personnel)

co : ose them to the lvst advantag.e. He

must organize' (fig. 1).

Organizmg is the process of bringing
together the work, the worker, and ,the
work place.. Whenever two or more
people work together, there is some sort
of organization, there is an arrangement
of tasks and duties showing how Their
positioos fit together. There is no basic
difference between organizing a small
unit attd organizing a large department
consisting of a number of units. The

same principles and procedures apply at
all levels. Our discussion, therefore,
will deal with the broad aspects of organiz-
ing and will apply to management atAall

levels, down to and including the first,-
line supervisor. Although theQysupetrvisor
may not be directly concerned with all of
the phases bf o r ga niz in OTte mstst

af,a,

:*

An organization is formed when

two or more individuals join

their efforts toward a'know

ena.

Basic and sound principles of

organization have been devel-

soped'and proven% Those 'princi-

ples apply to all forms of

acti"viiy which people collec-

tively may wish to undertake.

Organizing can be described as

the alinement of people for t,he

aceomplishment of soie agreed

objective through tbe assign-

mant of responsibilities and

functions.

Figure I. Organiz ing.

1
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understand them and rauSt know the or-
ganization as a whole in order tu under-,
stand where he fits intu it. The organi-
zation as a whole and every part of it
'hould be judged in the light ef how welt
it contribUtes to the overail objective.

4

'The proper arrangement Of the work
'and the personnel into logfcal groupings
Firomotes effectiveness of the unit or
office. Efficiency$ good,morale, job
satisfaction, and high production go hand
in hand with effectiveness. Any organiz-
ing effort, therefore, is q. matter for
the earliest consideration of the man-
ager if maximum effeciveness is ta be
obtained.

2. CONSIDERATIONS PRIOR TO OR-
GANIZING. To many pe.ple, the word
"organizing" is synonymous with "plan-
ning. " They .Say, "Organize your
thoughts" or "Organize your" daily activ-
ities, " when they probably mean make a
plan op follow a-projeCted line of action.
As applied to management, however, or-
ganizing refers to the process of estab-
lishing relationships among men, tasks, ,

and materiel to carry out the plans of the
manager; i. e., to achieve organizational
objec.ives. In setting up an organization,
there are certain/fundamental concepts
which must be uinderstood clearly, since
they have a decisive influence on the ef-
fectiveness of the unit.

a. Group association. Within every
formal organization there may'be one or
more informal organizations. These
groupings are not formed by 'manage-
ment; they grow simply because people
carry their social lives into their-wôrk
lives. People band together because of
common interests--in hobbies, in chil
dren, in religion, in sports and recrea-
tion, or in work. An individual brings
to his job his own interests, desires,
and emotions. He wants to associate with
and be accepted by his fellow workers.

2

He wants to fitinto a group and have a
,feeling Of belonging.

The success ul manager recognizes
that the informal organizationhas a
great influence on the amount and qual-
ity of work that is 'produced. Within any
group--working or playing--there is a
natural leader who sets the pace and
creates, or encourages, the attitudes
and opinions of the rest of the group.
This natural leader may or,may not be
the assigned leader: The group as a
whole can make the Manager appear ei-
ther efficient or nefficient. When,a
manager studies and analyzes his infor-
mal groupings and their leaders he will .
understand how they operate. He will
know what circumstances and feelings
influence their attitudes. 'He will then
be able to introduce changes, issue in-
structions, and direct activities in a way
that will create the most acceptance and
the least antagonism in the group.

b. Division of work. Groups move more
quickly toward their goals when there.is
a fair and even distribution of wark.

c. Delegation of authority. Division
of work among members of a unit makes
it necessary for one person to assign and'
supervise the work and the workers, and
this person must have authority to make
decisions in keeping with his respon-
sibilitie s.

d. Creation of specialists. As the com-
' olexity of the group activity increases,
some actions cannot be left to the group
as a whole, but must be assigned to spe-
cially qualified individuals.

e. Division of authority by specializa-
tion. Special activities tend to develop
into separate ,organizational elements, to
the heads of which is delegated manage-
rial authority over all problems within
their special areas regardless of where



the. arise lo the ortanization. In busi-
ness purcnasing of raw materials and
such items as office supplies, tools,
and macnthery is an example of a spe-
cial acuvity. and many companies re-
quire that all buying be done by the pur-
chasing element regardless of what the
_tem is atm %. here or how it is to be used.

f. C6ordmation. Whenever authority
is divided, coorthnation is essential.
Subpra.nate 'supervisors sometimes lose
sight of the overall objective, and it is
the responsibility of the manager to
keep the endre organization headed to-
ward tne objective.

3. PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION.
The above listing of fundamentai con-
cepts 2s representative, but not all-
inclusive. of the things to consider in
determuung the organizational structure.
Many of the principles of management
must be applied in the function of organiz-
ing. so that the product wiLL be the re-
sult of study rather than trial and error.
Broadly speaking. all the principles of
management may be related to organiz

put some of them are so specifi-
call:. a oart of and essential to effective

-logy:zing that they are called princi-
pies Di organization. These are the
princiPle, of unity command, span"of
control homo&.eneous assignment, and
delegation of authority.

a. Unity of command. Unity of com-
mand means that responsibility for and
control of all actions within an organi-
zation are vested in one individual at
each level of-operation. At each level
tnere is only one manager who is tou-ly
responsible for the element, and the net
ef:ec: is that ever:: person knows to

,lom he rep ins and ....hom he directs.

(I) In the Bible, ;Ic..ttne-... 6:24, is
e statement. :NO mat, can serve t...o

. . . . ,tatement has e -

come an axiom which is applicable to
organization today. In order to do his
job; each in'dividual (including super-
visors) must know to whom he repofts,
from whom he receives instructions, and
to whom he reports results.

(2) Another old saying, "Too many
cooks spoil the broth," is equally perti-
nent. To avoid "spoiling the broth, " the
manager must know who works for him,
whom he directs, who aids him, and who

is responsible for each task.

(3) To insure unity of command
(fig. 2), all lines of communication should
be as short as possible, definite, clear-
cut, and understood by all. Also, it is
important to remember that Lines of com=
munication should not be bypassed. For
the person bypassed, there is confusion;
he no longer knows whom he directs,
since his subordin,- -es are receiving or-
ders from so -..eone higher. He cannot
reasonably be held responsible for the
actions of his subordinates when he does
not know what orders they received. As
for the subordinate with "two masters, "
which superior does he obey? To whom
does he owe primary loyalty? Once unity
of command is established, it must be
maintained. One way a manager can do

this is by making frequent personal in-
spections augmented by the publication
of a functional list of duties and respon-
sibilities of all managers with in the
organization.

(4) In summation, the principle of
unity of command consists of a single
idea: one boss at each level. This has
two corollaries: each individual must
know to whom he reports, and each man-
ager must know those whom he directs -

or for whom he is responsible.

b. Span of control. The problpm of
hov. many individuals one per:.,on can con-
trol (or manage) effectivety is as oLd as
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UNITY OF COMMAND is a reminder of the old saying
"No man can serve two masters. . .

"

FAILURE TO SECURE UNITY OF COMMAND IS FOLLOWED BY:

DISORGANIZATION

IRRESPONSIBILITY----

CONFUSION

VACILLATION-4

UNITY OF COMMAND is necessary to good organization
and is a requirement which is oased on the logical
conc.usion that there must be a single responsibility
ior final decision in any or.anization.

Figure 2. Unity of Command.
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management itseli. An excellent illus-
tration of this may be found in passage:-
inthe Bible that deal with Moses organ-
izling the exodus of the Israelites. In

E\iodus 13:17-26, Moses' father-in-law,
noting that Moses was spending most of
his time giving counsel to many in-
dividuals, said to him:

"The thing that thou doest is not
good. Thou wilt surely wear away, both
thou and this people that is with thee:
for this thing is too heavy for thee; thou
art not able to perform it thyself alone.
Hearken now unto my voice, I wiLl give
thee coansel. . . thou shalt provide
out of all the people able men . . . and
place such over them ghe peoplg, to be
rulers of thousands, and rulers of hun-
dreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of
tens. And let them judge the people at
ail seasons: and it shall be, that every
great matter they shall bring unto thee,
but every small matter they shall judge:
so shall it be easier for thyself, and they
shall bear the burden with thee. If thou
shalt do this thing, and God command
thee so, then thou shalt be able to en-
dure, and all this people shall also go to
their place in peace. "

Moses followed his father-in-law's
advice. He: ". . . chose able men out of
all Israel, and made them heads over
the people, rulers of thousands, rulers
of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers
of tens. And they judged the people at
all seasons: the hard causes they brought
unto Moses, but every small matter they
judged themselves. "

(1) Application of the principle of
span of control is the process of limiting
the number of direct subordinates and the
3rea of supervision, and of budgetIng
time so that all duties are performed
v.ith:n the time span normally available
to a manager. If the principle of span
,Jf control conscientiously applied, the
....orkbad can be placed under effective

control and handled without difficulty.
There arc four basic factors which must
be considered in applying this principle:
(a) the complexity of the work, (b) the
capabilities of the supervisor and the
workers, (c) the distance between the
superior and his subordinate s, and

(d) time.

(2) Many management experts say
that the number of subordinates a supe-
rior can manage effectively is usually
four to eight at the upper levels of man-
agement and eight to fifteen or more at
the lower levels. Other students r:
management use different maximums
and minimums, but they generally fall
within these ranges. As stated above,
there are many variables which influence
the span of control., and any figures given
can be only a guide. The basic problem
is the number of direct relationships with
which a manager is involved. If he has
only one subordinate, there is only one
direct relationship; if he has two subor-
dinates, there are three direct relation-
ships; if he has three subordinates, there
are six (fig. 3).

(3) The French management con-
sultant, V. A. Graicunas, holds that in
addition to the direct single relationship
there are two oth ei. superior-subordinate
relationships: direct group relationships,
and cross relationships. Moreover, he
says that the relationships can be con-
sidered on a minimum and maximum
basis. According to Graicunas' theory
(fig. 4), in the case of a manager with
two subordinates, at the minimum base
there is a total of four relationships, and
at the maximum base a total of six. The
results show a marked rise in total re-
lationships if there are more than 4 sub-
ordinates; e.g., for 4 subordinates the
total number of relationships on a mini-
mum basis is 21, on a maximum basis,
44; for 5 subordinates, 41 and 100, re-
spectively; and for 12 subordinates, 4, 17,1

and 24,708, respectively. Graicunas



Figure 3. Direct Relationships.

X to A
X to B
X to C
A to B
A to C
B to C

Minimum Base:
Direct Single Relationships 2

X to A, X to B

Cross Relationships 1

A and B

Direct Group Relationships 1

X to A-and B 4

Maximum Base:
Direct Single Relationships 2

X to A, X to B

Cross Relationships 2

A to B, B to A

Direct Group Relationships 2

X to A with B
X to B with A

Figure 4. Graicunas' Theory.
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assumed it posibk. for one man-
ager to give adequate attention to a
maximum of 12 cross relationships and
28 direct group relationships (the totals
for 4 4ubordinates); therefore, strict
application of this theory would set the
span of control at 4.

(4) Regardless of how you measure
manager-subordinate relationships, an
arbitrary limitation based purely on
numbers cannot be applied to every sit-
uation. There must be an analysis of the
kind of work the subordinates perform.
If the work is simple and identical, one
man can readily supervise relatively
large numbers. However, each increas-
ing instance of human relationships can
create additional problems.

(5) Space and distance enter into
span of control because the physical area
of supervision, including the location of
subordinates and activities, influences
ease of managing. the activities to be
supervised require frequent personal
contact, ou should consider your acces-
sibility to these activities when you lo-
cate them. Their distance from you will
have considerable bearing on how well
you are able to do your job. There arc
two extremes to avoid in Locating subor-
dinates or activities. It is just as unwise
to locate a subordinate too near as too
far away. Having the subordinate too
close may result in oversupervision. It
is a natural tendency for a person to su-
pervise more closely those persons who
are Located nearer to him. This over-
supervision may interfere with the work
of the subordinate and stifle him to such
an extent that he becomes the man who
does only what he is told to do and little
else. On the other hand, having a subor-
dinate too far away may result in under-
supervision, and the subordinate may
begin to operate independently to such a
degree that supervision becomes per-
functory.
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It appears, then, that the ideal dis -
tance between the manager and the sub-
ordinate is that distance which minimizes
both oversupervision and undersuper-
vision. With the advanced means of com-
munication used today, this principle may
be applied at various echeLons. If close
physical supervision is required contin-
uously, the emphasis shouLd be placed
on locating activities so that supervision
is made as easy and economical as pos-
sible. In higher.echelons the emphasis
may need to be placed on geography,
transportation, supply, and other aspects
which affect the movement of materiel
and personnel.

(6) Another factor affecting span
of control, time, refers to the time it
takes to supervise, to transmit orders
through the levels of the organization,
to give approvals or make decisions, and
to correct and controL operations.

(7) Closely reLated to the time fac-
tor is the skill and ability of both the
manager and his subordinates. If the
subordinates are relatively untrained,
they need closer supervision. If they are
knowledgeable and highly skilled, it re-
quires Less time to direct their activities.

(8) ALL the factors influencing span
of control are interdependent and inter-
related; one cannot be changed without a
corresponding change in another. It must
be realized that the smaller the span of
controL, the Longer the chain of command
and the greater the number of levels (fig.
5). This can result in the "top" managers'
having inadequate knowledge of what is
going on at the Lower echeLons. These
managers must judge people whom they
really do not know, and the people in Lower
management have no real opportunity to
make themselves heard. There are forces
tending to increase the number reporting
to the cnief manager; for example, some
intermediate managers want to have
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The manager of a large
organi.zation does not

have time to personally
contact all units or
elements of his organiza-
tion before making de-
cisions that affect its
operation.

A supervisor can operate
better if he is responsi-
ble for only those activi-
ties that one person can
direct efficiently.

3

4

The phrase "span of control"
implies the limitations exist-
ing in supervision and coordi-
nation by one individual.

Poor results can be expected
when the attention of one
individual is spread over too
many activities.

[1:
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Figure 5. Span of Control.

access to as high a level of management
as possible, behevinz-,, this to be a means
of advancement and a sign of status. Again,
the manager nimse If ma lack faith in the

of kis subordinates, fear possible
rivals, or feel a desire for power as shown
oy the number of people reporting to him.

c. Hornozene,:u.s assigzthient. Homo-
,eneous assignment is the process of

urnng to7ether like or related tasks
and activities the organizational
structure. r rehted jobs should

8

be grouped together in the organization,
and personnel should be assigned to jobs
in keeping with their experience and skills.
The value of this is apparent; a man who
concentrates his efforts, either mental
or manual, on a certain endeavor in-
creases the quality and quantity of his
work, and thus increases his skill. Be-
cause of the separate purposes of nomo-
s.zeneous assignment, there are tv o phases
on the application of this principle: the
structural phase and the pe,'sonnel place-

.Cflt phc-tse.



(I) In the structural phase, the
principle is apPlied to the oraganiza-
tiona, framework; Le.. the arrange-
n:eut of job relationships within the for-
mal )ranization. In the personhel
placement phase. the principle is ap-

to the personnel who are to be as-
signed to the jobs. The key to this prin-
ciple is found in the derivation of the
word "homogeneous." The first part of

. the ord is from the Greek word "homos,
which means like or similar, the latter
half from the Greek word "gencs,

means family, race, or kind. Irf

the application of the principle, three
factors must be controlled: (a) activi-
ties must not overlap, (b) duties and
resp msibilities must be clear-cut and
similar in nature, and (e) every duty
and responsibility must ba assigned to
some individual in the organization.

(2) In the persormel placement
:,hase, one should consider the indivi-
daal's mental and plisical qualifications,
aptitudes, and desires, and then deter-
mine if they are homogeneous (alike or
related) to the job requirements. Quicker
and be:ter results can be obtained from
,)eopte when they are selected for jobs

...h:(.1 they can use their basic knowl-
ed;;e and skills. Homogeneity of assign-
ment in this phase can be accomplished
by throuo.hly and carefully analyzing an
.nth.. :dual's mental and physical qualifi-

and aptitudes, and comparing
:nein -.1th w hat the job requires. 1111-

, )ro L a s ification and assignment re-
sult .n iov. morale and poor efficiency.

( 3) While the results of effective
ac..tion of the principle of homoge-
ne,y.:- assignine,it usuall: cannot be meas-
,wpd .n the yardstick sense, it is safe to

that increased efficienci and econom:.
result. If it is diligent1:- applied at

together V1ti other principles
homo;eneous assignment

1:1 ma:eriztily aid in the creat_on of a
,ri.;ainzation. A con,-clous

9
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cation of both phases of this principle
will insure that resources are used in
the most economical manner and that
the quality and quantity of production are
increased.

d. Delegation of authority. The word
authority" is defined as the right of de-

cision or command. To delegate is to
entrust to the management,of another.
Delegation of authority, then, is grant-
ing or giving an individual the legal right
to make decisions and take action. Notice

that this definition does not include giving

the responsibility that is always present
with authority. The commander or man-
ager can delegate his authority, but not
his responsibility for acting or failing to
act. In actual operation the rymnager
creates new responsibilities for his sub-
ordinates, the sum total of which will
accomplish his own responsibilities.

(1) Stated as a principle, delegation
of authority is granting authority to in-
dividuals in keeping with their respon-
sibilities; that is, when a man is made
responsible for a job, he is given the
"power" he needs to do the job. There
are three general types of authority. The
first is authority due to force of char-
acter or personality such as that exerted
by the leader of an informal organization.
The second is that due to,a speciai knowl-
edge in a particular field, such as sci-
ence or law; and the third is the authority
which is inherent in position. It is the
third type of authority with which we are
concerned.

(2) Position actually means a spe-
cific job or task within an organizational
structure. Yoa are given certain legal
rights to act when you are assigned your
position as manager,, and because you
occupy that pk)sition you have an obliga-
tion to discharge to the best of your abil-
ity the responsibilities inherent in your
tasks:. You cannot escape this responsi-
bility b passing it on to subordinates,



but by delegating ,Luthority you can make
your subordinates responsible for ac-
complishing part of the task. You as-
sign authority, but you still retain it.
That accountability which you have to
your superiors remains the same, no
matter how much authority you delegate
to others.

(3) Why does the need for delega-
tion of authority arise? A manager
should perform only those tasks which

' his subordinates cannot accomplish.
For instance, the manager of a depart-
ment which is divided into several sec-
tions must appoint an individual to be in
charge of each section. These subordi-
nate supervisors report directly to him,
but ea,:h is responsible for his own sec-
tion and must ba given the authority to
make decisions affecting his work and
his personnel. The manager who is
swamped with details probably is not
delegating enough authority to his sub-
ordinate supervisors.

(4) In the process of delegating au-
thority, and when considering its effect
on the accomplishment of the organiza-
tional objective, you must realize there
are three possible results: overdelega-
tion, underdelegation,and proper
delegation.

(a) If you overdelegate, you
lessen your control over the subordinate,
along with your control oVer operations.
Decision making is placed at an improper
level, and the entire organization suffers
loss of efficiency and perhaps morale.

(b) When you widerdelegate, the
subordinate is not given freedom to act.
F9I" each decision he must get your ap-
proval, consequently, he soon loses all
initiative and feels that his judgment is
not trusted. You, yourself, are tied to
a mass of detail and kept from more im-
por:ant work. When you underde legate,

you are imply inr; that you can "run the
whole show." When you become sick or
leave the organization, operations may
be impaired because there is no one pres-
ent who feels he has the ability or the
zluthority to make decisions.

(c) Between these two extremes
there is the point of the proper amount
of delegation. To arrive at this point,
you must know your objective and your
job, know your personnel, their capa-
bilities and limitations; know your re-
sources; evaluate all circumstances;
and then proceed to assign tasks, reserv-
ing to yourself the major decisions.

(5) The good manager uses judg-
ment and commonsense in analyzing the
situation. He is not chained to his desk,
but has freedom of action to know what,
is going on in his organization. ,When
there is a: difficult problem or decision,
he has sufficient time to study the matter
carefully and to come up with the right
answer. The net effect is that the or-
ganization can uperate efficiently, even
in his absence, subordinates exercise
initiative, and the organization is molded
into a team, all working together.

-:. STEPS IN ORGANIZING. The need
for organi±ing can be traced back to
primitive society; men have or ga nized
into collective groups for a common pur-
pose since the.dawn of c iviliz ati on.
It is reasonable to suppose that, at about
the same time, man learned that organiz-
ing on the spot and at the time of necessity,
was often too late, sur viva 1 required
prior planning a,nd assignment of task's.
From the need for survival, through
joint and c o 1 le c tive .tion, evolved
the process of organizing. Then, as now
the chief was guided in setting up an or-
ganization by f o llo wi ng three princi-
pal stebs: deter mining the jobs, es-
tablishing the structure,-and allocating
the resources.

1U
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.1. Determining thelobs. In this hi,-
tial step, the primary consideration,arc
the organizational objective ,un.1 the re-
sources available to you. Your imme-
diate task is to divide the overall )1) j c
Lye into specific jobs. This invol..es the
plamung procedures of gathering facts
and assumptions, evaluating them, and
deriving essential factors. Specifically.
..ou use Ole tools of forecastio!: and policy.

(!) In order to clarif .,.. let us create
a situation. You have been appointed
manager of a post recreation office, and
your organizational objective is to pro-
vide recreation facilities for personnel
assigned to the post. There are polle.ies
and directives from higher management
authority, and you know the number of
personnel and the facilities available. To
determine the jobs, you need to know
what services your office will provide.
For instance, if you are Located in
Needles, California, providing and man-
ning facilities for skiing would hardly be
a job of your office, even though skiing
is a form of recreation.

(2) The amount of detail required
in the subdivision of the objective depends
on the working level: the closer it is to

the' operating level, the more detailed is
the breakdown. As a final check, when
the list of jobs is completed, the total of
the job efforts should enable the accom-
plishment of the.assigned objective. To

prevent overlaps or gaps between specific
jobs, clear-cut delineation should be made'
when subdividing the objective. To return
to the situation above, delineation might

be by sports, entertainment, and crafts
and hobbies, sports might be further bro-
ken down into individual, team, group,

and mass participation.

o. Establishing the structure. The

seLond step, estabilshthg the structure,

s.s more detailed than deternuning We :,obs,

olt deoendent on completion of the firzt
ze the Lst of !obs Uzd

determine the specific duties and respon-

sibilities of the individuals who will hold

those lobs. At the same time the jobs
should be grouped into units and subunits
according to the types of duties (homo-
geneous assigmnent). Working relation-
ships must be established between each
unit and each individual position in the
organization in order that each person
will know how to perform his job in ac-
cordance with the assigned task of his
particular unit and so that all units will
be working toward a common goal. The

result will be a pattern of relationships
based on specific jobs to be performed
by individuals, with the continuing pur-
pose of integrating their efforts for the
accomplishment of the overall objective.

(1) In the step of establishing the

structure, you should consider that there

are various methods of organizing. Some
of these methods are by line or manager
authority; by activities; by individuals:
or, though not recommended, by alphabet.

It is risky to organize around an individual,
particularly in the military. Although
it is good management, to make full use
of the abilities of each individual (homo-
geneous assignment of pirsonnel), the
organizational pattern itself should not be

designed to fit the abilities of a particular
person. Obviously, building an organiza-
tion around an individual is 4 dangerous

,procedure, since that person may be trans-
ferred or may move to another dutx-on
very short notice. The approach in this
area is to determine the ultimate organi-
zation and accept the additional benefits
that a future exceptional incumbent may
provide.

II

(2) When the orgamzational structure
has been determined, it should be charted.
The organizational chart should include a
written description of duties and responsi-
bilities for each position. It should pro-
vide answers to questions of span of con-
trol, homogeneous groupings, unity of
command, balance, definite supervisory



channels, specialization, simplicity, and
many more. Study of the chart will pro-
vide a cheek of the effectiveness of your
own organizing actions and may prZvent
future performance breakdowns.

c. Allocating resources.

(I) After the organizational struc-
ture has been determmed, personnel must
be selected. They must be assigned jobs
and provided with the necessary equip-
ment, the space in which to work, and
the time in which to carry out their duties.
Observing the principle of homogeneous
assignment, every reasonable attempt
must be made to place the best qualified
individual in each job. Basic considera-
tions which should influence selection in-
clude: Does the candidate have the skills
required, or can they be developed in
him? Will he fit into the 3ob without 'ad-
verse reactio-ns on the part of his asso-
ciates? Usually, a generalist is more
effective than a specialist in a supevrvi-
sory position. A specialist may over-
control his known area. A specialist is,
however, very useful in making recom-
mendations on technical matters. He can
frequently provide answers to such ques-
tions as: Is the cheapest satisfactory ma-
terial being used? Are authorized or ac-
ceptable substitutes known, and can they
be procured promptly if necessary? Can
supply sources assure uninterrupted pro-
curement? Is use of critical materials
held to a minimum? Are alternative meth-
ods and procedures given full consideration?

(2) When the details of what is to be
done are clearly recognized and the per-
sozrnel have been tentatively placed, con-
sideration must be given to equipment and
facilities. The determination of the equip-
ment and facilities best suited. to a task
requires a detailed analysis of the task it-
self. The following question will aid in'
this analysis: How quickly must the task
be accomplished? What will be its total
duration? Is its prime ob3E:ctive to irn-

1 2

prove training, to increase production or
to speed up reporting, to improve quality,
to reduce cost, to provide a service, or
to improve working conditions?

(3) Selection of equipment requires
technical knowledge if the task being con-
sidered is one involving machinery, in-
str.uments, and industrial-type processes.
Aliliough'the manager usually has special-
ists to advise.him in the selection of this
type of equipment, there are several fac-
tors that he himself should be aware of.
General-purpose equipment should be used
whenever possible (plans may be changed
or altered, thereby making special-purpose
equipment useless). Automatic and semi-
automatic devices or special training aids
may amortize high initial cost quickly in
manpower savings and improved products.
Modern inspection devices can materially
speed up many processes.

(4) Facilities best suited to the task
are often difficult to obtain. When a choice
is offered or a change is to be made, the
following general points should be con-
sidered: before work is begun, allow all
interested personnel to see and discuss
the proposed Layout and workflow (this may
prevent problems such as backtracking,
crossflowl or bottlenecks); and-attempt
to have a trial run or a pilct operation to
avoid excessive expenditures on a new .

process.

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD OR-
GANIZATION. Some of the more impor-
tant characteristics which distinguish a
good organization are as follows:

a. It is capable of accomplishing the
objective. To be effective, an organiza-
tion must provide for everyththg neces-
sary to get the job done. If the final or-
ganization evolved is inc a pa b Le of
ace() rn plish in; the assigned task, it
is of Little value to anyone; men, ma-
teriel, space, and time will have been
wasted.
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b. It is stable. Effective organization
anticipates changes, so that only signifi-
cant cnanges in objectives or resources
will create reasons for reorganization.

c. It is flexible. Flexibility is a corol-
lary to stability in an oranization. Or-
ganizing must provide the ability to cope
with changing situations and conditions.
An ?.xample in military organization is a
combat engineer attalion, which is de-
signed to provide engineer support but can
be used as a combat reserve.

d. It_is.capable of growth. The activ-
ities and subactivities should be grouped
to permit their departmentalization, when
the growth factor dictates, without creat-
ing major reorganization. An everyday
example of accounting for this growth
factor can be found in a postengineer sec-
tion. For this section, objectives remain
fairly constant: maintenance of grounds,
buildings, and facilities. The degree of
maintenance is not constant, varying with
the strength of the post and the engineer
section; yet organization of the section
need not change as the status of the post
changes from standby to full strength.

e. It is simble. A reliable mark of
good organization is the simplicity of the
.itructure as shown on the organizational
chart. If an activity is not necessary or
justifiable, get rid of it. This may be
done by eliminating it or ornoining it
v.itn another activity. An organization
that has organizational elements which
are neither necessary nor justifiable is
not efficient.

f. It has balance. In an effective or-
.-.,,ar.lzatbn there is balance among the

The acuvitiies are in proper p,n-
ve t to the )!.,lecti'.e,

es.are proportionall di, iued; and
autn is evenly delegttted.

DEVELOP,iENT OF TPES OF OR-
-Forne iAagel's c,rzanize

hat we may call int'.;.:zon, aro:i some

use the trial-and-error system. In the
former, the manager builds his organi-
zation around ins own or his subordinates'
ideas and abilities,' This kind of manage-
ment may result en an adequate organi-
zation, but it seldom results in a com-
pletely sound one. Organizations built
upon personal abilities of the men in the
organization usually last only as long as
those men remain. In the trial-and -error
method too, a successful organization
may finally arise, but during the experi-
mental period there is a tremendous
waste of time, money, materiel, and
manpower, a nice that business, Govern-
ment, or the military can ill afford.

In direct contrast to the intuitive and
trial-and-error methods is the scientific
approach to organizatio, employing prin-
ciples of management and organization
along with the use of established types of
organization. Although there are innu-
merable modifications to each, basically
there are three types of organization:
the line, the line-staff, and the
functional.

7. LINE (SCALAR) ORGANIZATION. The
word "line as used here means an ele-
ment of an organization which is com-
posed of doers; in industry the line con-
sists of those managers and workers who
are producing or creating a produCt. For
example: in a coal mining company, it is
the persons digging, processing, or trans-
porting the coal; and the foremen, supel
mtendents, and bosses actually directing
the workers. In the Army the line is that
portion charged with waging combat; and
in a military organization it is that portion

of the organization which is trained for
, and chared with accomplishing the ob-

jec,ive. In b,:siness and in the military,
the line has a position of primacy, and'
other c; ,ments support it. The tine in-
cludes the mar..1.ger of the organization,

13

a. A tine f)ranization (fig. (3) is one

v.nich WILL on pure authority. Line and

scalar, as used in ;ypes of organization,



are synonymous; i.e., t le grading of
duties scaled according o degrees of
authority and responsibillities. There-
fore, in such an organization authority
flows in a straight chann4l from the man-
ager through subordmate;managers to
the workers. The authority of each man-
Ager is supreme in his area of responsi-
bility; all subordinate suriervisors are
responsible to the manage'T, and all in-
dividuals within the varioLls organization
elements are responsible to their specific
department heads.

1

b. This is the oldest an0 simplest
type of organization and ip sometimes
called the military type, since it origi-
nated with the early warring tribes in the
days of the Asiatic conqueror, Genghis,
Khah. Many authorities use the com-
pany organization in the military as a
prime exampte of scalar organizing, but
this is subject to argument, since in the
modern a r my there is snecalization in
the company and an elemen of staff or-
zanization (the executive of icer, first
sergeant, and company headc;uarters).

c. Advantages of a lin or scalar or-
ganization consist of clearly defined indi-
vtdual duties; swift, definiteand com-
plete discipline and control; economy;
excellent unity of command, and proper

delegLtion of authority. However, there
are also disadvantages. A line organi-
"zation lacks flexibility and provisions for
growth. Subordinate managers must per-
form duties of gerieral managerial nature
for which they may not be especially fit-
ted. Each subordinate manager is re-
sponsible for accomplishing personnel
work, training, and supply for his partic-
ular element; as these duties increase,
the requirements for accomplishing them
may grow beyond the mental and physical
capacities of one person. Other disad-
vantages include dependence on excep-
tional personnel (individuals who are not
only experienced adminksirators but also
well trained in a particular field), poor
use of specialized abilities (the nature of
the organization minimizes the impor-
tance of the specialist), and too much
reliance on the chief or subordinate man-
ager with corresponding loss of continuity
and flexibility. (Note: Refer to figure 6,
and picture the state of a Jine organization
if the working force were doubled under
each manager. What impact would this
have on the principles of span of control,
homogeneous assignment, and delegation
of authority?)

8. LINE-STAFF ORGANIZATION. As
previously stated, a great disadvantage
of scalar organization is the rigidity of

:11ANAGER

F
Legend:

b Superintendent
F - Foreman
W- Worker

Figure 6. Line or Scalar Organization.
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organization by pore authorit:, since
the authority (manager) is often beset
v.i.th activities beyond tho capabilities
of ,;10 in,tn, No ')ne person can kno,.v or
do e%erything tiecessary to t:un an or-
ganization properly, he needs the as-

sistance of others in the form of inforsm-
ative. ad% isory, and supervisory services.
We describe tiersons who perform these
services for the manager by the term
"staff." The staff is the alter ego of the

manager, an eXtension of the manager's
personality (figs. 7 and 8).

The addition of a staff to the line or-
zzon.f.ational structure brings about the
ttne--,taff type of organization (figs. 9

and 10). llo.vever. the mere addition of

a staff does not necessarily Create line-
staff ,izinization, since the line element
must continue to operate as before
tnrough the chain of managers. The

if must have an advisory but nonau-
thorit It. status; i. e. , directions, control,
and instructions cannot pass directly from
the staff to the worker cr subordinate
managers but must, be given by the man-
ager lir in the name of the manager.

a. In the line-staff organization, lines
of authority are present, and operational
control is established. Th2 sharp path
of authority running from the manager to

the subordinate managers of the operat-
ing elements and subordinate personne:
beyond this point provides the control and
discipline necessary in all organizations.
The staff. which is outside the chain of
managers and inserted between the man-
ager and the operating elements, provides
the operational control so necessary to
efficient organization. The,activities the
staff assumes are usually the outgrowth
of managerial activities that were origi-
na:ly located in the tine. Accordingly, a
.-taff dut . or task can be added to a line
aciwity at any echelon. The staff is not
in the primary chain of authority. itietri

rs of the staff can give orders only to
to their own staff sections, they have no

managerial authority over the line or
other staff sections. Their reWittmen-
d:2tions,and d,rections are named out
through the pertment line executive and
withth his authority. This type of organi-
zatrin has flexibility; the staff is able to
absorb new activities or change-old ones
without undue disturbance of tire line
organization.

b. Disaqvantages of the line-staff type
of or;aniTation include die foliowin,g:

(1) Staff advice
,
lo subordinate ele-

ments may be considered a managgrial
directive, and confusion may occur be-
tween line and staff personnin, especially
in the areas of commtmthations and -
authority.

,(2) The staff may be ineffective due
to lafck of authority; i.e., if the ma04ei.'
does not properly delegate authority, he
will not make full use of the abilities of
his staff.

(3) Line executives may come to
rely on their staffs to such an extent that
they lose their managerial ability. .\ ,

(4) Staff members,.may sometimes'
give careless or ill-advised opinions on .

the premise that they are not accountable
for the success of the operation.

(5) Friction may develop between
line and staff elements, due to the in-
ability of each to understand the other's
viewpJint.

(0 It is possible 'that the' manager
will rely more on the advice of the staff
than on that of other line elements be-
cause the staff usually has more frequent
access to the manager.

9. FUNCTIONAL (DIRECTORATE) OR-
GANIZATION. The third type of organiza-
tion may be ibund in some business and
industrial organizations. When charted,

t
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STAFF

A staff agency is a useful ele-
ment of the planning and coordi-
nating responsibility.

Staff is an advisory element.
It does not have operating
responsibilities.

The responsibility of staff is
to study administrative prob-
lems, to observe, to plan, to
advise, but not to ace.

The servic'e of a,dvice provided

by the staff operates upward,
ouc4ard, downward, and across
organizational kines.

The line and staff principle
may be a principle oi opera-

tion. It is an effective way (

in which the delegation, co:
ordination, and division of
responsibilities can be adapted'

to practical use. It is a de-
vice.the manager uses to satis-
factorily discharge his
obli,gations.

6

7

The staff gathers information
which the commander uses to pre-
pare plans, make decisions, and
transmit orders. It keeps the
commander informed on matters re-
quiring action, cakes a continuous
study of the situation, and plans
for futuie contingencies. A stuff
officer should be an active, we4A-
informed assistant to the commander
and a helpful adviser tosubordi-
nate commanders.

A

The director, chief executive,'
general manager, or commander,must
plan and-direct operations. He is

not an operating official, except
in small organizations. He assigns
to others the actual performance of
the work. He must delegate author-
ity, keep informed of activities,
coordinate the work of all related
elements, adjust disagreements, and
nice corrective measures as re-

quired.

.

. (;11jALITIES OF A STAFF OFFICIAL

It is more important for'a staff official
to have liaison ability than the ability to
direct. He makes recommendatns to the
cqmmander; but, if they are not accepted,he
must have loyalty to the commander's deci-
sions and opinions. The effective staff
officer does not seek personal iecognition.
He guards against any leaning toward quick
and inflexible decisions, and practices
judicious persistedce and patience in ac-
complfshing desired l-esults.

Itomeransunismoutor

Figure 7. Staff and Staff Officials.

6
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77if 1.1/YE Oi.46780R/77
rhe manager must have line
authority to exercise
effective supervision over
fu:ordinate elements of
t:e organization, Gener-
allv, direct advisory, r----1
technical, and informa-
tional contacts are per- 1

micted, but in problems of I

management, policy, repri- i F------
mand, and related subjects i 1

action through che channel El
of authority is required.

r_17 I [4:
71:htticI And slvt3or7 0:-.1twet

Liao r autherIty

A staff officer has no

4.jrggPr "r-t": y, authoritv to command.
*Policy, decisions, and plans,
whether originating with the

.-1.ce must be authorized by the
commander or with che staff,

commander Pefore being put
into effect. ;Then a staff

.:.fficer by ..irtue of delegated authorit:t issues an order in the name of the
ccmmanuer, responsibility remains with the commander even though he may not

the order.
-The exception is that internally, che sraff officer has command responsibility
with respect ta his subordinate personnel.

e40

2177E5 01:9 .7".4ririlarari
Give professional aid and assistance.
Acc 4$ agents in harmonizing plans, auties, and operations.
Prepare detailed instructions for the execution of plans.
Formulate ?rocedures for effective liaison, investigation, measurement,
pianning, conference, study, coordination, the processing and flow of work, etc.

Figure 3. Authority.

17
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it oks :he same as the line-staff. There
. -:Limli.rities t)etwen the functional
ahti line-staff type. They( is an overall

there are sui or,imate roan-
.7.gers and e'oments, am_ m
m_ t:. cases. insofar as -i:.complishment

objecti..es 15 concerned, the autliorit:.
rms '.erticall. In adthtion, there

are direet,,rs vari,,,us leveis of the
ora..n.zation , and they perform advisory,
infornmtive and supervisory services
for :he manager, but here the similarit.

. In the line-staff typt of organiza-
tion ;Lutnority cont.t.incd and repre-
s..::::e.t in tne aLL?t,..:ier, the staff has no
. erm authority and cannot issue
_veers or direct:Nes in its right. In
: me f.:nnal t..pe of irgcnization,

a.r.`1 ,rity 16 21% tql e..1c:i staff section
s.rintrol all asoz.,1.ts of its specific field

erzanization. For
:e:'s descrioe a siv..ation in

a sn:alL :Lianufacturiag company is
..,rganized fLinctional AMC IC,
:he staff is an msoection office,
and iir.)-1; :ne r.eratinc, elements is a

de!..rtment. T.Lere is a plant
a forn in the sxelding de-

;art:tent. cnief insoe:tex. During
coL.rse o: time, the sales office re-

eeit'es n.:n.er 3.1s Complatati, that the em-
product iS 5z.n...;Cet t breal:down.

A s :,ffice representative immediately
asr-s. mat insnectors determine w nt is
ca,.:-zing the :r nibie, and inspectors learn

az: -...drttional weld is needed. In :his
reitorate ty,)e of ,..,rganization, a repre-

sentative from the inspection office can
dire.-itly to the 7.elain.:. f,reman to re-

-1"est che tn L_ )eratin... procedures in
snop te correct tne error.

a.er . )sild sandoubt-
e 1-).: informed, 7.he need net

in the nan-,e f ;A.,. ihana,er
There ..Lre acfmite advan-

or...,..niz:Ltion. L t. if
_ tr. . c:Ls.

:10

di,...,athantages. It mal.es maximum use
of sFccialists in narrow and definitive
areas, and applies the principle of divi-

:on of labnr 2n both a mental (staff) and
physical (production elements) manner.
It provides operational efficiene :. as-
signing ar expert to do nothing out admin-
ister and perform 1.11 his particular acti-
vity. It is extreme fknioie and
provides for growth.

b. Easily discernible disadvantages
are the weaknesses of lack of unity of CUM -
ntand, control, and fixing of respunsi-
1.:ilit); negation of span of control, ove1 .

delegation of authority; and difficalty of
coordination among the staff siections.

10. ORGANIZING A STAFF ELEMENT.
the preceding paragraphs Vle nave dis-

t:.pes of organizations on the oasis
)1. the organization as a whole. We have
not however, discussed types of ui%zan-
:zing within a .c.:errinerit of the whole or-
_anization, e.g.. an intermediate man-
Lsger's office or a staff section. Here
too, orgamzation may fAlow line, Line-
staff, ,)r functional lines; bi.t here :here
may also be single officer organizing.

a. To explain this further, Let's :eok
at an adiutant's office (fig. 11) in a mili-
tary ort-zanizatLon. The s-rength is 1 of-
ficer, 1 r. arra o.t officer, an- 1:: e.1-
Listed men.

b. The ady2tant's office exists to advise
te comr:ander and the line elements and

tv ;:rovide ser%ices. The question then
arises, "What type of organization is an
.Ld.latant's office?" When viewed be an :n-
t..ntr: commander, it is a part of the staff
etement of the overall line-staff organiza-
tion, .then vie..ed as a section by the ad-
jutant, t is a line t..pe of organization,

shown in firpre 11. et er:. :,.egment
of the adjutant's office is engaged in ac-
c.,mplisn.n:4 the obleetive given the office.
\no:her question then the

"7 4,
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r PER -.MN CI ,..Ff 11( .)N

f'r<unne) ( 1r
1".tr-onn.,1

%-)MINI, PI ;11\ E IIIIANCIi PER:, '.1 ;NAGEMEN'r BR FIN \\ICE., /311.,..NCli

P-rt. A v?..1:: - ., silt,: (2 )
P-r; Aln c'',rt. ( a

Pe..,,, :).1g Fte,talist
I Pt. rz., 114i I- Ierh (2)

Pers
Pers Admit- CIcr,

Fre 11. Orqan_zation )f an Adynant's Office.

..:rs.nne: se ,1.1:41 of the adjutant's office
eLement,-.1. T'It,answer

:he '):>rionne. of fIcer :s ad-
r3 the ad/utaz.t as well

c--:;nate In a :rue ana-
: sc an eielnent ): an

" m bcf i:ne $r staff
) tne

.
:1). .ve see an-; ne

J'17 mana_er a. v.orker.

-.n
.,,r t. r :.e. ,

llne
c.,;nnn.::::es can be

r -.r rs.-1,1)I\ (r.
thc ).-...an...zati,dh. In

'.1'
rdr., t.)

:..e or-

ganization for promotion. This committee
..,ouid be outs:de the norma. structure
and. in effect, nerf,..,rmir. as a statf. In
this same situation, the adjutant could ap-
:)o:.r.t a c)nunittee to prepare new pay rec-
ords for :he or:Tamzation, in whicn case

comm:ttee o..d be perirnun,.; a line
tas:-: for the -Jilt:mot.

thls merely points ou: that
organlz:nti nas no set oattern and that
cnrsprzi.:. ex:_xn:ne a unit and then say,
"That's I:ne, that's staff,
be correct. at the lov.est
there are fey. instances ....hzcn there :s
not some .asoe.,t, of advice or services be-

)eri,ir.ned :r :1.)111.;.0110 nlana,.er.

CONCLU$ION. In order to icerate
effect..e:, a.:d accompiisn the assignec)
,t)!?e:ive i tt na-,e o. :nan. I3ut .10

mutat- hie.% ,d tint cann,t,
ab)LIT. per-tt 3I1 b- T:,pre



mut.t. be a place to work, pe"sons

.ndiv:duals to netp the workers.

and equipment to v.ork
and tneze eien,enth muzt be brought
together in a manner that wia achieve
:he ob.teetive. The bringing together is

not the final pha.t.e, workers and helpers
must be given studied and considered
threcticns concerning what to produce,
w Len to produce it, and how it should be
made. All these matters fall under the
next function of management, directing.

7 4



Annex A (PREPARING AN ORGANIZATION CHART) to Memorandum 46-4

1. Identify the chart fully showing the name of,the unit, date of preparation, and
title of person or name of department responsible for preparation. If the chart

is for cne division of a unit only, include such information as part of the title.

2. Use rectanvlar boxes to show either an organizational unit or a person. Plural

executives and other committees occupy one box.

3. The_vertical placement of the boxes shows relative positions in the organizational
hierarchy; however, due to space limitations, line units are frequently shown one

level below staff units%
a

4. Any given horizontal row of boxes should be of the same size and should include

only those positions having the same organizational rank.

3. Vertical and horizontal solid lines are used to show the flow of line authority.

3. If necessary, use dotted or broken lines to show the flow of functional authority.

7. Lines of authority enter at the top center of a box and leave at the bottom center;

they do not run through the box. Exception: the line of authority to a staff

assistant or an "assistant-to?' may enter the side of the box.

8. The title of each position should be placed in the box. The title should be
.lescriptive and show function. For example, vice-president is not sufficient

as it does not show function. The functional area; e..g., manufacturing, should

be included even though it is, not a part of the official title. Titles should be

consistent; :f necessary, revise titles so they are both consistent and descriptive.

Include the name of the person currently holding the position unless personnel
turnover is so great that revision of the chart becomes ourdensorne.

10. Keep the chart as simple as possible; include a legend if necessary to explain

any special notations. When preparing a separate chart for an organizational
nit, include the superior to whom the unit reports.

23 M46-4
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Annex C (TYPES, ESSENTIALS, AND PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION)

c(

to Mem andum 46-4

TYPES OF ORGANIZATION:

Line - authority is transmitted directly to subordinates.

Line-Staff the line has command and operating responsibility; the staff advises

on functions concerning the entire organization.

Functional - each spe'cialist or specialist group is responsible for a function
throughout the entire organization.

Directorate a line or line staff pattern to which authority has been delegated from

above.

ESSENTIALS OF ORGANIZATION:

Flexibility - the organization must permit either expansion or contraction without

disruption.

Essentiality - every activity must contribute to the main objective.

Cohesive the structure must facilitate adequate and timely communication and

appropriate coordination.

Efficient all resources to be used economically and to their fullest capacity.

Balanced each activity must be effective aoing its part of the assignea mission.

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION:

Unity of Command every member of the organization should report to one and only

one superior.

Span or Control - should not exceed more than can be effectively coordinated and
directed.

Delegation of Authority - authority should be delegated to the lowest level practicable.

Homogenous Assignment the grouping of related tasks and functions to avoid
friction

Resnonsibilitv specifiociir cut ond understandable fox all members of 'Lle

orYanization.

25 M46-4



Clarity of Objective - objectives clear)), understood by all segments of the
organization.

Decentralization sufficient to carry out responsibilities at each organizational

Cornmunicatior - establish and maintain clear channels for all action.

Command and Staff Relationships should both be within the scope of their
responsibilities.'

Consistency - consistent patterns of organization should be used at all levels.

Exception - managers should devote their time to "exceptional" situations and
problems.

Scalar - every undertaking should I,ave sorre type of superior-subordinate
relationships.

26 M46-4.



Annex D (CHECKLIST OF ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS) to
Memorandum 46-4

1. overall Planning

2. patterns of Leadership

3. Organization Structure

4. Authority Relationfthips

Written Statements of
Company Objectives

Company Policies
Sales
Finance
Production
Personnel
Other

Primarily
Authoritative
Participative
Appropriate

Departmentation

Span of Management

Overall Impression

Factors Limiting
Effectiveness of
Authority

Line -and-Staff
Relationships

80

Function
Product
Customer
Geography
Process
Sequence

One over one
Two or Three
Three to Seven
Eight or More

Proper Balance
Proper Emphasis

Overlapping Authority
Super ior Autho rity
Provisions for Subor-

dinate Acceptance

Use of 'Assistant-to-
Limits of Line

Authority
Limits of Staff

Authority
Task Force

Organization

M46-4



5. Delegation

6. -Decentralization

7. Use of Committees
Committees

Board of Directors

8. Provisions for Control

,

28,

Parity of Authority and
Re spons ibility

Absoluteness of
Accoumability

Unity of Command
Personality Factors

Definition of Decen-
tralized Unit

Scope, Type, and Fre-
quency of Decisions

Availability of Controls
Statement of Goals for

Unit
Degree of Decentrali-

zation
Optimum
Too Little
Too Much

Ad Hoc
Advisory
Management
Composition
Benefits

Outside Members
Inside Members
Contribution

Definition of Standards
Units of Measurement
Reporting of Exceptions

, Timeliness of Controls
Strategic Placement of

Controls
Control Information for

Line Managers

81
M46-4



Annex E (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE) to Memorandum 46-4

't

From the members of your group select an ad hoc committee ozA if this is not

feasible, you develop the reorganization of your section or company. Construct

orglnization charts for,each type of organization.

Line

Line-staff

Functional

Directorate

A,

M 46-4
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iN rItUO ra,,,N. Passengers on one
c ransa:lantl.c atrlules are given a

1:11p,:xt cailed, "Your Safety Is Our
17.r-t Cs-q:sideratton." In :he pampnlet

thstru :Ions on shat o do
plane is forced to ditch. The

-1st one reads, "Al.old getting unneces-
,a vet.

It , as :. to toil someone what
not so easy to :ell him

to to This Lusin(ss of giving
-.:-..:ruc-1)::s can te ornplicated. How
can you ne (ertain that :ne other person
knon,-; exactly wha: you mean? How can
.ot; Le sure that when you tell someone

-o nn, you have told him everything
s!. :- us to t,now z.o get :he job done? A
lo ..,s.ness problems can be traced
at k to faulty directions; you have prob-

.1:. *c....n .)oth the giving and the re-
, tnc ends of tnem. An administrative
,)?;:cer nas a continuing responsibility
:or the xork of others, and his success
.s. dependent on how well he is able to
flirect his subordinates.

'rue third of tne five functions of man-
ts -.:at of directing. This function

. 'middle slot" in management
,. .:,,ms of planning and organizing

ne grousidwoni for the accomplish-
1.ent of the '.413 r , the directing function
:a,..hcs ;Le implementation phase. Or,

-) .11t .- another way, plans have been
:ray- :h for the specific mission, the
organization has been set and staffed;
resources nave been allocated; and the
enterprise is now ready to operate--what
_s ^.eede,d is an order or directive to
start uie action. The function of direct-
ing (or any of tne other management
f.u-.ions) does not exist as a separate

and does not have a special spot
In the management cycle ex-

as !. as related to a specific plan at
a -re ....fit ti:ne. Directing is a continu-
ou.- ar i :nanagement, it overlaps the
ot-er :ions and ?,as no "stop and go"

1

2. MEANING OF DIRECTLNG. Directing
is the process of getting individuals to
perform their jobs willingly, and
quickly. To expand on this, directing
is the function of management which in-
volves communicating decisions and
ideas to subordinates through the issu-
ance of oral and written instructions and
exercising command and leadership to
insure that the instructions are followed.
Directing is more than just writing and
issuing orders; it is also communicating
them in such a manner that subordinates
will be motivated to carry them out.

3. BASIS FOR DlliECTING. Directing
gives life to the organization. It pro-
vides for the initiation of action and day-
to-day supervision. It provides guidance
that keeps p*.oduction high in all operat-
ing ele-nents. It maintains balance be-
tween crnents and accomplishments,
and provides for the most economic use
of resources.

a. After the work has been planned
and the organization set up to accom-
plish the work, operations must begin.
Look at it this way: at one end-of an of-
fice is a great pr.e o manuscripts, pa-
pers, charts, and diagrams, represent-
ing work to be done; at the other end of
the office are desks and workers. What
good is either of these elements in its
present form? Exactly none--because
there is a step missing. The gap be-
tween the plans and the workers is un-
bridged, and this is where directing
comes in. Orders and instructions must
be issued, telling what is to be done,
when it is to be done, and (in some cases)
how it is to be done. In answer to the
questions when and where directing
should take place, the following rule ap-
plies in most cases: in every endeavor
in which there is work to be performed,
directing, in varying degrees, must be
present. It is a continuing process wid
should be exercised at the 'rantage point
from shich the most effective results



may be expected. (This vantage point
r lay be within the area of activity, or it
nay be in an office or a building apart
"rom it. )

b. To exercise the directing function,
you must be in a position where you can
direct and have the authority necessary
to gain the cooperation of your subordi-
nates. This author;ty usually is inher-
ent in your position. The function of
directing is somewhat the same as com-
manding, although the terrnt are not in-
terchangeable. In effect, when you ex-
ercise the directing f unc t i on, you
command your subordinates to carry out
your directives. However, directing is
more than this; it involves understanding
people and applying the principle of hu-
man relations in specific as well as gen-
eral situations.

c. The terms "directing" (or "direc-
tion") and "leadership" are similar in
meaning. Ln its more formal sense,
leadership encompasses the issuance of
orders and directives and also includes
all actions necessary to secure the most
effective implementation of the direc-
tives and orders. Inherent in leadership
are such functions as motivating subor-
dinates, giving them advice and assist-
ance, giving recognition of achievement,
and taking correcd.veaction when nec-
essary. Directing (leL:dership) knows
no set levels. It is as applicable in a
small office as at the Department of the
Army Headquarters. The scope changes
with the level,- but fundamentals are the
same. In general, it is necessary to
determine how much directing is re-
quired, to select methods of communi-
cation that will tell people what to do,
to motivate them to want to do it, and
to supervise the way it is &one.

4. EXTENT OF DIRECTION NECESSARY.
The degree of directing required is de-
pendent on various factors. Some opera

n
-

tio's may require close direction,

2

virtually a step-by-step delineation of
each duty. In ,theise cases a directive
may be needed for each succeeding phase
of the operation. In other.operations
there need be only an initial directive
to "get the ball rolling, " and thereafter
the phases of the operation fall into plat c
smoothly and mechanically. Usually,
the extent of directing necessar) eomes
somewhere between these two extrernes.
There is no ironclad set of rules to usc,
but the following factors must be eon-

,sidered.

a. Type of operation. A stable or
continuing type of operation requires
less direction than a changing operation.
For instance, an industrial-type opera7;
tion that turns out the same product re-
petitively is quite different from a train-
ing activity which has varied and
frequently changthg requirements.

b. Degree of organization. Generally:
a greater directing effort is required in
the raol:e complex type of organization.
It can be expected that more effort in
direction will be required for an organi-
zation of several geographicall :. dis-
persed units :,han foy. one in a single
location. Also, directing usually is less
complicated in an organization in .vhic h ,

the executives practice delegation of
authority.

c. Level of experience.. Whether
considering the entire enterprise...or only
a portion of it, the requirement for di-
rective effort decreases as the members
of the organization develop opetating ex-
perience. Many matters which initially
require considerable ptoblem solving
and much directive effort soon become
commonplace, and standing operating
procedures (SOP's) ran replace or sup-
plement personal supervision.

d.- Competence of executives. One of
the primary reasons for seeking manag-
ers and supervisors of demonstrated
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;. COMMNICATING THE DLRECTION.ner o. ound your decisions are
:_noorta r. your orders may ne,

are ur.less thev are known
--, and ..mr.lers-cod (comm.mi_ated to)

neop.e. who are carry them out. A
ger.eral exnlanation ....)rnrnunica-

-.._ wh_ch one
.er-T ,asses...r.forrnat,:n ar.d under-
-- person. T -Tpply
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C Dr:Inun:caLon .s- an inter-

anze :If facts, .....ewpoir.ts, and ideas:is e...ou: unity of mterest,
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of inci:...7.aua1s or-tanized for a
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r.,:o 'es.F. of ...reating mutual understand-

..as a 77. purpose:,
infor.hatiort and _alder-

standing necessary for efficient job per-
formance, and to promo c the mutual
understanding and loyalty necessary for
willing cooperation and job satisfaction.

Communication involves a sender and
a receiver. It always involves at least
two people; one person alone cannot
communicate. He may send out'words,
but unless they are heard and understood
by another, communication has not taken
place. For instance, if you give your
orders in a foreign language, your troops
may he.ar you, but they are not likely to
understand you. Understanding is a per-
sonal process that can take place only
in the receiver's mind. One of your
most difficult (and most important) jobs
is determining when you are being heard
only, and when you are actually being
understood.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS. Of the
;Teneral types of comMunications,

oral and written, oral conmrmication is
far the simpler. There are many

ases in which an oral order saves time,
reduces paperwork, and eliminates con-
fusion and misunderstanding. It can be
used effectively when the action to be
performed is relatively routine and
6impie; when it is accomgnied by a
clernonstration, when the'action is To he
performed only once, or temporarily;
in an emergency, waen there isn't time
7,o prepare anci disseminate a written
directive or order; when only a few peo-
ple are affected:when T.t. is to he carried
0'.17 then and there; to give assistaice
and guidance, and tO clarify a written
order.

a. When face-to-face communication
i$ feasible. it is preferable :o using the
telephone. In eithe: case, however, it
is usually wise to have the receiver re-
peat the instructions to oe sure he fully
mderstands them. In many eases. it is
also advisahle to make a written record
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of the converSation. A properly written
memorandum or note r ot only makes the
communication a mate r of record for
both the originator and the'receiver,
but gives a grewtei assurance of accu-
,racy in carrying out the instructions.

b. Ln giving an oral order, it is es-
sential to make sure you have the undi-
vided attention of the person or persons
who will carry out the order. Give the
order clearly and distinctly, using words
that cannot be misunderstood. Some-
times it may be necessary to demon-
strate what you want done. At the time
you give the order, point out any diffi-
culties or problems that may arise in
carrying it out. If you have any doubt
that an individual thoroughly understands
what is expected of him, as*k him to re-
peat the math points.

c. I: is as important for a manager
or supervisor to know how to receive
and carry out oral orders as it,is to
know how to give th,,m. The first-step,
of course, is to listen. Simple as this
sounds, the majority of people have
never learned how to listen. Something
outside the window distracts their atten-
tion, a word or phrase sidetracks their
thoughts, or a gesture or mannerism
:auses annoyance and subconscious re-
jection of what is being said. Also,
listening ihvolves more than just hear-
ing words. It requires knowing just
what the speaker means by the words he
is using. If he says,"I want the report
right away," does he mean this after-
noon? Tomorrow? Next week? If
you're not sure, ask him! Listening
also means watching and interpreting
facial expressions and physical move-
ments. Listening is an active mental
proges8, not a passve one. Don't "sit
back and listen"--"sit up and listen."

d. Oral instructions are not always
given in the sequence in which they must

4
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be carried out. When you are the recip-
ient you will often need to sort the infor-
mation you have been given in terms of
Who ? What ? When ? Where ? and How ?
If, after lidtening carefully to the direc-
tions and then answering the above ques-
tions, you still do not understand all of
the points :you' should as k for clarification.

e. If you asOan individual why an or-
der was not properly carried out, he
will probably give you one of two an-
swers, according to whether he gave the
order or he received it. If he received
the order: "The boss didnit explain .

what he wanted me to do." If he gave
the order: "The numbskull didn't listen
to what I told him to do."

Oral orders may be misunder-
stood for a number of reasons--most of
which can be avoided if the person giving
the order can answer "Yes" to the fol-
lowing questions:

(I) Did I speak clearly and dis-
tinctly? Mispronunciation and poor
enunciation are often the cause of mis-
understanding. For instance, be careful
of sound-alike`words such as fifteen and
fifty, or sixteen and sixty. They are
easy for the listener to confuse--yet a
misunderstanding can have disastrous
results.

(2) Am I1sure the words Lused are
familiar to the persons to whom I was
talking? Do they have the same-meaning
for those persons that they have for me?
Even common words have different mean-,ings for different people. This, of course,
applies to written as well as oral com-
munications. Take the case of the poli-
tician who, during his campaign for
election to his State House of Representa-
tives, distributed handbills promising
"I will work for you." After his election,
a farmer told him that he voted for him
and now needed some help putting up
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i:fa:fa. Commented t,e ian. "I
i tt. Bu '. from now m 201ne to

-,,lat I sae

Did I .,ri.ve all of tk-e intormation
ar'..; to answer t,le ques.ions as to

wnen. where, , and how
A ilt.e.,tenant said to his secretary, "Getti re.00rt t:.ped up as soon as possible."

rnealit. "Drop everythurTg-else and do
no,..." She though: he meant, "Do it

as soon as ou finish the other work you,
nave on nand." Result? The report
wasn't ready, in time for the staff meet-
In-r, the lieutenant was "chewed out" by
!us Uoss, and you can imagine what the
lie ;tenant said to his secretary.

(4) Am I sure that uie person(s)
,on.erned f.diy understood my instruc-
tions? A serg,,ant, giving directions to
an ainL.)ulance uriver, said,. . . then
you wt.: conle to a fOrk in the road.
Turn ta tne left and go =out 7 miles to
a :a:qv green and white farm house.

1;t3 sure y-ou make the right turn!
Is that clear?" The words were simple
and ne spoke :nem. :learly and distinctly._
Lat'er, he swore he'd told the driver to
:urn left at the fork'in the road,and the
driver was equally positive he'd been
toil to turn right. The mistake couid
have been avoided if the sergeant had
asked the driver to repeat the instructbns.

(5) Did I ;Iva the order at a time
and ;place where there was a minimum

noise and confusion?

(t)) Am I sure that I had the full
attention of the person to whornI was
talking? If you could not answer "yes"
to the preceding question, It is unlIkely
tnat you can say 'yes to this one. HoW-
ever there are things other than noise
and confusion that cause Inattention.
Ther'e at e external distractions such as

oretty glr: walking by or snatches of
.onversatIon at a nearby desk. There

are also internal distractions, and these
are harder (if not impossible) to detect.
Although he may have an attentive atti-
tude, the listener is often "tuned out"
while his thoughts are occupied with last
night's bowling score, family problems,
dislike of the person talking, personal
discomfort (such as indigestion or head-
ache), or just plain disinterest and bore-
dom. The safest way to counteract these
things is to have the individual repeat
the instructions you have given him.

7. WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS. A
written communication has certain ad-
vantages over the oral type. It is usu-
ally more accurate and precise, and the
person receiving it 'has time to analyze
and study its content. Also, it is easier
to remember something you have read.
Written directives, tco, have more force
of authority. On the debit side, :written
communications require considerable
time and effort to prepare; detailed writ-
ten directives often result in inflexibility;
and the quantity of written material a
person actually will read and understand
is limitea. In general, wrltten communi-
cations should be used to transmit orders
to a location outside your own organiza-
tion; when precise figui.es or compli-
cated details are involved, when execu-
tion of the directive extends over a
considerable period of time, when the
matter is of sucn importance tnat special
steps are needed to avoid misunderstand-
ing, and when the sequence ot steps in
which the order is to be carried out is
important or needs to be followed ex-
actly. General categories of written
communications used in the runction of
directing include orders. directives,
SOP's, policies, and organizational
memorandums, circulars, and bulletins.

a. Orders. An order is a directive,
from a superior to a subordinate, which
prescribes a specific course of action;
or put more simply, an order tells a
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subordinate v.lat to do. An order may
be in the form D i a I-ardwritten, infor-
mal note oi a mimeographed bulletin or
memorandum, or, at the other ex.l.reme,
it may be, a formal military communica-
tion, complete with carbons, inclosures,
and other addenda. An order is the tra-
ditional way of initiating action in a mili-
tary situation.

b. Standing operating procedures.
Estaolishing an SOP is an excellent
method of directing routine, day-to-day
activities. Used properly, it will result
in standard procedures which will pro-
d'Ke satisfactory results in individual
or group work. When objectives change
or the scope of the activity expands or
,iontracts, an SOP will help in determin-
ing the nature and extent of the opera-
tional changes that should be made. in
simplest terms, an SOP is a set of pre-
scribed procedures and duties pertaining
to specific operations within a particular
organization. In an administrative office,
no one item can add more to the continu-
ity of operations :nan c:an an SOP, since
:most actions are routine or repetitive.

c. Policy. A policy is a broad direc-
tive that guides an organization toward
the achievement of an objective. Policy
may be considered as decisions made by

manager,to set organizational
guidelmes for future actions, or it may
be the authority which sets up actions
cn a routine basis. Although policy is
expressed in written communications,
it is not necessari ly restricted to
writing. Policy often evidences itself
in actions and words as well as in writ-
ten directives.

COMMUNICATION WITHOUT WORDS.
Communications are not limited to,speech
and writing. These two means are un-
doubtedly the most important, but con-
sideration snould also be given to the
less well recognized ones. Ideas and

information may be transmitted through
such media as behavior and mannerisms,
gestures, actions, reactions, and vari-
ous audio effects such as tone of voice,
inflection, music, and other sounds.
(For instance, a soldier in a foreign
country can communicate certain ideas
and desires to a person who does not
understand his language. )

The manager who thinks that means
of communication are limited to talking
to people, writing letters, orders, di-
rectives, and memorandums, and re-
ceiving oral and written reports from
his subordinates is overlooking much
that can be helpful to him. Whether he
realizes it or not, a manager is com-
municating daily (voluntarily or involun-
tarily) with his subordinates through
nonverbal communications.

a. Involuntary communication is often
a 1:), -product of voluntary communication.
For instance, a supervisor who barks,
growls, or shouts his orders may be
obeyed--but he also (usually without
realizingit) gives his subordinates the
idea that he is inconsiderate, a bully,
or a grouch. A supervisor who is gemi-
inely interested in the welfare of his
personnel may give them quite the oppo-
site impression if he has an austere,
unapproachable attitude, speaks to them
only to give orders or to criticize, or
wears a habitual frown. On the other
hand, a supervisor may.criticize or rep-
rimand, or issue an unpopular order,
in a voice and with an attitude that sub-
ordinates will accept and respect.

b. The danger of involuntary com-
munication is that the communicator
rarely realizes (or at least not for a
while) the.impression he is creating.
The manager who is aware of this dan-
ger can make his job easier, promote
a spirit of cooperation among his person-:
nel, and improve his relations with his

6
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super:orsaf his awareness causes nun
to be careful of his pattern of behavior.

9. TI-EREE -WAY COMMUNICATION.
D.e tnree-way principle of communica-
tion (sometimes called ,he three-dimen-
sional principle of communication) is-a
term used to designate communication
which flows from the superior downward,
from the subordinate upward, and among
individuals, organizations, or organiza-
tional se'gments on the same level (lat-
eral or crosswise communication).

a. Communication downward. The
superior communicates with his subor-
dinates by word ,c) mouth (face to face
or telephone), by var:ous written mate-
rials, through the use of pictorial de-
vices such as maps and charts, or
through some action taken. Communica-
tions flow downward for a number of
purposes. most obvious of which is the
communication of the superior's desires
and requirements for actl.on. Downward
communications also disseminate infor-
mation to the workers, inform them of
char.ges in procedures or organization,
allay their fears or suspicions springing
from unfounded rumors, and, in general,
keep-the work force well informed con-
cerning all aspects of tne operation.

b. Communication upward. Communi-
cation upward is the transmittal of infor-
mation and ideas from the subordinates
up to the superior. This type of com-
munication gives the manager an oppor-
tunity to evaluate his communication
downward, it creates receptiveness for-
communication downward; it creates a
feeling of "belonging" by inviting worker
participation, and it demonstrates the
manager's recognition of the personal
worth of each individual. The success-
ful manager encot...-ages communication
upward in order to avoid the possibility
of .:rrievances remaining anaired, to

7

keep himself informed of conditions af-
fecting morale, to insure that reaction
to communication downward is not si
phoned off, and to keep "gripes" from
becoming issues. Communications up-
ward are of particular value in obtaining
suggestions that will lead to more effi-
cient operations, information upon which
to base a definitive interpretation, of
problems, and an explanation and inter-
pretation of condition's that exist at all )
levels.

c. Lateral (crosswise) communica-
tion. Lateral communication involves
transmitting information, ideas, deci-
sions, etc., from one organization to
another on a similar level, Commanica-
tion acrtoss is closely involved with the
function of coordinating (and its attendant
principle of cooperation). In fact, coor-
dination is impoSsible without the free
flow of faCts, ideas, and viewpoints
across organizational linesthus the
importance of lateral communication.

Lateral c'ommunication a I s o' is
that which occurs 1:vithin a group or
an organizational element. Commonly
called the grapevine, it is the infor-
mation which circulates among mem-
bers of an informal organization.
It may be based on speculation, sur-
mise, or wishful thinking. It may
result -from communication, or lack of
communication, downwd'rd. It may be
rumors and gossip that und ermine
morale and create dissension. What-
ever its source or its conte t, an
alert manager will find it a reliable
index of attitudes and morale among
his personnel. It will t.:11 him wnether
downward communication is achieving
its purpcse; whether personnel are be-
ing kept informed of matters affecting
them and their work; and how he can im-
prove his own standing with hiS subordi-
nates.
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10. BARRIERS TO GOOD COMMUNICA-
TION. Blocks to communication down-
ward are few, making this the easiest
direction to travel. The manager can
express his desires through orders, di-
rectives, and other written or oral in-
structions, while the subordinate has no
such opportunities. Although a complete
list of barriers to good communication
would, when considered along with their
cures, take up volumes, certain impor-
tant ones are the following:

a. The tradition barrier. Tradition,
authority, and prestige are on the side
of the superior rather than the subordi-
nate. The superior's reactions carry
more weight tho.-1 the subordinate's
arguments.

b. Administrative language barrier.
The zuperior knows th administrative
language of the subordinate (for he has
more than likely been at the subordi-
nate's level), though the reverse could
hardly be true. This puts the subordi-
nate at a disadvantage in trying to think
and feel his way into the superior's atti-
tude and viewpoint.

c. Saperior-subordinate relationships
The formal relationship between a supe-.
rior and a subordinate creates methods
of communication downward that cannot
be used for communication upward. For'
instance, a superior may call a confer-
ence, post a notice, issue a mernoran-;
dum, or at any time enter the suilordi-
nate's office by telephone or in person.

d. Lack of listening time. A busy
superior may have neither time nor pa-
tience to listn. His impatience is
readily recognized by subordinates and
discourages them from attempting to
cornmmicate ideas or suggestions.

11. tCATEWAYS TO COMMUNICATION.
For each barrier to good communication,
there is a gateway. Man) of the gate-

ways have already been covered, by in-
ference. Here are some additional
pointers:

a. Develop -"multiringuists." Even
though each basic element of an organi-
zation has its special "language," it is
essential that each element (and each
organization) learn to speak the language
of the others (and, in the case of organi-
zations, that they learn the language of
related organizations). Always observe
the principles of simplicity, brevity,
clarity, and completeness in both writ-
ten arid oral communications.

b. Use the conference technique. A,
guided Conference, where there is suffi-
cient informality to draw out reticent
individuals yet enough formality to keep
the discussion on the subject, can do
wonders for morale.

c. Include a remarks section in or-
ganizational reports, establish a sugges-
tion box. The addition of remarks sec-
tions'to some of the reports and the
assurance that prompt consideration will
be given to suggestions will allow you to
be 'the first to hear of any circumstances
that need your attention. Recognition of
worthwhile suggestions encourages per-
sonnel to be alert for ways to improve
methods and procedures, save time sand
money; and contribute to the overall ef-
fectiveness of the organization.

d. Avoid "walls of silence." If you
won't allow anyone else to express an
opinion, you build a wall of silence that
deafens you to everything except the
sound of your own voice.

12. MOTIVATION. A good director
knows how to motivate his personnel.
This step in directing is a challenge to
your ingenuity. To motivate your per-
sonnel, to make them want to do the job,
you must exercise all the attributes of
good leadersnip and good management.

8
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A, a 2,.e:erat rule me motivation step
%t tat;e plaee after ou :ave deter-
mined the extent of direcung necessary
anu 'lave determined how to tell your
oersinnel ..0tat is expected of them.
Tren, l)efore or .concurrent with dis-
semination of this inforn.ation, ou

snould reatetri your personnel a de-
sire to do the job. In this facet of man-
aement, tne most important thing to
r'emember is the principle of human re-
lat...)ns. You are dealing with people,
the people wno are going to do the work,
and your success is dependent on how
well :1:ev do their jobs. There are many
v.-a:.s you can motivate your personner--
;he are Limited only by your own imagi-
natn. Although there are no absolute
ruies to follow, there are guidelines
that are generally recognized as excel-
lent motivating devices.

a. Ask questions. Show your person-
nel na: you are interested in what they
are, doing; familiarize yourself with
their ,_.os as r&tch as possible, By so
doing, you not only increase your knowl-
eci:e of the operation and keep abreast
of all developments, out also provide
the workers with an opportunity to

. 'sound off," display theix lelowledge,
a:-1 make their desires and opinions

nown.

Be brief._ You are wasting your
time and losing prestige with your

wnen you talk too mach. Don't
ramble, and don't use "goobledygook."
Brevity in hoth speech and writing will
lead to ,i-larity and conciseness of think-
ing, and .onsequentl,y, better performance.

c. Be a good listener. This ties in
with the attribute of askting questions,
On-e you have asked a question, devote
-our tihe and attention to hearing the
f.:11 explanation. Also, let it be known

you are available, as iour work per-
mits. to hear grievances, suggestions,

plans, and ideas. Keep an open mind,
and actually listen to what the workers
have to say--their ideas are valuable.

d. Be direct. Don't leave your per-
sonnel in doubt about what you mean.
When you have something to say, say it,
and say it to the person to whom it ap-
plies. If it's criticism, et it over with
quickly and forcefully. If it's praise,
give it freely, 'honestly, and graciously.
Criticize privately, praise publicly. Be
direct in all transactions with your sub-
ordinates and with your superiors as well.

e. Be earnest. To be successful in
any job, you shouid put your utmost_ ef-
fort into it. ThiS may be difficult with
a routine or tedious task, but it will pay,
_often by kindling your own interest and
nearly always in worker response. If
the workers see that the supervisor is
conscientious, therwill probably be the
same. Be earnest, not only in perform-
ing your duties, but also in your relations'
with both subordinates and superiors.

- f. Be friendly. This is a basic moti-
vating step and applies to all ;acets of
the operatiOn. .This step is really quite
simple to perform. If you are pleasant,
good.humored, courteous, and tactfu4.,
there will be an increase in worker will-
ingness and in actual production.

g. Look for good in people. Don't
operate under the assumption that your
workers are lazy and uncoo erative;
look for the good in them; tr. ...under-
stand their-motives; be optimistic and
even idealistic ir. your attitude toward
them. You'll find that more often than
not your high hopes will be justified.

h. Set a good example. Frequently,
the character of the manager sets the
tempo and character of the entire group.
If he is sincere, diligent, and swift in
7.he discharge of his duties, his workers
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w ill proot-wl :. perform in similar man-
nt r. On t..e ouler hand, if he is lazy,
deteresttd, and S lipshod. he shouldn't
\pc,_t ns personrwl tb be any better.

must eave the esteem and respect
:.our personnel if you (and the opera-

tion whi h you manage) are to gain opti-
m efficieeL y; one of the bestand
easlestw ze.s to secure this esteem and
respeort is 1):. setting a g-_sod personal ex-
ampie.

i. Explain "why" regarding direc-
tives. If a person receiving a directive
understands why it was issued, he is
be'ter able to adapt his actions to the
overalt-urpose. Explaining "why, ",is

kt:y mot %%att.= step with h wise manag-
adort. It is also an Arms

3. Give praisehere it is deserved.
When your workers do a good job: don't
ilesitate to tell them so, preferably in
ue presen,_ k.f others. Praise them ir
a manner k.orimensurate with the action
performeddon't overdo it. The receipt
of praise will motivate them to better
performance.

k. 1.Vecome jtrst critic.ism. No man-
ager is beyond criticism, he should wel-
Lome const:tic:i.ve and just criticism of
nis action's or policies. After all,, you
are not trying to establish your infalli."-
bility"your objective is to get the work
done in the best manner possible.

1. gase your actions on personal re-
lationsnips. This might be considered
as a condensation of the other motivation
methods. The successful manager takes
a personal interkst in all phases of his
s'.1.ordinates' activities. He clarifies
n1s personal relations with his subordi-
nates so tnat both he and they know how
;..n.7s stand. When you have sound per-
sonal reiations with your subordinates,
o. are better able to indoctrinate them,

rIbe trainin. for tnem and use the

full extent of their abilities to help you
twcomplish your m'ssion. One of the
best m,:thods of gaining willing response
to a direc,tive i:: to discuss the situation
w ith the persons. responsible fo r its
inylementation. This brings them into
the problem area and makes them real-
ize the need for a solution.,. Furtner, it
gives you an opportunity to learn if there

'are any strong feelings or biases: Con-
sultative direction leads to the de-velop-
ment of leadership traits and has an
important rolein any supervisory train-.
ing program. \

13. DIRECTIVES. r. lthough a directive
may be issued in a variety of forms,
there are certain characteristiLs that
all directives, oral and written, should
have.

a. The dire'etive should be clear.
Clarity is the first essential of any di-
rective. There Should be no ambiguity;
words should be chosen carefullythey.
in ist mean the same thing to the writer
and to the reader; =familiar abbrevia-
tions and highly technical language
should be avoided.

b. The directive should be explicit.
The individual rec e3.vingthe di.-ective
needs to know how much initiative he is
allowed and the range of his authority
and responsibility., There should be no
doubt in his mind as to what is to be done
and the quantity and quality oi perform-

-) ance that will be considered satisfactory.
Also, the time allowed for implementa-
tion of the directive should be

10

indicated.

c. The directive should be concise.
In prescribing tasks, prescrilz. only
those details or methods of execution
necessary to insure that the worker or
unit performs that which is required.
Conci ness is needed in directives at
all times, and in emergency situations
it is even more important. Be brief and
to the point in all directives.



(I. r:e,d...ret use should be capable of
ac. on: ,tisament. mne man who receives
a (tire, tive snould have the necessary
aamorit% experien,:e, and abilitv to
perform tne required action satisfac-
toril\. Before issuing me directive,
le.ermine that time, equipment, person-
nel, exte, nal, conditions, and uther as-
pects of tne total situation will permit
the recipient to comply if he uses a rea-
sonable ami)unt of effort and ability.

e. Once a directive has been issued,
there must be a followup action. In
;open:sing the execution of the direc-
w. es, yoh must allow sufficient time
for s',:bordinates to plan and organize
the !oh. However, there should be no
lag in the operation, and you should take
orre( :lye action quickl if it becomes

apparent that impie mentatioh is.taking
:onger than ne-,_essary. In all pnases of
direeting it is important to maintain only
necessar. sucerviston. Overdirecting
restrict's initiative, and underdixecting
fails to 4ez the job.done. A good rule to
follow is -o rrh.:antain only that supervi-
,1,-)n es,arY for the timely and effi-
:ler- _or.s.isnment of the work.

:4. Si.::`.1.IARY.

a. Dirt t:ting is sometimes referred
to as the key link in tne management

: I

chain: it is the process that activates
the organization into implementing plans.

b. Clear communications are essen-
tial to good directing. People cannot be
expected to perform work properly un-
less they understand what is to be done,
when it 'is td be done, and how they are
to do it,

c. A good director must have all of
the characteistics of a good leader.. He
should be able to make his personnel
want to do,their work well. Without
proper directing, the best plans and the
finest organizational structure will fall
short of success.

d. The function of directing does not
occupy a specific niche in the process of
managementibis a. continuing action,
embodied in the day-to-day activities of
the manager, and performed concur-
rently with the other management func-
tions. For the purpose of clarhy, we 0,)

have examined the function of directing
a. -orning after the planning and organiz-
ing fun:,tions and prior to the coordinat-
ing and controlling functions because
'on paper" this is where it logically
falls. However, it cannot exist alone,
anu it is present in all phases o; man-
agement.



Annex (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE) to Memorandum 46-5.
4.

List some of th'e problems involved in the ,function-di directing Ln your
otganization. , Develop solutions to..these problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION. The following
experience was related by Major James
Burfora, formerly assigned to the
United States Army Adjutant General
School. "One of my first assignments
as a second lieutenant was as supply
officer in a company that was com-
manded by a rather crusty captain.
At the-end of a particularly frustrat-
ing day, when everything had seemed
to go wrong, he grabbed his hat and
stroae to the door. Pausing, he looked
back at me and said witheringly, 'Why
don't you get in your car and go for a
drwe There ought to be something
you can control!'

"I was pretty peeved. Sure, things
that day hadn't gone according to plan,
but that wasn't my fault. Jones had .

fouled up,the supply records; we didn't
get our supplies becaus_e the clerk hadn't
sent in the monthly requisition on time;
Smith had goofed off instead of checking
turn-ins, someone left the arms room
unlocked; etc., etc. i couldn't think of
a single thing that I had done wrona.
It's easy to see now that it wasn't what
Pd done--it was what I hadn't done that
caused the trouble. As officer in ch,rge
of a section, Pd failed to do several
important things. I didn't check to see
if my peesonnel were doina what they
were supposed to be doing; I dichj!'t make
sure that each person understood
exactly what he was supposed to do;
and I didn't find out why mistakes were
neing made. As a manager, I just
didn't manage."

Specifically, Major Burford had dis-
regarde:a those two important functions
of management: coordinating a n d
controlling.

2. THE FUNCTION OF COORI5INATING.
Coordinating may be defined as inte-
grating all efforts and details necessary
to attain an objective or accomplish

1

a:- mission. This integration is achieved
chiefly through the manager's consul-
tation with athershis subordinates,
his superiors, and representatives of
other organizations concerned with the
particular operation--to secure their
cooperation. For the purpose of this
study, we consider ccordinating as fol-
lowing the function of directing in the
management cycle. However, coordi-
nating is one of the broadest functions
of management and takes place concur-
rently and in close association with all
the other functions. Through coordi-
nation the efforts of all are directed
toward a common purpose. We have
called directing the key link in the man-
agernent chain, the step that "gets the
ball rolling.' from the preparation phase
into the implementation phase. Coordi-
nating, then, might be called the con-
necting link throughout the c h a in of
managementcoordination binds all of
the functions together and insures that
the group is working harmoniously and
effectively coward the accomplishment
of the mission. Some coordination is
necessary in all phases cf management;
it is so closely inteitwined with the'
functions of r,ianninc, organizing, direct-
n g, and even controlling, chat none of

these functions can operate effectively
unless coordination is an integral part
of each.

a. Coordination is the responsibility
of every Army manager. It is the thread
which ties the whole organization together
at every level of activity. It extends
down to the individual operator who works
side by siae with other operators on an
assernidy line. It extends to the pri-
vate soldier who must coordinate his
actions as a squad member with others,
if all are to achieve the common purpose
of the squaa.

b. Cooperating is an important ele-
ment 6.. cool dinating, however, the terms
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are not synonymous. Cooperating
means ac ,ing or operating together,
while coordinating e:ctends beyond this
to incorporate the purposes behind
such actions. Cooperation is a condi-
tion of individuals working together in
harmony (group effort); coordinating:is
the conscious and orderly arrangement
of individual and group effor.ts to pro-
vide unity of action in pursuit of a com-
mon purpose.

3. NEED'FOR COORDINATING.

a. All of the elements of an organi-
zation may 13e operating efficiently-
within themselves, but is this suffi-
ciert ior accomplishment of the mis-
sion? The answer, usually, is no.
The actions of each of the elements
should be interrelated: they sho'uld be
integrated irto the overall seheme.
The manager,, through exercise of the
function of coordinating, rnus: see that
each element is contributing its desired
and expected share to the operation.
He should set up guidelines for coordi-
nation pr.:ell- to the actual action; then
he should see that results of the action
fit into their prescribed niches. Usu-
ally, a part of each action is carriedg
out by different individuals, at different
times, and under different situations.
This requires teamwork to insure that
all actions are moving toward the com-
mon goal. The larger, more coMplex,
and more decentralized an operation is,
the greater is the need for coordination,
and the more difficult and complex is the
the nature of this coordination. Although
coordination cannot be the job of one
individualindeed, it must be a part of
each person's effort--the coordinating
function, for best results, is centered
in a key individual, the manager. It is
his responsibility to see that operations
within each element of the oitanization
are dovetailed into a harmonious entity.

2

(7.

h. Coordinating must be a continuing
process, and the logical time to begin
is during the planning phase of manage-
ment. Requirements for coordination
should be written into each plan. Both
the planning and the organizing phases
should provide for coordinating to be a
part of day-to-day operations. Proper
directing, culminating in the issuance
of clear-cut and effective orders, can
aid considerably in the coordinatinr
function. Proper timing of the execu-
tion of the order is another valuable aid
to successful coordinating. Good com-
munications, certainly, are essential to
proper coordination (a r3omrnon saying
is "About 50 percent of the workers
never get the,word"--an indication of
poor coordinating on the part of the ,man-
ager). The c.iordinating function is, or
should be, a. part of day-to-day opera-
tions, something that the nianager pro-
vides for and of which he is always
aware.

c. In exercising the function of coor-
dinating, the z nager is usually apply-
ing simple principles of logic. Once all
details essential to a task or mission
are completed, they must be synthesized
in a logical manner toward the accom-
plishment of the task or mission. The
manager's experience, commonsense,
and logic tell him to Use all human and
material resources at his disposal, in
the most efficient arrangement Possible.
to achieve the objective.

4. 'METHODS OF COORDINATING.
Coordination is intended to give ail mem-
bers of the organization a knowledge and
understanding of the organizational objec-
tive, how it is to be accomplished, and
how each individual or unit fits into the
total scheme of the operation. E-,ery
meahs should be used to further this
effort. The goal of the various methods
of coordination is, first of all,
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accomplisfunent )1 the mission. But
a sec hndary ind ictually
which is necessary for the firstis the
achievement of harmonious group
eff..)rt, individuals willingly and effec-
tively working together toward a com-
mon :ojective. The following is not an
all-inclusive list of methods of coordi-
nating but contains some of the meas-
ures that, through usage, have proved
effective.

a. The conference. The simplest
and most commonly used method for
achieving coordinatio,n is the confer-
ence. The conference, which can
include as few as two persons, may be
employed al: alLlevels of command, in
any superior-subordinate situation,
and in lateral relationships. Its
obvious limitations are time and dis-
tance. Some advantages of the confer-
ence method are that it permits open
discussion of points requiring adust-
ment, makes it easier to resolve con-
troversies, and pr ov ides direct
personal relationshipsboth lateral
and vertical. The conference may be
informal, with the only recorc: of pro-
ceedings in the minds of the partici-
pating individuals; or it may be formal,
with written or taped summaries for
the records of the organization.

b. Oral methods. lise of the tele-
phone, the radio,.and face-to-face
communication are consider-ed oral
methods of coordinating. The ways in

hich these methods are emyloyed are
apparent; they are similar to those dis-
cussed in the directing phase. The
only difference is that you are telephon-
ing, racuomg, or talking directly to
individuals to achieve coordination
rather than to give an order.

c. Written correspondence. When
conferences are not possible or oral
communication won't do the job, written

3

currespondence may be used to achieve
coordination. This correspondence, may
include memorandurhs, notices, fol-
lowup directiv,es, bulletins, news-
letters, informal notes, or any other
fOrm of written communication.
Although written means of coordinating
ard often necessary (and frequently
should be used to reinforce oral com-
municatiOns), conferences or oral com-
munications should, be used whenever
possible.

d. The organization itself. The
structure of the organization itself
should contribute to the effectiveness
of coordinating. In forming the organi-
zation, consideration should be given

to the lines of responsibility between
the various elements with reference to
their use as lines of coordination. For
example, existence of functionally simi-
lar suilections in different departments
will contribute toward better mutual
understanding of operations.

e. The use of committees. The
committee method is an,excellent coor-
dinating device. You may set up com-
mittees to perform certain tasks, the
chairmen of these committees report
on their actions; and you are able to
coordinate, through the committee
chairman, the actions of the separate
committees into the overall mission.
Also, you (nay appoint special com-
mittees to coordinate activities within
the organization, thus freeitig yourelf
from some of the administrative respon-
sibility (although, of course, you retain
overall responsibility).

f. Use of the liaison officer. Often
the liaison officer functions as an aid
to coordination between two s:parate "
organizaLional elements. A liaison
officer is an officer from one organi-
zation who is placed on detached duty
with another organization in order to

Ou
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provide coordination and to repre ent
the commander or leader of his own'
organization. Usually, the liaison offi-
'cer is used among organizations which
are engaged in common operations or
projec6. In a military situation, the
liaison officer is used to a large extent
to aid in coordination of efforts and
planning between military units of dif-
ferent nations involved in common
actions against the enemy.

g. ,Standing operating procedures
(SOP's). In developin&an organiza-
tional structure, it is normal to group
related functions together and to write
SOP's which are followed in routine
work. These operating procedures, as
1.veil as other instructions, must pro-
vide for automatic coordination between
and among individuals and units where
such action _s required.

h. '-ohmtary coordination. The
promotion of voluntary coordination
through contacts made between execu-
tives helps each become aware of the
total objectives of the organization.
Each executive must see his operation
in terms of its support of the total oper-
ation, and be prepared to adjust his
performance and that of his unit as nec-
essary to achieve integrated action
toward a common goal. Coordination
must become a voluntary matter which
is considered part of the job. A fellow
executive may find a weakness or a
factor which should be strengthened.
It is better for all concerned that the
coordinating action reveals these weak
points. Correcting the absence of coor-
dination after the implementation of a
plan can be costly in terms of money,
tirne, and reputation.

5. OBSTACLES TO COORDINATING.
Whenever a group of persons meet,
there is bound to be some element of
conflict or'difference. Personality

4

differences are a common cause of
these conflicts. Although they present
problems in all operations, they- are
particularly apparent in the coordinat-
ing prOcess; it is here that it is neces-
sary to secure the cooperationof the
workers (cooperation among themselves
as well as with you) if you are to coor-
dinate their actions. One personality
type which hinders coordination is the
overcompetent individual who may con-
sider the coordinating function unneces-
sary since he knows more about his job
and the factocs affecting it than those
with whom he should coordinate.
Another exaniple of a conflicting per-
sonality is illustrated by the individual
who fails to explain his ideas to his
associates because he fears their crit-
ical analysis might reveal flaws. Yet,
unreasonably, he resents it when his
ideas are not used. Another example is
shown by the procrastinathr who delays
taking any coordinating action until it is
too late. However, you may turn the
personality factor to your advantage if
you apply sound management principles,
particularly the principle of human rela-
tions, to the process of coordinating. .

6. WHEN IS COORDINATIONACOM-
PLETE? After you have taken all
possible Steps to achieve coordination
within your organization, how will you
know when the coordinating function is
complete? In general, coordination is
complete only when there is full
cooperationamong individuals in an
organization and also among separate
organizational elements. If the organi-
zation does not seem to be moving "on
course" toward the accomplishment of
the mission, the coordinating function
is not being carripd its fullest
measure. Coordinatin s 'complete
only when all the separate phases of
the operation are tied together in such
a manner that the objective is reached
in the shortest time and at the least
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expenseud that the product meets
the highest standards.

7. THE FUNCTION OF CONTROLLtNG.
Control ling may be explained as the
proLess of seeing that everything is done
according to established plans, pro-
cedures, and policies. To be more
specific, :t is the exercising of author-
ity on the part of the manager to insure
compliance with these pluns, proce-
dures, and policies. In his controlling
function the manager compares the
actual versus the planned action, and
takes corrective action when necessary.
One management expert exiSlains con-
trol in these words: "In an undertaking,
control consists in verifying whether
everything occurs in conformity with
the plan adopte d, the instructions
Issued, and principles established.
Its object is to point out weaknesseS
and errors in order to rectify them
and prevent recurrence. It operates
on everythingthings, people, actions.

a. The explanation ok the control
function points out that it is essentially
the same no matter to what kind of activ-
ity it is applied:) The underlying ele-
ment of control 'is that it is a sort of
feedback, like a thermostat. When the
temperature gets too high, the thermo-
stat corrects the situation. When it
falls too low, the control device makes
the opposite correction through feed-
back. Good managerial control shouid
function in the same manner.

b. Often, the difference beOieen a
successful and an unsucc.:!ssful opera-
tion is a matter of delicate balance.
The manager must keep his organizi...-
tion operating at the correct rate to
meet the demands placed on It. If the
balance swings too far one way, the
missions will not IA accor..plished, and
it will be costly and difficult to restore

5
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the operation to a satisfactory position.
Conversely, if the balance swings too
far the other way, an overpotential is
generated, and resources are wasted.
Controlling is dependent on the proc-
esses of planning, organizing, directing,
and coordinatrng. The more efficiently
these functions are performed, the eas-
ier it will be to control the operations.
The interdependence of the functions of
management is illustrated by the estab-
lishment of objectives and goals in the
planning process. These same objec-
tives and goals also serve as standatds
in,the process of control.

c. A manager uses a major part of
his efforts in the controlling functions.
Included n these efforts arce selecting
the criteria by which perforance will
be judged, setting standards for these
criteria, checking and reviewing reports
on performance, and taking corrective
action.

d. Each situation has individual fac-
tors that must be considered in deter-
mining what type and amount of control
will be most effective. In ger-feral, how-_
ever, determination should be based on
the following:

(1) The complexity of the missloils
and tasks to be 'performed.

(2) The size and structuralarranze-
rnent of the organization.

(3) The exte.rnal controls and re-
strictions imposed.

(4) The amount of d:Blegation of
control and the clugree of decertraliza-
tion practiced.

(5) The characteristics and abil-
ities of the manager and his supervisory
personnel.



e. For a very small organization .
the method of control may be relatively
s iimple and largely n terms of personal
contact. The manager may be able to
observe the efforts of the personnel,
evaluate their effectiveness, and per-
sonally direct any- necessary correc-
tions. For a large or complex
organization more systematic proce-
dures are usually required, and both
personal and delegated control may be
exercised in terms of records, reports,
statistics, znd inspections.

f. The problem of control resolves
into one of devising.methods whereby
deviations from an approved standard
can be detected and corrections made
at the earliest time possible. Systems
of control usually involve performance
measurement and reporting in terms of
quantity and quality, and the v ay in''
which the resources of men, money,
materiel, and facilities are used.

8, DEVELOPING STANDARDS. Con-
trol procedures are implemented
throughstandards against which per-
formance can be measured. Standards
are a yardstick with which to measure
efficiency and progress. They also
give subordinates a specific goal to
attain. Standards must be representa-
tiye of the task being performed, and,
whenever possible, they shOuld be
expressed in measurable terms. For
example, the performance standard
for a typist might be the number of
pages typed per hour.

a. The first essential jh setting a
standard of output is to firid a method
of measuring production. A'work count
may be obtained in various ways, such
as the use of standards that have been
set for similar operations, past accom-
plishments as compiled from records
and statistics, and estimates based on
personal knowledge and experience, or

the observation and timing of individuals
doing the work.

b. Determining performance stand-
ards for individuals and groups whose
production cannot be measured in units
is more difficult but not impossible. -

Many supervisory and most middle marl-
agefnent and,executive positions are of

this type. Standards in such cases may
be based on methods of.perfermance,
planning ability and initiative, ability
to speak and write clearly and force-
fully, integrity and loyalty to the organ-
ization and his superiors, his asso1-
atest and subordinates' attitudes toward
him, and the morale of his-subordinates.

c. Standards and intermediate objec-
tives are determined in the planning
phase of management. These same
objectives are the intermediate or stra-
tegic points at which progress should
be measured. Standards of perform-
ance should be set up for these same
intermediate points and used as a basis
for comparing the actual perform
against planned performance. St nd-
ards are subject to change, of course,
and should be re-evaluated periodically.

9. COLLECTING DATA. Having deter-
mined the standards against which per-
formance is to be measured and the
points at which these mea'surements
are to be made, the next step is to
determine how to collect data that will
show whether standards are being met.
Many managers use both formal and
informal sources to obtain data and
information. They also use various
"experience factors" to keep them
posted on performance.

a. Much of the data collebted is in
terms of either "status" or "trend."
Information which shows the current
situation or position, or compares the
current situation with-that previdusly
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set forth in the pi4ogram, indicates the
status of an activity. Such data is
used to evaluate progress, and the man-
ager takes corrective action when there
a r e deviations from the program.
Information which shows the change
which has occurred between two
p e rio ds of" time s ho w s the trend.
Careful a naly s is of trend data
will often enable the manager to detect
potential trouble areas and take correc-
tive action before a problem fully
develops.

b. There are various methods of
acquiring internal control information
and data. Some of the more commonly
used methods are staff meetings (daily,
semiweekly, weekly), briefings con:
cerning particular activities, commit-
tee reports concerning special activ-
ities, statistical compilations, and
regular and special reports.

c. Time permitting, there is no sub-
stitute for personal visits and inspec-
tions . By this means the manager
assures himself that he is familiar with
the steps being taken to accomplish his
missions and also can satisfy the need
for visual examination of work progress.
Control practiced through the use of
statistical examination, reports, and
personal inspection is desirable, since
it combines the analytical efforts of the
organization with visual inspection by
the manager.

10. CORRECTIVE ACTION.

a. When analysis of performance
data reveals a significant deviation from
established standards, the re'ason for
the deviation must be determined before
corrective action is initiated. The
cause will often dictate the remedy. For
instance, failure to achieve desired
results may be caused by factors beyond
the control of the subordinate, such as
poor Eghting or heating, inadequate

7
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equipment, breakdown o1 equipment, or
lack of s'upplies. The proper correc-1
tive action is immediately obvious in
such situations.

b. Corrective action' may include
some modification of plans. When it is
not possible to make adjustments to
unforeseen changes in external condi-
tions, it will probably-be necessary to
revise or mOdify plans in order to over-
come or nullify the effects of these
changes,. For instance, if operations
are hampered by a combination.of
adverse weather and inadequate heating
facilities, it may be advisable to change
work schedules or to move to a tempo -
rary location.

c. Frequently, failure to attain
desired goals'iesults from poor direc-
tion. When this is suspected,you should
discuss with your personnel the require-
ments of the job and clarify any
misunderstanding. Also, you should
re-examine your directives and the man-
ner in which they were issued to be sure
your desires are clearly stated and have
beer. rn.lde known to the persons
concerned.

d. In some cases, failure to meet
standards is due to inexperienced and
untrained personnel. H., correctfve
action should consist of providing the
training as quickly as possible and, when
,necessary, giving the individual tempo-
rary assistance until he becomes fully
qualified. In most instances it is advis-
able to leave a man on a job if.he can
learn to handle it in a reasoaable period
of time and if the situation permits.
Hoviever, there are times wnen a
subordinate tacks both the s k ill
and the abilicy to learn to perform a
job, or has pers on ality character-
istics which make it undesirable for
him to continue in ,a specific job.
Reassignment of p e r sOnn e I will
uzually solve this problem;

0
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e. When failure to achieve desired
results is due, to negligence, indiffer-
ence, or deliberate failure to comply
with directives the corrective action
should take t.:1e. form of administrative
discipliue, such as repriMand, removal
from the,jOb, demotion, denial of 'der-
tam privileges, restriction of liberties,
and similar actions.

1. An organization is successful
only to the extent that its members are
willin4 to put forth effort to dotheir
jobs. Failure of the workers to con-
form to standards may result from mis-
directed or inadequate motivation. If
fact,findmg Shows that" this is the trouble(
there is a need to re-e.xamine personnel
relationships and survey the personnel
activities program to sqe how it can be
improved.

g. There are various ways in which
corrective action may be initiated.
Some of the more frequently used wayS
are as follows:

(1) A formal wi:itten df.rective may
'he used.

I .
(2) A less formal memorandum

may'be used.

(3) The manager may use an oral
order. During the course of a briefing,
a staff meeting; or a personal inspec-
tion, he may inform the responsible
individuals of his wishes.

(4) An announcement in the daily
bulletin is another method of starting
corrective action. Post newspapers or
neighboring community papers may be
vAid Snd adequate media for initiating
corrective action for such matters as

.

.

routing of traffic, parking, attendance
at specific functions, care of buildings

,

8

- r

and grounds, or safety matters.

(5) Sp*eeches, on formal or semi-
formal dccasions, give the manager an
opportunity to explain his missions and
his philosophy for mission accomplisil-
ment to those having responsibility for
implementation. Speeches to the mprn-
bers of the' organization on special occa-
sions, svich as unit anniversaries, per,-
mit the expression of appreciation for
work 1.vell done and also the furnishing
of a4itidnal guidance as an aid to even
betteW performance.

h. The function of controlling is one
of constaiit repetition. When the manager
is informed of or detects imbalances in
performance, he takes corrective action
to adjust these imbalances. He may
change the basic program in terms of
new or adjusted goals or`objectives, or
in terms of timing or standards of per-
formance.. After the adjustments are
applied to the program, the program is
conducted under the new conditions, and
again performance is measured, evalu-
ated, and reported to the. manager.'
Again, imbalances occur and corrective
action is taken. Thus control is cyclic in
nature and must constantly receiv%the
manager's 'attention. .

11.THE WORK SIMPLIFICATION PRO-
GRAM.- Work simplification in the
Army is a planned program of organized
effort to make work of any type easier,
reduce waste, and find simpler and
better ways to do the wo-rk. It is aimed
at eliminating the nonessential and simpli-

rJfying the essential.

a. Work simplification is not basi-
cally a program to produce more work
in less time. It is not a speed -up pro-
gram, although it often results in pro-
ductton increase. Its objective is to
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..ricrease 'Norker's effectiveness rather
than his effdrts (work smarter, n ot
harder), It also seeks twencourage per-
'sonnel to think about improving their.
..I.ork and finding hetter ways to'do it.
t.S;ri e'ffective program of work simplifica-
tion can eliminate wasteful aq nonpro-
ductive operations and actions. It can
improve quality, prevent errors, and
increase accuracy. It can eliminate bot-
tlenecks and re'duce operating costs. It
can help standardize methods, materials,
tools, and operating costs. It can make
work more interesting, and it can im-
pcove morale.

b. The purpose of the Army work
simplificaCion program is stated in AR
1-63: "The basic purpose . . is to
provide both military and civilian super-
visory personnel with a method for ana-
lyzing the way work is done so that a .

better way can be found for doing it. "
This will result in mere effective use of
available resources: manpower, equip-
ment, materials, facilities, and time.

c. Note the use of the word "siipervii-sory n the statement of purpose. This
means work simplification is the respon-
sibility of all supervisors, at all levels.
There is a tremendous reservoir of un-
used ideas in the minds of all people/
particularly supervisors. The work
simplification program is often the key
that unlocks mental inertia and releases
c reative, thinking.' Work simplification
presupposes that there is 'one best way"
to do a job--but it must be remembered
that this holds good for only one moment
in time. Improvement is a never-ending
process, and it is important to recognize
that better metnods are not always read-
ily a7parent; they don't just nappen--they
'must be searched for, -deliberately and
systematically.

12.BASIC STEPS IN METHODS IM-
PROVEMENT. In a tactical situation, a

lUG

commander follows a basic pattern in
reaching his objective: .first, he selects,
or is assigned, a mission. Then he
makes a reconnaissance of-the situation.
Third, he determines what courser of
action are open to him and analyzes
each one. After analyzing them, he se-
lects the best one and formulates aplan.
Finally, he executes the plan.

These same five-basic steps should
be followed in making i'mprovements in
a nontactical situation. It is-necessary
lo (1) select the job to be improved, (2)
record the job'details, (3) analyze the
job'details, (4) develoP the improve-
ments, and (5rinstall the new method.
Followed systematically, these steps
may be applied to any nontactical
operation.

a. How do you select the job to I2e
improved? Obviously, the jobs which
need i'mprovernent are those causing
the most trouble. There are various
clues that nelp to identify trouble spots.
For instance, does performance data
show that production is falling below
standard? Are backlogs and unfinished
work e.icessive? Are workers using
too much time and effort to gather and
organize materials and equipment' Is
it taking too long to do simpl3 jobs?
Are there any below-standard 1.6.4ters?,
Is morale low? It there toc much tar-
diness and absenteeism? Are there un-
used and unnecessary material and
equipment in the operating area?

. After the job is selected, how
many of the job details should be re-
corded? This will depend on the type
of job being studied. The principle is
to record sufficient information to allow
analysis of any detail that may affect
the entire operation. However, this is
the factfinding phase, and there should
be no actempt to analyze or evaluate at
this stage. Job details, should be
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recorded in the kder in which they oc-
cur. Geneeally, even details which see.m
to be unimportant should be recorded,
since theinay be found to have a bear-
ing on the present or the proposed method.

c. How do you analyie the job details ?
This: is primarily a '!.why" procedure-.
To make sure that each detail is essen-
tial, ask these questions. What is the
purpose of the detail? Why is it neces-
sary? Where should it be performed?
Whv is that the best place?' When should

'it be done? Why? Who shourd do it?.
Whv is that person preferable toanother?

How should it be done? Why should it be
donep that manner? Since it ishuman
nature to offer excuses for existing con-
ditions and tc resist change, it is-neces-
sary to make a .:lear distinction between
facts and opinions during the investiga-
tive process.

d. Can improvements be deveroped
on the basis of the first three steps?
Tes--if they have been skillfully accorn-
plisiled, An objective completion of the
analysis step invariably furnishes /clues
to improvements. This' relationship may
be illustrated this way:

What is the purpose of each detail?
Why is it necessary?
Where should each detail be perforrr(ed?
When should each detail be done?
Who should do each detail?
How should each detail be accomplished?

e. The final step in effecting an irn,-
is to put the new methgd into

operation. Before it s definitely
adopted it is advisable to test it, meas-
ure its effect on other elements of the --
organization, and have !.t revieWed by
other operating officials. However, it
must-0e recognized that.benefits de-
rived from work simplification some-
times are not immediately measurable
in terms of money, material, or time
saved. For example, how much is a
study worththat results in a more com-
fortable work area for typists? How db
you know exactly what savings result
from shortening the distance between
the mailroom and the main of fice ?

w much is gained by having a good
preventive maintenance program for
the care of office'machines
and equipment?

I.

10

Elitninate unnec ess ary
details.
Combine details if pos-

'sible. Change for a
better sequence.
Simplify when possible.

13.WORK DISTRIBUTION CHART (DA
Form 673). Just as a combat com-
mander needs reconnaissance photo-
graphs to get an idea of the overall situ-
ation, so a superviso'r needs to get a
bird's-eye view of his-activity when he
is looking for ways to improve methods.
The device which will give him this
overall picture is the work distribution
chart. You will find a sample of this
chart in Annex J, perforated for easy
removal, to refer to as you study.
This chart is used to recor\d and ana-
lyze the contribution each individual
makes toward accomplishing the work
of his unit. There are three basic
steps in Rteparing a work distribution
chart: (1)compiling task listt, (2) com-
piling an activity list, and (3)recording,
on the work distribution chart, data
from task lists and activity lists.

1 07
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a. Task list. The supervisor re-
quires each individual ni his organiza-
tion, (including himself), to pre')o.:.'e a
task list (fig 1). Each duty and type of
work performed should be listed in de-
tall, together with the number' of hourS
per week spent on each. The task list
is not a quotation frOm an MOS or job
classification statement; it should be a
clearand accurate description of what
each person does during the time speci-
fied. Actions listed should be specific,
such as "t.!.-pe Form 100," not general or

.ambiguous, such as "administrative ...
seryices." Tasks are numbered for
cross-reference to actiliities listed.on
the work distribution chart.

b. Activity list. This list (fig 2) is
prepared oy the supervisor, and is a list-
ing of the functional work areas in which
the tasks are grouped. For instance,
keeping time and attendance records,
preparing reports, and reviewthg repons
are tasks which may be grouped under
iiaministration and supervision. Also,
these tasks may be performed by more
than one individual. Forms for both the
task list and activity list may be devel-
oped and produced lodally...,

C. Recordinedata on DA.F:orm 673.
The duties shown on the activitxlis't are
entered in the left column on the`iork
distribution chart. They may.be listed
either in the order of their 'relative im-
portance or accoroing to the number of
man-hours required for performance.
The work-count and hours-per-weex ol-
umns in this block are summary colurnns,,
and amounts enLered are totals of the
amounts in corresponding .c,Rlumns in the
other blocks. The position columns or.
blocks are used to identify each individ-
ual by name, grade, and title, and to re-
cord his tasks and' how many hoUrs per
week it takes him to perform each task.
Tasks arri classified in the activity to-
ward.which they contribute. Individuals
should be listed in the orde: of their'
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Lmportance to the organitation, be-
ginning with the officer in charge.

14, ANALYSIS OF CHART, .Ar; analysis
of the completed work distribution chart
(Annex K) will give the supervisor an'
exact picture of how eachIndividual inthis
organization divides, his time. The su-
pervisor should question each activity
and each task related to the activity.

a? What activities take the most
time? Are they the ones which Should
take the most time? Usually, the Most
time.should be spent on the major activ-
ity of the orgariization, and other totals
should reflect the relative importance.
of the various activities. If the chart
indicates areas in which too much time
is being spent, the supervisor should
circle such man-hour totals, td mark
them for future process chartind and a
more detailed analysis.

4!,
b. Is there misdirected effort? Is

the orgathzation spending too much.
time on relatively unimportant activi-
ties or unnecessary %rork? Instances
of misdirected effort are frequently
found in "miscellaneous" or "achninis-
trative" categories. The time wasted
by any one individual may be small, but
it becomes a sizable total, when seyeral
peopla are involved. Misdirected ef-
fort appears on the work distribution
chart when individuals are involved in
tasks not contributing directly to the
mission of the organization.

c. Are skills being uses properly.'
Are special skills and-abilities being
Wasted? Individuals in higher grade
levels should not be required to per-
form tasks which could be performed
br employees in lower grades. Also,
it is wasteful to have a person working
or, a level that is abdve his ability.

d. Is any one individual doing too
many unreil;ted,tasks? A large nurn-
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TASK LIST
For Work Distribution Chart

NAME :

4
WORKD1G TITLE:

ORGANIZATIOV:

auenomi

Cit4 atAit

GRADE OR RANK:

Crk...314.J Cle.AAj

SUPERVISOR:

11M-I Id-Alcbvv

SK

4

NO.

DESCRIPTION

4Wrr-LIA 41.41.2Fit1
cLatew (3.8441y in.'

/rni.tit A....C.7.2

LL ohli:stA....tadawrve.e2 n447-&-w
4unA. su-t-imts t3 m. ewt".:^y
lAtixt Azt,
CenRetlato . .

3 tumuoan, runXria,

1-2"-'``A

.3±.4:111 QJ. tod4.41,4 Attg-t-jet.L CAA&

ttAL°C4L4, C1' W."2n'7"":4
C2A: 4IL ciect4, 4.

"cal-lruLta&A,

(eu.sani. csitiA4.t:n
Aie 4.,.

7
1A-Iror6 ..14 .:01.. AUe;t4r. "Lau 4rtAltAa0
1.A.41

ciAZ:47....? 4 AA-e--1.4"

POSTED ON W/D
CHART TO
ACTIVITY NO.

.7

3

444-

5'

DATE:

/ 0 att.-day/94_

HOURS WORK-UNITS

PER AND/OR

WEEK -VOLUME

(OPTIONAL

4

3

-3

Figure 1 Sample Ta . List.
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ACTIVITY LIST
For Work Distribution Chart

PREPARED BY:

)7;ii2J' Qi 61A4./a

ORGANIZATION:

67.44:Innqu,a AAuto:vu

GIAA.->tm/Q. MI"-ck / 104/.4*v /16
ACTIVITIES ACTIVITY UNITS AND/OR

VOLUME (OPTIONAL)

a .2.4:43-nmu.;1 /0 0
24.44intaiLvnI,L,4. 4.

AJ-D-trywuza A7^-cru",%

1)6 .124U,

Orr-J. adrA-21t44)

5.

.4.4.IVA4."1"
ALA4./t4lni

G-

I I

'AZ
I

LD

Figure 2 Sample Activity List.
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ber of activities recofded in any one
column on a v.prk distribution chart
may indicate that the individual is in-
volved in such a variety of eforts that
there is lost motion and resultant waste
of manpower. Few individuals can per-
form c. variety of tasks equally well.

e. Are tasks spread too thinly? Per-
formance of the same task by more than
one individual may indicate duplication
of effort. One person working steadily
at a task is more productive than sev-
eral individuals working intermittently
with the same total number of man-hours.

f. Is work distributed evenly? The
relative importmce of tasks assigned to
persons encraged in similar activities
should be measured. For example, two
clerks of equal ability and grade snould
usually be charged with similar volumes
of work. The urgent and important tasks
should be spread as evenly as possible
to insure that work is done according to
schedule.

1. FLOW PROCESS CHART. Unsatis-
factory answers to any of the basic oues-
tions indicate areas in which improve-
irent should be made; they pinpoint a
process or operation requiring further
analysis. A tool which has been devel-
oped for this purpose is the flow process
chart, DA Form 684 (fig. 4). This chart
is a graphic presentation of the steps in
a specific operation, from its beginning
to its completion. It may be used to
chart the actions of an individual or to
follow the movement of materials. In
addition to its use in connection with the
work distribution chart, a flow process
chart is a valuable aid in analyzing pro-
cedures when a new organizational unit
is being i..stablished; a major change in
personnel, procedures, or workload is
taking place; a periodic review of oper-
ating methods iszteing made; or a pro-
cedural nroblem arises.

a. The first step in process charting

is to describe each task or type of action.
Through the use of symbols, the tasks
are classified to assist in eliminating,
combining, rearranging, and simplify-
ing various processes. A requisition
for supplies will serve as an example.
The form is removed from a drawer
and filled out. This procedure is an
operation." The completed form is

then "transported" to another office or
desk .for "inspection" or verification,
and eventually, it is approved. During
the process it may be "delayed" by
other work. Finally, the form will be
"stored" in a file.

b. For uniformity, the symbols used
on a Process chart have been standard-
ized. These symbols may be used to
chart any type of activity within an or-
cran4zation.-

(1) An operation is symbolized by
a circle, thus: 0. It occurs when an
object is intentionally changed in any
of its physical or chemical character-
istics, is assembled or disassembled
from another object, or is arranged or
prepared for another operation, trans-
portation, inspection, or storage. An
operation occurs also when information
is given or received, or when planning
or calculating takes place. For exam-
ple, an operation might consist of typ-
ing a letter, cfating supplies, repairing
a weapon, registering mail, or making
a telephone call.

(2) Transportation is symbolized
by an arrow, thus: 1=00. It occurs
when an object is moved from one place
to another, except when such move-
ments are part of the operation or are
caused by the operator at the work sta-
tion during an operation or an inspec-
tion. For example, transportation oc-
curs when a letter is carried to another
desk, supplies are shipped to a ware-
house, or raz il is routed.

(3) An inspection is symbolized

14 M46-6
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by a square, thus: O. It occurs when
an object is examir:ed for identification
or is checked for quality orquantity in
any of its characteristics. For example,
inspection occurs in proofreading a let-
ter, checking-w-eight-of-siTplies-priorto
shipment, or testfiring a weapon.

(4) A delay is symbolized by a
block-letter D, thus: D It occurs when
conditions, except those which intention-
all:, change the physical or chemical
characteristics of the object, do not per-
mit or require immediate performance
of the next planned action. For example,
there is a delay when a letter isin an
outgoing box waiting for a messenger,
there is an assembly line breakdown, or
an item is being held to prepare a com-
plete shipment.

(5) Storage is symbolized by an in-
verted pyramid, thus: V . It -occurs
when an object is retained and protected
against unauthorized removal, or stored
in a file. For example, storage oecurs
when correspondence is placed in a per-
manent file or when supplies are placed
in a warehou...,.e, pending issuance.

c. A flow process chart is prepared
in the following way:

(1) Fill in the infornkation requested
in the upper left corner of the form.
(The form is designed to record the steps
in a single process only, and can be used
for either present or proposed proce-
dures.) Information should be specific
as to identification of the process, the
person or material being charted, and
the places ortimes that the präcess be-
gins and ends.

(2) List each detail of the process
in brief narrative form in the left column
on the chart. Details should be clear,
specific, and listed in the sequence in
which they occur. The value of a

17
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process chart lies in the accuracy with
which it portrays the details of a pro-
cedure.

(3) Classify each detail by relating
it- to-the appropriate procedural sym-
bol, and draw a line connecting the sym-
bols throughout the sequence ofactions.

(4) The columns "Distance infeet,
"Q tity," and "Time" are completed
wh never appropriate.

(5) Summarize in the upper right
corner of the form the.total actions in
each procedure.

d. In analyzing the process chart,
each detail of the process as it is now
being performed is questioned.

(1) Why is it necessary? Can the
drocess or steps be eliminated? This
is the basic, overall question.

(2) What is done ? What are the
steps? Are they all included? What
are the pertinent facts?

(3) Where should this be done?
Can or should it be clone in another
place ?

(4) When should this be done ? Is
it done in the right sequence? Can it
be combined or simplified by gloving it
ahead or back?

(5) Who should do the job? Is the
right person handling it, or can some-.

one else do it better?

(6) How is the job being done?
Can it be.done better with different
equipment or a different layout?

During the analysis process, per-
tinent notations are made in the "Notes"
column. These should provide the clues
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to possible improvements. When r'esults
of the analysis show how improvements
can be made by eliminating, combining,
rearranging, a.-id simplifying the details
and groups of deans, the proposed new
method is charted.

e. Figure 4 portrays present proce-
dures in an activity, and figure 5 shows
the final, typed floW process chart of the
proposed procedures. The in-prov..e-
ments illustrated result in a saving of
125 minutes of time and 400 feet of dis-
tance traveled. These savings were ac-
complishecl by eliminating one of the
registrations combining certain steps,
ai changing the sequence to provide a
smoother flow of work. Grouping pro-
ductive operations reduces transporta-
tions, delays, and wasted effort.

16. LAYOUT STUDIES., Closely allied
with the work distribution chart and the
flow process chart is the layout study,
which is an analysis of the-flow of mate-
rials, transportation, distances, and
space arrangements in a selected work
area. This tool of work simplification
is, devised to show the supervisor how to
provide the greatest physical ease for
the largest number of individuals, and
to permit as straight and short a distance
as possible for the processing and travel
of materials, documents, personnel, and
related activities. Often; a poor ...t.rrange-
ment of facilities makes the difference
between a smoothly operating procedure
and an inefficient one (fig 6). The ideal
physical layout cannot always (or even
often) be achieved. Usually, there is a
difference between the desirable and the
available type and amount of space and
equipment. Frequently, several differ-
ent operations must be performed in the
same work area and with the same facili-
ties... However, there are certain basic
principles of layout that should be consid-
ered in any physical arrangement of a
work area. It ,is usually possible to make

/Olio

improvements when these principles
are followed.

a. Use one large area in preference
to an equivalent amount of space that is
broken up. This will result in better
lighting, ventila.tion, 'supervision, and
communication.

'N
b. Use a uniform size of desks in

any one area. This gives a better ap-
pearance and promotes a feeling of
equality among the personnel.

c. Use straight symme tr y;
avoid jogs, offsets, and
angle arrangements.

d. Provide for work to flow in
straight lines as nearly as possible.
Avoid backtracking, crisscrossing,
and unnecessary transportation of
papers and other materials.

e . Have the work come to the worker,
not the worker go to the work.

f. Keep jobs of a similar nature.in
near relationship.

g. Locate supervisors where they
can easily observe what goes on in
their work areas.

h. Place individuals so that they do
not face each other.

i. Arrange workers so that ample
natural light comes over the left
shoulder. An individual :"-.ould not face
a window while working.

j. Avoid locating private offices
where they will deprive a general office
area of natural light.

k. Locate individuals receiving visi-
tors, or required to maintain outside
contacts, near entrances.
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FLOW PROCESS CHART
(DA Paaphiet 20-300)

I ',Imo
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1 1
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Locate files, cabinets, etc. , near
work..-s who use thorn most frequently.

,m. If a counter is required, consider
providing it with drawers or shelving
space.

n. Be sure that there are nazurplus
facilities or equipment (furniture, tools,
etc. ) occupying floorspace.

17. OFFICE LAYOUT. When making
the office layout, use a systematic ap-
proach to the problem. -,The first step
is to make a layout chart, which is a
plan or sketch of the area upon whIch
the flow of work may be traced. Tem-
plates or overlays may be used to deter-
mine the best arrangement of facilities,
equipment, and personnel.

a. Determine the areas of main traf-
fic movement.

b. Gain a complete, overall picture
of the work to be done in the area.

rrni4le the quantity, size, and
type ot physical units to be included.

d. Identify the basic groups making
up the office.

e. Consult with the head of each basic
group.

f. Formulatetentative answers re-
garding the use or nonuse af private
offices for each basic group.

g. Make templates to scale of all
physical units and identify tnem clearly.
With the accurate and complete floor
plans of the ouilding or area drawn to
scale (one-half or one-fourth inch to
1 foot is suggested), place templates on
the floor plan to experiment with various
possible arrangements of the physical

21
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units. (A templa1e is a scaled pattern
representing a physical unit. It is a
clearly identified separate representa-
tion of each desk, Chair, filing pabinet,
or other item that must be placed.)
These templates may be squares or
rectangles, but should be on the saxne
scale as the drawing. Shifting tem-
plates around on the outline plan of the
area permits selection of the best ar-
rangement. Using the layout chart and
templates, the various components and
equipment of the office Can be tenta-
tively located.

h. When the preliminary arrange-
ment has been decided, such fixtures
as electrical outlets, telephones, radia-
tors, lighting fixtures, and coatracks
should be sketched in. Probable flow
of work may be shown by means of
thread or colored lines.

An example of the need for care-
ful space layout is the placement of the
central mailroom of the mail and rec-
ords section which, since it is the fun-
nel of incoming and outgoing business,
is the hub of the office arrangement.
For Convenie:.ce to messenger service
and to minimize the distraction of de-
liveries, this center should be located
near an entrance. Yet, for accessibil-
ity to the office personnel, it should be
located centrally. Consequently, to
satisfy both considerations, consider-
able shifting and experimenting may be-
necessary.

Ir. figuring the space requirements,
sufficient aisle space must be allowed to
avoid congestion and to make it easy to
move between desks and operations.
Cross-aisres may be used to shorten
travel distances for workers, provide
adequate space around the files, and plan
for such matters as the traffic routes
to telephones, restrooms, and exits.
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18. APPLICATION OF OFFICE LAY,-
OUT PRINCIPLES. While it is 'recog-
nized thal all decisions are v i tally
affected by the space available and the
floor'plar of the office area, fo'ur inter-
related factors must be given careful
consideration in deciding on the physical
layout of the office--function, including
accesSibility; control; appearance: and
envi:ronment

a. Function. After the amount of
available space has been determined,
the dominant consideration must be the
various functions of the office and the
personnel to insure that the layout fol-
lows the procedural flow as closely as
possible and provides for documents and
materials to move in as straight a line
as possible.

b. Control. The work must be con-
trolled--administered and supervised--
by responsible key personnel. There-
fore, the location of these controlling
persons must be..duly considered in the
office arrangement'. The term "control"
as used here means also the frequency.)
of contacts, the frequency with which an
individual). . to be consulted. One obvi-
ous principle in the consideration of con-
trol is that an individual must be placed
conveniently near the activity that he
controls. For instance, it is advisable
that 'the person in charge of supplies be
located near the supplies and that a su-
pevisor charged with operating a typing
pool be near the typists.

The office manager's desk should
be readily accessible to visitors and to
his subordinate supervisors in the sec-
tion. It should be sufficiently private to
permit undisturbed thinking, discussion
of confidential and personal matters,
and dictation of correspondence without
disturbing other workers. An operating
supervisor--that is, a division oribranch

22

chief--should generally be located with
or near the activity he supervises.

(

In some major headquarters pri-
vate officeS may be justified by the need
for concentration ahd confidential work;
`however;-the offices of those managers

. or supervisors who a: e largely con-
cerned with administrative control, op-
eration, and direct supervision should .

be located near the activities and people
they control. A private office is costly
in that it usually requires additional
equipment and facilities, frequently in-j
terferes with effective use of the gen-
eral office area, permitrless supervi-
sion of and by the occupant, and always
occupies space that is otherwise ade-
quate for two or three people. In allo-
cating offide space, observe the purely '

utilitarian rule: "Is a private office
necessary to get this job done ?"

c. Appearance. -After deciding the
matters of function and control, the
outward appearance should be consid-
ered. Such necessary matters as clean-
liness and, orderliness should occur
automatically to all Army personnel.
Grouping desks and chairs of the same
type; finish, color, and size into one
section will .mprove the appearance of

the office. If consistent with the func-
tional considerations, the layout should
strive for straight symmetry in the ar-
rangement of desks and' equipment,
avoiding offsets, jogs, and angle ar-'

'rangements.

Arrangement of desks within divi-
sions and sections of an office should
usually be left to the discretion of the
respective chiefs, with placement con-
sistent with the overall plans and with
function more important than appear-
ance. Careful attention to this matter
of appearance--including such details
as bulletin boards, signs, coatracks,

11 j
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and unobstructed aisleS--wifl be re-
flected in improved attitudes and
higher morale of the workers. The
entire office should appear, and be,
efficient and businesslike.

d. Environmental factors. An office
manager is obligated to provide working
conditions that will promote efficiency .

ahd`reduce individual strain and fatigue.
The working environment should be as
pleasan comfortable, healthful, and
conducive to good work habits as is pos-
sible. The matters of sanitation, safety,
ana cleanliness are well cared for by
established Army policy and standards. ,

The manager usually has little to say
about such items as furniture or wall and
floor coverings, but he does have consid-
erable control over, and must pay partic-
ularly careful attention to, the environ-
mental factors of light, heat, ventilation,
noise control, convenience, and comfort.

(1) Light. Poor lighting can result
in work errors, lower productivity, eye-
strain frayed nerves, fatigue, and de-
fective vision. Maximum use should be
made of natural light by avoiding blocking
off windows with 'sudh office furniture as ,

filing cabinets and by arranging the desks
so that the workers', backs are to tne win-
dow, or so that the light comes over
their left shoulders. Daylight from the
north is preferred, followed in order of
preference by eastern, southern, and
western exposures.

In most offices the natural light
mtist be upplemented by artificial light,
preferably of the indirect or sernidirect
type that affords more everdy distributed
and diffused illumination than does direct
lighting. Desk lamps may be needed To:
isolated desks, some private offices, and
certain detailed operations.

The quality and quantity of illu-
mination should be governed by the type

/(/
of work done, with due consideration
for those who have defective vision.
The least that can be done is to place
personnel in such positions as to give
Vern maximum benefit of light without
facing light sources. Corrections,
sometimes effected simply by shifting
or relocating the desks, should be made
to prevent glare, harsh shadows, and
uneven distribution of available light.

(2) Heat. When the temperature
drops below 60 degrees Fahrenheit, all
office work is affected and productivity
is decreased. Similarly, any temper-
ature above 76 degrees must be ,consid-
ered excessive because it causes dis-
:comfort, drowsiness, and a drop in
productive capacity. Provision must
be made for a dependable supply of suf-
ficient heat during the winter months,
preferably at an inside temperature of
about 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

(3) Ventilation. Adequate ventila-
tion must be provided az all times.
Lack of ventilation makes the wcirkers
feel lethargic and unduly tired. Airing
the office, during winter, by opening
all windows for a few minutes during
the break and lunch periods will help
expel stale air and freshen the office.

(4) Noise abatement or elimina-
don. A noisy office is seldom an effi-
cient office. An office manager hs
four means of reducing noises: (a)
move the entire office to a quieter area,
(b) have the floors, walls, and ceilings ,

covered with material to deaden the
,

noise, (e) reduce or eliminate the
sources of the noise, or d) segregate
the sources of noise from the rest of
the office.. An Army,office manager

'can seldom apply the first zwo correc-
tive measures, but usually ha can make
use of the third and fourth measures!

If possible. the office manager

23 M46-6
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should isolate noisy operations, such as
teletype, mimeograph, and adding ma-
chine, and typing pools. He should dis-
courage unrecessary noises such as
slamming doors and loud talking and
laughing in the office. Sufficient aisle
space should be provided so that there
is no undue congestion or noise disturb-
ance from movement. Because of the
noise of traffic, the central mailroom
and the information office (if any) should /
be located near the entrance. In addi-
tion, perscr.nel Wao frequently have visi-
tors or make outside contacts shpuld be
located near entrances whenever possi-
ble. Much of the disturbance from visi-
tors and traffic can be avoided by placing
identifythr signs in appropriate places to
'guide vthitors and messengers.

If one room must be near a
street from which traffic noises may
disturb a quiet operation, such as a plan-
ning office, then that exposed room
should be used for E.' relatively noisy op-
eration, such as the use of reproduction
equipment.

(5) Convenience and comfort. Care-
ful thought must be given to the place-
ment of items used in common. The of-
fice manager should plan for the location
of such items as pencil sharpeners,
clocks, dictionaries, coatracks, and ref-
erence materials-3-they should be cen-
trally located, yet closest to those per-
sons who use them most often. In line
with the maintenance of high morale, he
should try to provide such facilities as
lounges or snackbars. Most offices au-
thorize periodic rest periods, usually a
short "caffee break" in the morning and'
afternoon, particularly if the personnel
are engaged in monotonous or tedious
work.

e. Integration of factors. Related to
the preceding discussion is the fundamen-
tal principle that the allocation of space

should be iv keeping with the require-
ments of the work--that is, the best
lighted, best ventilated, and least noisy
space should be used for work requiring
closest attention and concentration. An
office manager should arrange for the
best possible integration of function,
appearance, control, and environment,
giving due-consideration to the needs of
each organizational element.

19. MOTION ECONOMY. Motion econ-
omy is concerned with determining the
area in which an individual can work
niost efficiently, and win.t procedures
he should follow to get his work done
with a minimum of physical effort.
Motion,study consists of dividing wo-k
into the most fundamental elements POS-
sible; studying these elements sepa-
rately and in relation to one another;
and from these studied elements, when
timed, formulating improved methods.
The Physiological-environmental fac-
tors (the effect of noise, lighting, ven-
tilation, and temperature) and the.limits
of the working area must be considered,
as must the extent to which specific
parts of the body are involed in mo-
tion, including determination of whether
motions are performed with the right
or left hand. This study-of the details
of any physical 'activity for the purpose
of developing a better and easier method
has the objective of elimination of waste
motion, time, and effort. Time and
motion studies have their greatest use
in the operation of mechaniCal equip-
ment, or other abtions of a repetitive
nature. The pririckples may be
appl ied, however, to most types of
office work.

, a. The "average" employee is the
standard: Physical data for an "aver-
age man' are inciudeu in figure 'I. A
motion study should develop the best
method of performance by a normal,
average person without special skills
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Physical Data For An Average
Man

Weight 155 lb.
NOWA. Li

\WOK AAEA n i. 5/..,8"

. Length of arm. 30.8"
. Upper A 1- m 12.9"

Forearm 10.6"
Hand 7.3"

. End joihrof 2nd fihger 1.0"
Estimated inchesfrom shoulder

..."

pivot point to table edge 3.5"

Figure 7. 'Iormal Workin Areas
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or involved training. To choose the
above-averagc, or the best qualified,,
would put the scale requirements too
high, to choose the below-average, or
the least,qualified, would put the scale
requirements too low.,

b. The ti-Me zirid motion study should
be objective without consideration of the
occupant of the position or any other in-
dividual. Yet full advantage must be
taken of suggestions from tlie operating
personnel themselves; in faCt, the best ,
experimentation and ideas may ,originate
with them. The personnel should, there-
fore, be motivated to seek means of
elimin:ating waste time and motion. Al-
though there niay be some-instances of
resistance to examination of the manner
in which a person performs nis duties,
it is axiomatic that people believe in
something in direct proportion to the ex-
tent to which they are part of it; there-
fore, the interested cooceration and par-

..ticipation of the concerned operating
personnel must be obtained.

c. A full deScription of the tecimiques
Cf motion economy is beyond the scope
cf this explanation. however, study and
application of the basic principles will
help to develop better, easier methods

,,:rork.

(1) Physical activity or motion,
to be fully productive, requires prepo-
sitioning materials and tools with "a
-place for everything and everything in
its place. Long reaches, hunting for
materials or tools, and carrying prod-
ucts any farther than is absolutely
necessary must be avoided.

(2) The composite motion
pattern (the.total of all tlt motions
involved in the operation being ob-
served or studied) should be arranged
to permit a rhythmic, smooth flow of
motion'in the work.

(a) Both hands shOuld begin
movements simultaneoUsly.

(b) Both hanA--4ould complete
their movements at the same time.

(c) Both hands should not be
idle-at the same time.

,(d) Motions of the arms should
be in opposite and symmetrical direc-
tions and should be made simultaneously.

(e) There should be no hesita-
tions, motions with sudden stops, or
abrupt changes in direction.

(f) Straight line motions requir-
ing sudden changes in direction are not
as desirable as continuous, curyed
motions.

(g) The sequence.of motions
should be arranged, as far as possible,
to make the rhythm automatic.

(3) The fewer the body movements,
the faster is the motion. Therefore,
motion should be as simple as possible.
For example, motions involving the
hands are classified, in order of econ-.
omy, as follows:

(a) Finger motions only.

(h) Finger and wrist motions.

(c) Finger, wrist, and fore-
arm motions..

(d) Finger, wrist, forearm,
and upper arm motions.

(e) Finger, wrist, forearm,
upper arm, and shoulder or body mo-
tions (which, unlike the other four
classes, require a change in position).

(4) Sliding, rather than carrying,
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is usually a quicker way to transport ob-
JeLts. Gravit) snould be used wherever
possible.

(5) The individual should be com-
fortable and at ease, with proper
physiological-environmental conditions,
including a desk or workplace of correct
height and size.

(6) The flow and backlog of work
should be regulated permitting neither
idle stretching-out of the operations nor
such intense demands that the worker is
placed under mental and physical tension
that interferes-with good motion habits.

d. Even if no formal motion economy
study is made of the various office opera-
tions, the manager, supervisors, and
individual workers can apply the forego-
ing principles to vas ious jobs. For ex-.
ample, motion economy principles can
be used to increase efficiency by de-
creasing "make-ready". and "put-away"
time. Every job involves these three:
steps:

.,,,(1) "Make-ready" or "take-out,"
which is the act of assembling material,
setting up equipment, arranging for per-
sonnel to do the job, and such prepara-
tory office operations as recording in-
coming mail and obtaining nersonnel
jackets from the central files.

(2) "Do," which is the actual ac-
complishment A- the work, such as mak-
ing decisions or taking action.

(3) "Put-away," which is the clan-
up phase, such as dispatching replies and
returning jackets to the files.

In some instances, an operation
can be broken down into further elements,
such as "preparatory," "arranging,"
"searchinrand fins'ing," "dof.ng work,"
"removing," and "adjusting," as would
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be done when deriving a standard prac-
tice guide and timing the steps. Many
office workers use too much time in
the "make-ready" and "put-away" steps.
Obviously, any time saved in these
steps will result in increased speed
and production. Systematic efforts to
shorten and combine or eliminate the
Itmake-ready" and "put-away" time
usually will result in immediate im-
provement.

e. Related directly to motion econ-
omy and to decreasing "make-ready"
and "put-away" time is the individual
layout of work-materials. The effec-
tiveness of personnel can be materially
increased, and "the time required to
process work decreased, by attention
to simple details of the layout of equip-
ment and. materials used by each person
in his work. Obviously, an improved
layout arrangement will also decrease

4 the time required for the '"do" step of
the.work. Individuals should periodi-
cally examine the arrangement of mate-
rials in their work areas, discard or
store materials not needed in their
usual work routines, and arrange needed
materials for maximum convenience and
availability. Each person should check
to be sure that his work layout con-
forms to these patterns:

(1) Frequently used materials
should be located in the normal work
area--that area covered by an arc made
by the hands when the arr.-, ss extended
from the elbow.

(2) Occasionally used materials,
those which are used c..ccasionally each
day, should be locateo within the maxi-
mum work area: that area whicn is
within reacti,when the arm is extended
from the shoulder.

(3) Seldom used materials should
be kept off the work surface.
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20. WORK MEASUREMENT. Work
measurernent .is the method used to
determine the amount or quantity of
work accomplished by an individual or
group of individuals. Work measure-
ment provides a time standard for
performing work of an acceptable
quality. It informs management of
the performance effectiveness of the
work force.

a. Work measurement produces the
ratio of the number of man-hours that
should have been spent, based on a
time standard, to the number of man-
hours actually expended producing
work units completed during a report-
ing period.

b. A variety of techniques can be
used to perform work measurement.
Some techniques require more time
and money to establish than do others.

c. Validity and reliability are some
of the criteria used to check various
tests. Validity means that the test
measures what it is intended to meas-
ure. Suppose that we want to time or
measure how long it takes a mechanic
to replace a set of spark plugs; we
will time the operation of replacing
spark plugs, being certain to time this
operation only on cars with the same
number of spark plugs. Reliability
means that the same results will
always be obtained if the tests are
conducted under similar conditions.
If we time rive machine operators and
find that they produce 20 units per
hour, another set of inspectors should
get the same results; 20 units per hour,
from the same group under the same
conditions.

21. WHERE TO USE WORK MEASURE-
MENT. Most activities are measur-
able. Many are easy to measure and
the cost is low. But there are some

activities which are very difficult
to measure satisfactorily, and the
cost may be high compared to-the
benefits derived. Repetitive kinds
of work are usually the easiest and
least costly to measure. However,
techniques for measuring nonrepeti-
tive work are widely used, and the
cost to administer these procedures
has dropped-sharply. Much of the
work in offices and job shops is non-
repetitive yet is being successfully
measured in many organizations.
Today it is not a-question of whether
an activity can be measured; the
question is, is it profitable to meas-
ure it?

a. A commander needs to weigh
the cost of installing and maintaining
a work measurement program against
the anticipated benefits before start-
ing any comprehensive plan to apply
this tool to all activities._ Good
practice is to first select those ac-
tivities which can be meaSured
quickly, with the least cost, and with,
the best prospects of benefit. Later,
measure the more difficult areas.

b. Some of the exceptions or
more difficult areas to measure are:

(1) Commanders and their
staffs.

(2) Supervisors, foremen, and
managers.

(3) Members of analytical and
interpretive groups.

(4) Policymaking 'and coordi-
nating groups$

(5) Students and trainees.

(6) Speech writers and public
relations personnel.



(7) Firefighters, nurses, and
doctors.

. (8) Attache's and investigators.

c. Work sampling for the above
groups is an excellent technique for
identifying working and nonworking
time for these individuals. The time
spent by personnel on activities that
do not support or pertain to the as-
signed job is lost or wasted time.
Work sampling is useful in revealing
this loss.

22. WORK MEASUREMENT TECH-
NIQUES. There are many types of
work measurement techniques devel-
oped and five of the most widely used
methods are explained in the following
text.

a: One of the most commonly used
-work measurement techniques is the
technical estimate It is used to
meas1ire highly technical or irregular
work. Examples of the use of the
technical estimate- are maintenance,
rebuild, and repair of complex items
such as missiles. The technical
estimate is performed by breaking
down the operation into its elements.
An estimate is made of the time it
should take to perform the operation.
This is usually done by the supervisor,
foreman, inspector; or analyst. Use
is made of reports, standard data,
and past experiences for each element.
The data is recorded and evaluated.
Then allowances are determined and
applied to the estimate.

o. The historical technique is used
to measure irregular work where a
work-unit may be determined. Some
of the types of operations where this
method can be used are administra-
tive, indirect labor, clerical, and
warehousing.. The procedure is to

develop and analyze records and man-
hours expended, and related output of
units produced. Averages and statis-
tical methods such as median, mode,
mean, quartiles, percentiles, regres-
sion, and correlation are determined.
Select realistic work units and corre-
late input to output.

c. The predetermined time tech-
nique of work measurement is ex-
tremely accurate and inexpensive. It
is used in operations which have a
repetitive, short work cycle, and
where the volume of production is high.
The dominant characteristic is hand
and body movements. Some examples
are assembly, machining, packaging,
packing, shipping, stock picking, and
editing. To use the predetermined
time technique, break the operation
down into basic Motions. Make a pre-
cise measurement of all variables,
such as distance. Determine time
variables from tables. Determine and
apply allo..vances.

4

d. The time,s-zudy technique may be
used to measure repetitive, short
cycle work performed at essentially
one work station; or irregular cycle
work, frequently performed by moving
about several work stations. Some
examples of the repetitive, short cycle
operation are assembly, machining,
packaging, typing, fihng, editing, and
packing. Examples of the irregular
cycle work are janitorial, clerical,
rebuild, repair, and warehousing. To
apply the time study technique, conduct
detailed methods study: Establish the
elements whiCh are to be timed.
Measure the time wit.-i a stopwatch, or
record with a camera. Establish
statistical reliability by taking ade-
quate samples. Rate the performance,
then determine and apply allowances.
Even though there is an irregular work
cycle, there is usually a reasonable
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amount of standardization of method
possible.

e. The work samphng technique is
used-in operations where there is
irregular work and the work unit is
closely connected to the work input.
The types of operations which can use
the work sampling method are cleri-
cal, rebuild, repair, warehousing,
facility maintenance, and indirect
labor. This technique involves the
preparation of a gross description of
the method of operation. The elements
and the end points are defined. A ran-
-dom schedule is set up. Intermittent
observations are made, and a tally is
kept so that a production count may be
.obtained during the study. The per-
formances are rated based on random
sampling. The allowance is deter-
mined and applied.

The last three types of work measure-
ment techniques discussed (predeter-
mined time systems, time study, and
work sampling) are called enaineered
standards.

23. DEVELOPING WORK MEASURE-
MENT STANDARDS. The steps in
developing work measurement stand-
ards are as follows:

a. Inform your personnel. Let
your people know what and why you
are doing what you are doing. Enlist
their cooperation and solicit their
opinions.

b. Make a preliminary study. Col-
lect job descriptions, check work flow,
and interview operators and super-
visors.

c. Select and define measurable
work areas.

30

d. Improve work methods, condi-
tions, tools, and equipment.

e. Stabilize and simplify the work
methods in use.

f. Select the work units to be
measured.

g. Choose a work unit which fits the
work being done.

h. Select the work units for meas-
urable work areas.

i. Design a simple and practical
method for counting work units and
measuring time expended.

j. Record and compile basic data.

24. SUMMARY. Coordinating and con-
trolling are 'essential elements in all
phases of management.

a. There are various methods of
coordination: by direct personal con-
versation; by use of common communi-
cations media, such as letters, memo-
randums, telephone, and public ad-
dresses; by other forms of oral and
written communications; in confer-
ences; and by the use of committees.
The chief obstacle to coordinating is
the difference in personalities.

b. Controlling is the final function
in the management cycle. Proper
control consists of checking perform-
ance against established standards,
.determining, the reasons for substand-
ard performance, and taking correc-
tive action when necessary.

c. The functions of coordinating
and controlling are performed through-
out all phases of management. The

12 7 M46-6
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successful manager must smoothly re-
late and coordinate the activities of
his organization, and establish and
maintain effective controls to insure
that all work is being performed
in such a manner that the or-
aanizational mission will be
accomplished.

d. Work simplification makes the
job easter and more efficient and
helps to increase morale. Work
measurement is used to determine
the amount of work accomplished. By
enlisting the coopera tio n of the
employees, many valuable ideas and
contributions are received which make
work simplification and work measure-
ment beneficial for the em-
ployees, supervisOrs, and the
Government.

25. CONCLUSION. As an important
part of analyzing and controlling opera-
tions, the Army work simplification
program and work measurement pro-
gram are directed toward making work
of any type easier, reducing waste, and
finding simpler and better ways to do
the work.

26. REFERENCES. The following refer-
ences were used in the preparation of
this material.
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Annex A (WORK MEASUREMENT SUMMAR Y SHEET) to Memorandum 46-6

1. Definitions.

a. Work measurement.

(1) An evaluation of work in terms of time.

(2) Measures quantity of work accOmplished.

(3) Provides a time Standard for work of acceptable quality.

(4) Informs management of work force effectiveness.

(5) Compares actual performance with expected performance,

b. Work area.

(1) A group of closely related work processes within a specific functional
area for which man-horrs are charged.

(2) The category of work for which quaniitative measurement is desired;
a subdivision of the organization for management control purposes.

(3) Sometimes called work or cost center.

c. Work unit. An item of work or unit of measurement selected to express
quantitatively the work accomplished in a work area.

d. Performance standard. The established number of man-hours for accom-
plishment of a unit of work of acceptable quality. (There are three primary types
of standards as shown below.)

(I) Statistical/riistorical Standard. The time (man-hours) it should take an
individual or group to produce a work unit baSed upon statistical analysis of past
performance. In its simplest form this represents the time the worker has taken
on the average to do the work.

(2) Technical Estimate. The time (man-hours) it should take an individual
or group possessing required skills to produce a work unit at a normal pace as
forecast by technically qualified individuals and based upon a detailed analysis of
its components. This technique is solely dependent upon the judgment of the

person making the estimate.

(3) Engineered Standard. The time (man-hours) it should take a trained
worker, or a group of trained workers, working at a normal pace to produce a
prescribed unit of work of acceptable quality according to a specified method
under specific working conditions. Engineered standards usually are determined
by one of the following techniques:
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(a) Direct time study.

(b) Predetermined time systems.

(c) Work sampling.

/02/

a

e. Standard man-hours. Computed man-hours within which a given number
of vork units can be produced based on an established standard (the number of
work units produced times the standardequals standard man-hours).

f. Performance effectiveness. The ratio obtained by dividing the number
of standard,man-hours by the actual man-hours consumed and multiplied by 100
to obtain a percentage. (Normal range 80-120 percent.)

g. Rating (leveling). Involves comparing the performance or effective effort
of the worker to the effort exerted at normal pace (100 percent). This involves
the application of a numerical factor to indicate at what proportion of the normal
pace a worker is working, that is, 116 percent, 80 percent, etc., of normal
pace. Synonymous terms are effort rating, pace rating, leveling, performance
rating, and speed rating.

...

h. Allowances. A time increment added to the normal work time (basic time),
for production loss due to fatigue, personal time, and unavoidable delays.

2. Criteria.

a. Cost in time, money, and effort to develop.

b. Effectiveness in increasing economy.

c. Develop methods of control anu provide data for planning purposes.

3. Uses.

a. Manpower utilization.

b. Budgeting.

c. Performance appraisal (not discipline).

q.
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POSSIBLE REASONS
FOR LOW OR HIGH

PERFORMANE
EFFECTIVENESS

Staffing.

'Deviation from
standard policies,
practices and pro-
cedures.

Quality of Work

131

CHECKLIST GUIDE TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
WHEN PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

IS LOW

Can be personnel in excess of workload.
Shift personnel to a function which has
backlog--if condition4s temporary; put
personnel on leave; if condition is part
of downward workload trend; reduce
personnel staffing.

Compare the processing time element
with the standard; enforce adherence
to established pro' cedures..

Is the quality in excess Of standard ?
Wht has it been raised? Adjust to
meet the established specificiations.
Are errors requiring corrective
action high? Keep account of errors
by individual and the impact on
production until situation is resolved.
Consider training program.

I 0

CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED'
WHEN PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

IS HIGH

Are there unfilled vacancies causing
remainder of personnel to work at an
excessive speed? Are employees
using an abnormally high amount of
annual leave in view of workload?
Is workload increasing more rapidly
than personnel staffing?

Is there any "illegal" shortcutting?
IIave you improved a policy or pro-
cedure without the proper followup?
Can this improvement be applied
throughout the command? Has there
been an award paid?

Check quality being processed. Is it
below that called for by standard?
Why?
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POSSIBLE REASONS CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
FOR LOW OR HIGH WHEN PERFORMANCE EFF 1!:criVENESS WHEN PE RFOR MANCE EP PECTI VENESS

PERPORMA NCE IS LOW 111011

EFFECTIVENESS

Improper Reschedule work or shift personnel as-
,

Scheduling siganents to balance personnel with
workload. Eliminatelittlenecks.

Performance
in previous
function is
faulty

Equipment

Supplies

Layout

133

Could be poor scheduling, many errors
requiring correction, etc. Correct to
obtain smooth, accurate workflow. Is
supervisor in previous function aware
of situation? Has he taken steps to
correct condition and prevenl recur-
rence?

Determine machine and personnel
balance; establish machine preventive
maintenance program; develop and
maintain equipment history record io
reflect nuMber and types of break-
downs, cost, etc; where maintenance
Costs are high, consider replacement.

Has flow of supplies been faulty, im-
peding timely work completionl Arc
supplies inferior? Take corrective
action.

Has the layout been changed? Has
this increased the processing time ?
How? Correct layout to obtain
straight-rline flow,, eliminating back-
tracking or circuitous routing.

1.

Is one operation or account showing
high effectiveness beca,use of poor
scheduling? Reschedule and balance
personnel with workload.

See paragraph above.

Has new equipment been installed or
is old equipment being used more
efficiently? Does this change the time
required to process? Restudy and
adjust standard.

Are new or different supplies expe-
diting work?

Has the layout been changed? Has
processing time been reduced?
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POSSII3LE REASONS
POR LOW OR HIGH

PERFORMANCE
EFFE C T IVENESS

Low Individual
Productivity

Leave

Suriervis ion

Work Units
and
Standards

133

CHECK OIrAt Ian RECOMMENDED CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
WHEN PERtOgIONCE EFFECTIVENESS WHENPERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

ISLOW IS HIGH

Is it due to new and inexperienced per-
sonnel? Take a work count to determine

adistribution of work and individual pro-
ductivity. If training is indicated, take
necessary aCtion.

Has the annual leave rate been low.?
Has thc.annual lCave or sick leave
been high, with,too many key person-
nel.being ont at the same time?

Supervisor is not,"managing" thq,
organization by resolving problems
expeditiously; reporting troublesome
areas to his supervisor; being aware
of and correcting any of Reins .dis-
cussed herein. Consider supervisory
,training program.

Has the composition of the work unit
changed sothat more time is required
to adcomplish a work unit? If the
condition is temporary, so explain.
If permanent, adtise Management
Engineering Division to adjust standard.
Is the'standard too tight? Why? Can
you factually support your contention?
If so, consult Management Engineering
Division to.adjust standard.' Is the

IIas a turnover in personnel left you
with highly skilled individuals ? Are
these skills being properly utilized?
Find the proper job,and pay cate-
gopy for these individuals.

Ilas the annual or.siek leave been
high, so that a few are doing the
entire work? Has annual leave been
low cansing a production rate higher
than the standard? If so, check sick
leave and/or'schedule?annual leave.

Are supez:visors using a better
technique to accomplish the workload
more quickly? Is there any operation
in the chain being missed.

Has the composition of the work unit
changed so that less time is required
to accomplish a work unit? 'Is the
standard too loose? Check the
account definition and work unit
definition.
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POSSIBLE REASONS
FOR LOW OR HIGH

PE R FOR MANCE
EFFECTIVENESS

Work Units
and
Standards
(continued)

Reporting of
manhours
expended and
work units
accomplished.

Organization-
Reports

CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
WHEN PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

IS LOW

standard too tight? Why? Can you
factually support your contention?
If so, consult Management
Engineering Division. Do work
units adequately describe the work?
If not, suggest better iork unit.
Should count be made at a different
time? When?

Verifying reporting. Do personnel
understand the composition of the
work unit ? Do they understand and
properly take credit for the count?
Consult Cost Accounting Branch on
discrepancies. Consider training
program.

Has this been officially changed so
that it increases manhoui costs?
Has an informal organization
change taken place?

'Have reporting requirements in-
creased to the extent that less
work units can be accomplished per
manhourl Has the design of existing
reports been changed so that a
significant adverse effect on work-
load is being experienced?

A? 5-

CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
WHEN PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

IS HIGH

Verify reporting. Do personnel
understand the composition of the
work unit? Do.they understand and
properly take credit for the count?
Consult C5st Accounting Branch on
discrepancies. Consider training
program.

ITas this been changed in such a way
that manhour costs are reduced? Is
this change official? Check the
organizational manual and recom-
mend changes.

Have reporting requirements de-
creased to the extent that more work
units can be accomplished per man-
hour? Has the design of existing
reports been changed? Are all
reports required being accomplished?
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POSSIBLE REASONS CHECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED CIIECK OR ACTION RECOMMENDED
FOR LOW OR Mull WHEN PER FORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS WI IEN PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS

PER FORMA NC E IS LOW IS HIGH

EFFECTIVENESS

Forms

133

Have forms been added? Do they
serve a useful purppse ? Does it
effect production? Can it be
eliminated, simplified, or com-
kiined with another form? Do they
duplicate existing information?
Has the forms design been changed?

Have foi-ms been eliminated? Does
this reduce the time to process a
work unit?

NOTE: In all cases of high performance
effectiveness examine reasons closely to
determine if an individual or group award
should be given. In those cases where
changes in method have been affected,
examine to see if there is Army-wide
application.
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Annex C (REVIEW EXERCISE) to Memorandum 46-6

Situation. You are the supervisor of a small reproduction umt of an.admimstrative
office. Your personnel and equipment resources consist of two mimeograph-machine
operators and the equipment and work site shown on the layout chart in this exercise.
Based on personal observation, you believe that the operators spend too much time
away from the machines and walk unnecessarily great distances in performing their
duties. You decide to make improvements, but first you must prepare a flow proc-
ess chart covering the actions presently performed by Mimeograph-Machine Operator
Number 2 in completing a work order. The following facts and procedures are known:

The process starts and ends at Mimeograph Machine Number 2.

Operator Number 2 starts at his machine, picks up the work order and stencil
from your desk, and returns to his machine.

He then proceeds to the supply cabinet, collects necessary mimeograph paper,
and returns to his machine.

He puts the paper in the feed tray of the machine, puts stencil on the roller of
the machine, and runs the order.

He collects completed work from the tray, takes completed copies along with
copy of work order to the table, and then returns to the machine.

He removes the stencil, places it on paper backing, and files the stencil in
File Cabinet Number 1.

He returns to the machine and cleans it for the next job.

1. FIRST REQUIREMENT. On one of the attached DA Forms 684, prepare a flow
process chart to show the actions now followed by Mimeograph-Machine Operator
Number 2 in completing a work order.

Situation (Continued). Now that you have prepared a flow process chart of present
operations by Operator Number 2, your next step is to study this cnart to see how you
can improve the procedures. Based on your study of the present operations, you de-
cide that the work area shown on the present layout chart is poorly arraaged and that
correction of errors in this arrangement will be your only important management im-
provement for the time being.

2. SECOND REQUIREMENT. On the attached blank layout form, prepare a new office
layout. Locate the equipment and furniture so that Operator Number2 can perform
his work more efficiently. In your layout, try torachieve what seems to you to be the
best economy in the distance Operator Number 2 has to travel in performing his job.
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Situation (Continued). After you have studied and tried out your new office layout
(second requirement), you come to the conclusion that it is an improvement in man-
power efficiency. However, you are not sure of the exact extent of the improvement,
and you decide to depict the new layout and operations on another flow process chart
and compare the new with the old.

3. THIRD REQUIREMENT. Prepare a flow process chart of the reproduction unit'S
operations based on the new layout. Again, trace only the actions of Operator
Number 2.
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/35
Annex D (EMPLOYMENT OF WORK MEASUREMENT) to Memorandum 46-6

1. Procedure for Conducting a Work Sampling Study.,.

a. Determine the Purpose of the study. 'Prior to planning the details and
actually conducting a work sampling study, it is important that careful consider-
ation be given to the purpose of the study or the use that will be made of the
information derived from the study. With work sampling, it is relatively easy
to establish a subjective relationship between the accuracy needed in the data to

.be provided by the study and the potential value or benefit to be derived from the
data. Since accuracy is mathematically related to the number of observations,
cost can be controlled b'y stating the acCuracy requirements desired after con-
sidering the Ntential use of the data provided. A typical accuracy requirement
for a work sampling study, wpuld range from a plus or minus 3 percent to a plus
or minus 5 percent at a confidence level of 95 percent. (An example of a sample
size chart based on a confidence level of 95 percent is on page 50.)

b. Obtain cooperation of the supervisor. The second step in the study is to
obtain the cooperation`of the supervisor of the area in which the study is tb be
conducted. Even though he may be the one who requested assistance to solve
a methods problem, it is important that he be apprised of your plans to Use the
work sampling technique. Therefore, a careful explanation of the theory,
concepts, purpose, application, and results to be expected from such a study is
necessary.

c. Select categories'for observation. This step involves an evalUation of the
work performed in the work area to be studied. Subsequent to this, the activities
of the area must be subdivided into categories or tasks, which collectively
represent every function that is performed. The categories selected are a direct
function of the purpose or objective of the study.

d. Design the study.

(1) Determine the length of the study. In many "work areas, certain cyclic
pzitterns can be observed. Thus, to gain valid resuls from work sampling, at,
least a complete cycle must be included in the study. If the area to be observed
does not have a work cycle, it is desirable that the study continue for a period
of at least 1 week.

(2) Determine the number of observations required. The number of observa-
tions that are needed for the study can be determined by use of the sample size
chart on page 50. To use this chart, an estimate of the percentage of occurrence
P (%) for each of the categories to be used in the study is required plus a state-
ment of accuracy requirements (as discussed in paragraph a above). If we use an
example of the Engineer, with the category "Clerical jobs, " with'an estimated
percentage occurrence of 20 percent and accuracy requirements of plus or minus
_5 percent, the table will show that 256 observations are required. Each category
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in the study must be.checked, since the number of observations required for the
study is determined by the category requiring the largest number of observations.

(3) The number of observation trips required each day of the study is deter-
mined by:

Trips/day = observations required
(study days) (observations/trip)

(4) A preliminary work sampling is usually made tokleterrnine the percentage
of time spent in the various categories and to suggest.necessary refinements in
categories. Usually 3 days is sufficient for a preliminary Sampling.

(5) Select random times of observation. ,Since observations must be made on
a random basis, the analyst must pick his times for rn'aking observation bf the
activity on a random' basis.' There are two acceptable methods for doing this. The,
use of random number tables or drawing times of observation from a hat con-
taining slips of paper that cover each minute of the day. Whatever procedure is
used, it is essential that the time ultimately selected will allow opportunity for
observation of the activity under study without any bias on the part of the observer.

(6) Design study forms. This is usually best accoMprished by custom design-
ing a suitable format for local requireMents. The form used for making observations
should be kept as simple as possible. Data summary sheets may also be designed
for use in summarizing the data collected on the observation forms.

e. Conduct the study.

(1) Make observations. At the specified times, the analyst should walk to a
preselected point and observe the woilter. The ahalyst classifies the' activity of

--the worker, at the instant of observation, into one of the -predefined categories on
his work sampling observation sheet. Each worker is observed each trip and is
counted as one observation. Each worker should be pace rated at least 25 percent
of the observations.

(2) Calculations. The percentage occurrence P(%) for'each day of each
category is determined by dividing the number of observations of the category by
the total number of observations for the day. For example;,. if a category,
"Perform Clerical Work, " was observed 1Q times a day in which 100 observations
were made, the P(%) value would be: 10/100 or .10(10 percent). The same
relationship is used on a cumulative basis at the end of the study.

f. Evaluate and summarize the results.

(1) The final step in conducting a work sampling study is to compile all the
data collected into a meaningful format. This final summarization, plus analysis.
of the data collected, must be done in view of the original or revised objective of
the study.

1.4 8
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'(2) Stand tirne/unik, = working man-hours X pace X allowance factor
work units

(3) Example:

Category , No. of Observations Pace rate

Tirne-Stampirig 50Q .75

Recording the Order 300 .90

Piling the Order 406
,

.80

Routing the Order 400 . 1. 00.
Unavoidable Delay

,

- 100 ' ---
3 s.

Idle
.

300
Q

---
total obs'ervations--- 2000

(a) Compute available hours (covered by sampling Perziod)

5 workersX 3 weeks X 40 hrs/wk 600 man-hours
3 workers X 1 week X 40 irs/wk = 120 man-hours

11 720 man-hours

(b) Compute working man-hours X pace.

Cl

'Category . P(%)
Avail
Time

Working
Man/hrs.

Pace
Rate

Working Man-hours
X Pace

Time St mping - 25 720 180 .75 115. 0

Record ng the Order 15 720 108 .90 97, 2.
Filing 20

34,

'120 144 .80
.

115. 2

Routing , 20 72Q 144 1.. 00 14-4. 0

.r

(c) Coinpute- allowance factor (allowances = 50 mis/day)

totai

1 + min/day
480 - min/day

= 1 + 50 = 1.12
430 s,

47
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(d) Compute standard time/unit

Standard tinicbunit = working man-hours X pace X alloWance factor
number of units produced

4
= 491.4 X 1.12 = .550 hrs/unit

1.000

(e) Compute manpower requirementh

= average work units per day X standard X 1.11
8 (standard hours per day)

50 X .55 X 1.11 = 3.8 = 4.0
8

2. Corn`putation and T.Je. of Percent of Effectiveness.

a. Percent of effectiveness. Percent of effectiveness is computed to show how
the actual amount of work accomplished compares with the established'standard
of performance. This complitation highlights wor4c areas where additional mana-
gerial efforeis required or where outstanding performance may be iaentified.
Percent of effectiveness is used aiso to adjust personnel requirementsi schedules
of worfc, and budgets when they are based upon work measurement standards.
If the number of productive man-hours actually useO is greater than the number
established by the standard, the effectiveness is below 100 percent.. If the
converse is true, the effectiveness is -about 100 percent. To compute percent
Of effectiveness, we mnst first arrive at the number'of standard man-hours, or the
hours which should have been utilized with a given workload and standard of mead-
urement, arid the number of man-hours actually expended in the accomplishment
oYthis workload.

b. Range of acceptable performance. In analyzing performance, the common
practice iS to focus attention first upon those work areas where percent of effec-
tivebess is less than 80; neitt, in the areas where percent effectiveness is more
thazi 120; and lAst, in areas where percent effectiveness is bctween 80 and 120.
However, this common practice should not influence commanders and supervisors
to ignore completely those work arqas in ,which the percent effectiveness is be-
tween 80 and 1.20, as a sharp rise or fall in the percent effectiveness in a work
area might highlight an incipient problem which deserves command atteritiOn.

c. A percent effectiveness of less than 80 or more than 120 ordinarily is an
indication that a study should be made to determine the causes. Incomplete
planning, poor scheduling, inadequate supplies of material, or improper tools
may be contributing to poor performance. Performances may be exceptiOnally
high because of inadequate staffing, rush orders, or peakloads for which excep-
tional effort is required to complete projects. In either case, management
should determine the cause so that the conditions can be corrected as soon as
possible. Last, work areas or work unith May need clarification, performance
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data may be incorrectly reported, the time standard may need adjustment, or other
factors may be responsible for the apparent unusual percent effectiveness. Repeated
performance above or below the acceptable range indicates the need for a survey of
the operations, including study of procedures, work flow, layout, and manpower
utilization.

,
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SAMPLE SIZE TABLE

Sample Size Reauired for p values, 95t Confidence Limits

% Occurrence = Estimated or observed frequency of category or element
% Acceptable error = Acceptable deviation from true percentage.

% Occurrence
(in Decimal)

.011.99

.021.98

.03/.97

.04/.96

.05/.95

.06/.94

.071.93

.08/.92

.09/.91

.10/.90

.11/.89

.121.88

.13/.87

. 14/.86

.15/.85

.16/.84

.17/.83

.18/.82

.19/.81

.20/.80

.21/.79

.22/.78

.23/.77

.24/.76

.25 .75

% Acceptable Error Expressed in
+ .01 + .02 + .03_

396 99 44

784 196 87

1164 291 129

1536 384 171

1900 475 211

2256 564 251

2604 651 289

2944 736 327

3276 819 364

3600 900 400
3916 979 435

1056a224 469
4524 1131 ..:03

4816 1204 335

5100 1275 5t

T464 1411

1344 59/

1476
627

5904 656
6156 1539 684

6400 1600 711

6636 7371659

6864 1716 763

7084 7871771

7296 1824 811

18757500 833

7696 1924 855

7884 1971 876

8064 2016 896

8236 2059 915

8400 2100 933

8556 2139 951

8704 2176 967

8844 2211 983

8976 2244 997

9100 2275 1011

9216
9324

2304 1024

2331 1036

9424 2356 1047

9516 2379 1057

9600 2400 1067

9676 2419 1075

9744 2436 1083

9804 2451 1089

9856 2464 1095

9900 2475 1100

9936 2484 1104

9964 2491 1107

9984
9996

2496
11112499
111019110000 2500

Decimals
+ .04

c'

,

+ .05

16

31

47

6.1

76

90
104

118
131

144

157
169

181

193

204

215

226
236

246

256

265

275
283

292
300
308

315
323

329
336

342

348
354

359
364

369

373

379
381

384

387

390

392

394

396

397

399

399
400

400

25

49
73

96

119
141

163

184

205

225

245
264
283
301

319

336

353

369

385

400
415

499
443

456

251
481

493
504
515

525
535
544

553
561

569

576

583
589

595
600

605

609
613

616
619

621

623

624
625
625

.26/.74

.27/.73

.28/.72

.29/.71

.301.70

.311.69

.32/.68

.33/.67

.34/.66

.351.65

.36/.64

.371.63

.381.62

.39/.61

.40/.60

.41/ :-.-

.42/.58

.437.57

.44/.56

.45/.55

.46/.54

.47/.53

.48/.5Z

.49/.51

.50
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Annex E (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE 1) to Memorandum 46-6

1. Situation. You are the manpower control officer, Camp Jones, GA. You are
developing a standard for the processing of supply orders, using the technique of
work sampling. The work unit is orders received. Using the information and
formula below, complete the two requirements of this PE..

a. The category with the highest occurrence is estimated to be at 25 percent
and accuracy requirements of plus or minus 4 percent. (See Sample Size Table on
page 50. )

b. There are 240 hours covered by the sampling period. (2 workers, 3 weeks,
at 40 hours per week. )

c. The allowance factor is 1.12.

d. Work units in the sampling period are 500.

e. The work sampling summary sheet (p. 52)gives data concerning .the number
of observations and average leveling (rating factor).

1. Level factor. Estimated rate of operators by observers:

Time Stamping -- .75

Recording Orders -- .90

Filing -- .85

Routing -- 1.00

g. Formula:

P (%) = Month observations (time stamping) = 150 = .25 = 25 percent
total number of observations 600

Avail. Time = 240, given in para b above.

Prod. Time = P (%) X Available Time or .25 X 240 = 60

Level Factor = This is the rate or speed at which operators are working.
This is estimated by observers.

Leveled Prod.Time = Prod. Time X Level Factor or 60 X .75 = 45

51
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FIRST REQUIREMENT:
Complete the following table.

CATEG OR Y P(%)
AVAIL.
TIME

PROD.
TIME

LEVEL
FACTOR

LEVELED
PROD. TIME

Time smmping 25 240 60 .75 45

Recording orders
.90 ,

Finn°.
.85

Routing
1.00

SECOND REQUIREMENT:

ii#

a. Calculate the allowance factor.

The workers' average daily nonproductive work is 20 minutes for break, 15 minutes

for personal needs, 10 minutes idleness, and 5 minutes for equipment repair.

1 + min/day
(min/day is average daily nonproductive work total)

480-min/day

60 minutes x 8 hours = 480 minutes

b. What is the accurate number of observations that would have been required

for the study?
Refer to page 50, line .25/.75 -- go over to Column ± .04 (4 percent)

c. Compute standard time per unit.

Standard time/unit = total leveled productive time x allowance factor

total number of units produced.

wINIONI

d. With a projected average monthly workload of 840 for the coming year and

based on a 40-hour week, what are the manpower requirements? (NOTE: There

is a leave factor of 11 percent). Assume a 4-week month.

1.00
+.11
1.11 leave factor

40 hours per week
x4 week

160 hours

Manpower requirements = workload x standard time/unit x leave factor

-;--hours =

53
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Annex F- (SOLUTION TO PE 1) to Memorandum 46-6

1. Solution to first requirement.

CATEGORY P (%)
AVAIL-
TIME

PROD.
TIME

LEVEL
FACTOR

LEVELED
PROD.TIME

Time stamping 25 240 60 .75 45

Recording orders 15 240 36 .90 32. 4

Filing 20 I 240 48 .85 40. 8

Routing 20 240

_.r.

48 1
1.00 48

2. Solution to second requirement.

a. Allowance factor is 1.12

TOTAL 166. 2

Nonproductive time = 20 1 + min/day 1 + 50
480 - min/day 480 - 50

10
5

50 min/day 1 + 50 1 + .116 = 1.12
430

b. Observations: 469 (See table p. 50)

c. Standard time per unit is .3722

166.2 X 1.12
500

d. Manpower iequirement is 2.

840 X .3722 X 1.11 2.169 = 2
160
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Annex G (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE 2) to Memorandum 46-6

INSTALLATION PERFORMANCE STANDARD

FIRST REQUIREMENT: Determine the performance standard for an installation
work area using the following monthly data. The formula used to figure this is:

Productive man-hours ÷ work units produced = performance ratio

WORK UNITS PRODUCTIVE PERFORMANCE
MONTH PRODUCED MAN-HOURS RATIO

January 9,706 6,675

February 9,152 6,632

March 9,247 6,944

April 7,961 6,194 ,

May 8,994 7,165

June 8,153 6,586

July 7,924 6,582

August 7,490 6,266

September 7,781 6,730

October 7,377 6,408

November 7,869 7,011

December 6,873 6,244

SECOND REQUIREMENT: Add the high 6 months figures of work units produced and
ada th:- figures for corresponding months of productive man-hours; then figure the
ratio for this high 6 months.

..,

.., ,.,
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Annex H (SOLUTION TO PE 2) to Memorandum 46-6,

INSTALLATION PERFORMANCE STANDARD

WORK UNITS PRODUCTIVE PERFORMANC
PRODUCED MAN-HOURS RATIO '

9,

9,

9,

7,

8,

8,

706

152

247

961

994

158

,

53, 218

6,

6,

6,

6,

7,

6,

7,

. 7,

7,

7,

7,

6;

924

490

781

377

869

873

6,

6,

6,

6,

7,

6,

675

632

944

194

165

586

582

266

730

408

011

244

. 686

.725

. 751

. 778

. 797

40, 196 . 807 . 755

_. . 831 , 0

,. 837

. 865

. 869

. 891

. 908

,

15J
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Annex I (OPTIONAL PRACTICAL EXERCISE 3) to Memorandum 46-6

COMPUTATION OF PERCENTAGE OF EFFECTIVENES

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4 COLUMN 5
Performance--
Standard

s

Workload
Standaid

Man-Hours
:

Actual Percentage
Man-Hours Effectiveness

.12 5 27, 500 3, 437. 50 3, 600

1. 70 3, 750 6, 37 5./00 7, 900
t.

18. 1 250
/ 4, 52 5. 00 4, 400

.,.013 35, 450 460. 85 400

.2 50 1, 850 462. 50 500

. 075 28, 460 2, 134. 50 2, 200

REQUIREMENTS: Compute Percentage of Effectiveness.

Formula; Column 1 X Column 2 = Column 3 4-Column 4 = Column 5

57 M46-6
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Annex J (SOLUTION TO PRACTICAL EXERCISE 3) to Memoranduin 46-6

COMPUTATION OF PERCENTAGE OF EFFECTIVENESS

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4 COLUMN,5
Performance
Standard Workload

Standard
Man-Hours

Actual
Man-Hours

Percentage
Effectiveness

125 27, 500 3, 437. 50 3, 600 95. 49

1. 70 3, 750 6, 375. 00 7, 900 80. 70

18. 1 250 4, 525. 00 4, 400 102. 84

. 013 35; 450 460. 85 400 115. 21

. 250 1, 850 462. 50 500 92. 50

. 075 28, 460 2, 134. 50 \ 2, 200 97. 02
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ATTENTION

Please check study material you received against listing on the cover of
this booklet. If a discrepancy exists, notify the Director, DNRI, U.S.
Army Adjutant General School, Indiariapolis, Ind. 46249. .

STUDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY 'ADJUTANT GENERAL SCHOOL:
USE PUNCHED ANSWER CARDS. OUR SUSCOURSE EXERCISES AND EX-
AMINATION WILL BE MACkINE ADED. DO NOT BEN'D' OR MUTILATE
YOUR ANSWER CARDS.

STUDNTS OF OTHER SCHOOLS: USE ANSWER SHEETS OR CARDS PRO-
V.IDED BY YOUX

HOW TO USE P.UNCHED ANSWER,CARDS

(For detailed instructions, s*ee'ihe instrUCtion booklet sent to you with yopr
punched card stylus and sponge, )

1. Check your SOCIAL SE6URITY NUMBER, ENROLLMENT NUMBER or
GROUP ENROLLMENT NUMBER, arid the SUBCOURSE NUMBER
entered on the carCl." "

2. Place the card on a hard surface. Using a soft lead pencil. circle the
lesson number. Then ciTtle your ONE answer to each question. If
you make an error, "X" it,out and circle your new choice. DO NOT
ERASE.

`3. Place the card on the sponge furnished you. Using the stylus, punch
out the LESSON NUMBER ysir have circlea. Then punch out your
circled ANSWER,for, each qiiestion. (In answering true and false ques-
tions, punch but "A" for true or "B" for false.)

4. Check to rnalCe sure that you have punched ONLY ONE answer for each
question. If you have punched more than one answer per question, you
must make'a new card. Brush all the chips free from the punched card.

5. Place your ADDRESS on the back of the card. Mail the card in the en-
velope proyided.

REMEMBER

TAN-colored cards are LESSON cards
BLUE-striped cards are EXAM cards
ORANGE-stniped cards are SECOND TRY cards
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SUBCOURSE 46--FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Men, destructive force, weapons, inventiveness, energy, keenness, flexibility--
these are the essence of military power. How do the responsible persons use and
control millions of men, masses of materiel, and billions of dollars? How do they
employ this power, energy, and keenness? These question can be answered in
terms of tactics, strategy, and leadership, but an all-inclusive word is "management."

The responsibility for the most efficient use of American resources is one of the
most sobering factors in military life today. Each new scientific development, each
satellite launched into space, emphasizes the need for skill, intelligence, and in-
genuity in those who decide how to employ our resources.

The need in our Armed Forces is not only for those who can inspire men to
battle out also for those who can plan and direct supporting operations. Military man-
agement is not limited to commanders at top echelons; it must be understood and
applied at all levels of command, and every officer and supervisor has management
responsibilities.

This subcourse is not intended to make you a management expert. It is designed
to give you an understanding of the fundamentals of management. We hope that when
you complete the course you will apply what you have learned and will go on to ad-
vanced study in the field.

Twelve credit hours are allowed for this subcourse. It consists
and an examination, as follows:

of six lessons

Memorandum

Lesson 1--Introduction to Management (1 hr) 46-1

Lesson 2--Principles and Policies of Management (1 hr) 46-9

Lesson 3--The Function. of Planning (1 hr) 46-3

Lesson 4--The Function of Organizing (3 hrs) 46-4

Lesson 5--The Function of Directing (1 hr) 46-5

Lesson 6--The Functions of Coordinating and Controlling (3 hrs) 46-6

Examination ( 2 hrs)
Texts furnished: The memorandums included for the lesson assignments are the

only texts required for the completion of this subcourse. They are based on regula-
tions referenced in the appropriate memorandums. They reflect the current thought
of this School and conform as closely as possible to Department of the Army doctrine
as of August 1971. Development and progress make such doctrine continuously
subiect to change.

Optional practical exercises are included at the end of each memorandum. Stu-
dents are encouraged to participate, utilizing the information furnished in the text.
Do NOT fnail your solutions in for grading.

1 EB 46
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The instructional material furnished you-is essentially the same as that furnished

to instructors and students pf-the-U. S. Army Adjutant General Schooi.

Be sure th0 you understand the requirements of each lesson assignment. Study
the text material fur each lesson and complete the exercise requirements. When you
are satisfied that your sulutions are correct, prepare your answers exactly as
instructed.

LESSON 1--Introduction to Management Credit hours: 1

Questions: 20
1

TEXT ASSIGNMENT: Memorandum 46-1--Introduction to Management.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to:

1. Explain the overall objective of management.

2. Explain the difference between personal leadership and management
leadership.

3. List and give a brief explanation of the functions of management.

REQUIRiEMENT: Answer the following 20 multiple-choice questions. Select the BEST
answer for each question and punch out the appropriate item on the answer card.

1. What is the first process in the management cycle?

a. 'Allocating resources. c. Determining priorities.
b. 'tAssigning responsibilities. d. Planning a line of action.

2. Which of the following is considered an indispensable aid to directing?

a. Highly skilled personnel.
b. Adequate manpower.'

3. What are the functions of management?

c. Clear communications.
d. A formal organization.

a. Forecasting and policymaking.
b. Planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling.
c. Initiating, sorting, filing, reporting, and correcting.
d. Organizing and commanding.

4. You have been appointed chairman of a planning committee and have been told to
select the other members. Which of the following should you choose?

a. Persons of equal grade level.
b. Both military and civilian personnel.
c. Persons who will be most direct y affected by the proposed operation.
d. Persons who will not be directly affected by the proposed operation.

2 EB 46
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5. What is the overall objective of management?

a.
b.
C.
d.

Economical production.
Attainment of a definite goal.
Technological advancement.
Conservation of money and materials.

6. Lieutenant Beaver, personnel officer at Fort Harmony, has been assigned the job
of starting a training program for clerical personnel. In which of the following
actions is the function of directing BEST illustrated?

a.

b.

C.

d.

He writes and distributes to instructors the program of instruction, the
master sch'edule, and the weekly schedules.
A few days after the start of the program he discovers that one of the in-
structors is not following his schedule. He talks to the instructor, explains
why the schedule must be followed, and tells him to conduct future classes
in accordance with it.
He selects instructors and administrative personnel and assigns duties to
them.
He calls in three of his subordinate supervisors, explains the project, and
asks them to submit recommendations concerning the curriculum.

7. Referring to question 6, which of the following actions BEST illustrates the
function of organizing 9

a. He writes and distributes to instructors the program of instruction, the
master schedule, and the weekly schedules.

b. A few days after the:start of the program he discovdrs that one of the in-
structors is not following his schedule. He talks to the instructor, e. lains
why the schedule must be followed, and tells him to conduct future classes
in accordance with it.
He selects instructors and administrative personnel and assigns duties to
them.

d. He calls in three of his subordinate supervisors, explains the project, and
asks them to .1-ubrnit recommendations concerning the curriculum.

8. Which of the following terms might be defined as "a premise based on known cir-
cumstances"?

a. Principle. c. Fact.
b. Policy. d. Assumption.

3. Which of the following is defined as "the right of decision or command"?

a. Authority.
b. Controlling.

c. Responsibility.
d. Directing.

10. W:lich of the following is defined as "a process of establishing and carrying out
responsibilities"?

a. Responsibility.
o. Management.

c. Directing.
d. Controlling.

3
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11. You are the chief of a department which is subdivided into three sections. It is
the policy of the organization to decentralize authority and responsibility. In
which of the following cases would you be adhering to that policy?

a. The wife of one of the workers in Section A has complained to you that last
week her husband didn't bring home any pay because he lost it all gambling
at work. She threatened to inform the police. The organization has a strict
policy Aga ins t gambling, and violation of it is cause for disciplinary action
or dismissal. You investigate and find that there are varying degrees of
violation in all departments. You call in the three supervisors and tell
them to Llean up the situation. You do not divulge the name of the employee
whose wife called, on the basis that you want all gambling stopped.

b. You are strolling through Section A and see a worker sitting idle at his
machine. You reprimand him severely and immediately return to your
office.

c. You have a rush job which one man can do in about 4 hours. You go to Sec-
tion B and find the supervisor is at lunch. You select one of the workers,
explain the rush job,and tell him to stop whatever he's been doing and start
immediately on the new work.

d. Your secretary seems to have more work than she can handle. Ye.: !..low,
however, that the secretary in Section C is very efficient and always seems
caught up on her work. One day you ask her to help out on some of your
secretary's work,and she does it so quickly and efficiently that you continue
giving her work to do. Her supervisor comes to you and protests that his
secretary is overburdened as a result of the extra work and no longer has
time to do yours. You reply that the needs of the organization come first,
and that is why you have told his secretary that your work should have
priority.

12. As chief of a department with several firstline supervisors reporting directly
to you, in which of the following cases would you be exercising personal leader-
ship')

a. You have had complaints that the quality of the work produced in Section A
'has decreased during the past month. You call the supervisor to your office
and ask him to take whatever steps he considers necessary to correct the
situation.

b. You have observed that several' persons in Section B are often late coming
to work. You watch closely, and the next time it happens you go directly to
the offender and reprimand him.

c. Your boss has told you Lhere will be an unusually heavy workload during the
following month and that it must be accomplished without an increase in per-
sonnel. You call a meeting with your supervisors, explain the situation,
and ask for their suggestions and recommendations.

d. Top management has decided that your department should take over part of
the work that is being done in another department. You determine that
Section C is best equipped to handle the work. You tell the supervisor to
A ork out operational details and let you know if he runs into any difficulties.

4
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13. You have been given the job of planning the organizational structure of the person-
nel section at a newly activated installation. Which of the following should be
your first consideration?

a. The number of authorized personnel.
b. The budget ceiling.
c. The work that must be done by the section.
d. Getting the job done within the time allotted to you.

14. The primary purpose of organizing is to

a. establish costs, procedures, and objectives.
b. motivate the personnel with a desire to work efficiently.
c, establish relationships among personnel, activities, and resources.
d. delineate responsibilities of individuals and units.

15. If you, as coordinating officer for a project, meet with opposition from a staff
officer, .you should do which of the following 9

a.
b.
c.
d.

Convince him that his help is needed.
Bypass him, in the interest of expediency.
Report the situation immediately to your superior.
Amend the project so that his help will not be needed.

16. For what purpose does the Department of the Army publish staffing guides?

a. To guide in the selection of key personnel.
b. To establish personnel ceilings.
c. To establish staff procedures.
d. To show methods of work that will increase efficiency.

17. Which of the following most adequately describes an SOP?

a. It tells people why an action is performed.
b. It tells people what to do and how to do it.
c. It delineates standards of performance.
d. It explains policies on supply and personnel.

ls. Mich of the following is a characteristic of personal leadership?

a. Authority is decentralized to the lowest level possible.
b. It allows competent subordinates to rise rapidly in the chain of command.
c. Authority is highly centralized.
d. It can-be used more Successfully in a large organization than in a small

one.

5 EB 46
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19. You have been assigned as project officer for the Armed Forces Day celebration.
The installation will be open to the generaublic, and there will be open houses,
exhibits and displays, a parade, special luncheon groups, and afternoon entertain-
ments. An important part of your job is seeing that everyone concerned knows
when and,where the various events will take place and his part in the activities.
With which function of management is this phase of your work primarily conLerned?

a. Coordinating.
b. Planning.

c. Organizing.
d. Controlling.

/C5

29. When the military pay voucher system was adopted, the personnel officer at one
mstallation personally checked the first hundred vouchers prepared, then "spot
cheLked" the rest of the vouchers. Each time he found an error he discussed it
with the person who prepared the voucher. After all vouchers had been prepared,
t:ie officer made a list of all errors detected and distributed it to the personnel in
the pay and allowances section. Which function of management was he exercising?

a. Planning. c. 'Controlling.
b. Coordinating. d. Directing.

LESSON 2--Principles and Policies of Management. Credit hours: 1

Questions: 20

TEXT ASSIGNMENT. Memorandum 46-2--Principles and Policies of Management.

L,SSON OBJECTIVE: When you have completeci this lesson, you should be able to:

1. Explain the terms "principle" and "policy"as they pertain to Army
management.

List and explain at least five basic principles and five basic policies
of Army management.

3. List five characteristics of a good policy.

4. Explain the difference between technical skills and perceptual skills.

9.

"tEQUIRFMENT: Answer the following 20 multiple-choice questions. Select the BEST
answef for each question and punch out the appropriate item on the answer card.

1. 'Nhich principle of management states that workloads and technical requirements
for a job increase when the scope of operations is enlarged?

a. Functional growth. c. Multiple hypotheses.
b. Departmentalization. d. Opportunity costs.

1 70
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2. WInch principle of management says that a man's skill increases in proportion to
the effort he puts into his work?

a. Sacrifice. c. Scientific management.
b. Specialization. d. Parsimony.

3. Which principle of management states that efficiency is improved when definite
patterns for operations and performances are established?

- a. Specialization. c. Ration.
b. Standardization. d. Departmentalization.

4_ It is an Army pone) that assignment of responsibility and delegation of authority
should be made to the lowest practicable level and that responsible persons be
clearly identified. Which principle of Army management supports this policy?

a

a. Responsibility. c. Unity of command.
b. Essentiality. d. Human relations.

6. Which principle of Army management requires that organizational structures
should be designed to fit the mission of the command?

a. Objective. c. Unity of command.
b. Flexibility. d. Service.

6. What is the first principle,of Army management?

a. There should be only one boss at each level of command.
b. Efficiency is measured by production cost.
c. Related activities should be grouped together.
d. No unnecessary activities should be established.

7. Which of the following is NOT a perceptual skill?

a. Establishingproduction standards. c. Understanding of human nature.
b. Problem-solving ability. d. Ability to adapt to changes.

8. Which of the following BEST describes an Army policy?

a. It is an order prescribing specific actions.
b. It is a statement of an administrative objective.
c. It is a general guide for action.
d. It is a regulation governing administrative procedures.

.4. ok the following principles of management is BEST illustrated by this state-
ment: "The cornn;lander should not be bothered with petty problems"?

a c. Exception.
b. Ideals. d. Cooperation.

7 E 13 46
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10. Which of the following principles of management is BEST illustrated brthis state-
ment: "Similar jobs should be grouped together"?

a. Homogeneous assignment. c. Multiple hypotheses.
b. Coordination. cl. 'Simplicity.

11. It has been proposed that a new recordkeeping system be installed in the per-
sonnel section. Operations in several other sections would also be affected.
Thorough investigation has shown that the new system would be a definite im-
provenient, but several of those directly concerned are opposed to it. Accord-
ing to DA policy, what action should the commander take?

a. Appoint a committee to make the final decision.
b. Install the new system and meet the problems as they arise.
c. Disz-ard the idea of the new system and continue with the old.
d. Clear up the problem areas before the new system is adopted.

12. Which of the followina., is NOT a feature of a good policy?

a. Flexibility.
b. Idealism.

c. Sincerity.
d. Stability.

. 12. Sergeant Black and Sergeant White are each in charge of a section where similar
work is being done. Sergeant Black is a particularly strong leader, aggressive

,.

and forceful. Sergeant White is skilled and competent, but lacks the drive and
assertiveness of Sergeant Black. Although the work of the two sections is of
equal importance, Sergeant Black usually manages tO get the easiest assignments,
the better qualified personnel, and the best materials to work with. What prin-
ciple of management is being violated in this situation?

a. Discipline. c. Cooperation.
b. Departmentalization. d. Human relations.

14. WIlich of the following principles of management is considered an aid to determin-
ing the relative importance of each factor of an operation? vt

a. Coordination.
b. Simultation.

c. Probability.
d. Analysis and synthesis.

13. Which principle of management requires that the abilities of the individual be
matched to the requirements of the job ?

a. Parsimony. c. Personnel.
b. Human relations. d. Participation.

.,
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16. Y(m are the chief of a department which is subdivided into.two sections.

It has been reported to you that one of the men in your department has several
times corn to work intoxicated and that it is suspected he drinks during working
hours. Wriat immediate action should you take?

a. Talk it over with your superior and ask his advice on disciplinary measures.
b. Call the man's wife and ask her cooperation in correcting the situation.
c. Talk with the man's immediate supervisor and tell him to investigatc the

matter.
d. Call the man into your office and get his side of the story.

17. What is a principle?

a. A statement directing specific action.
b. A statement based on past experience, with usually predictable results.
c. A moral precept issued to establish desirable behavior patterns.
d. A function of managcment.

13. Lieut'enant Green was stationed at an installation where frequently there were im-
portant visitors, both military and civilian. He submitted a suggestion that, to
create a better impression and enhance the.prestige of the installation, a
"Visitors' Service Section" be set up. The ne,.v section would, he proposed, be
staffed to provide services normally provided by a number of other sections,
sudi as personnel, transportation, special services, signal, and public infor-
mation. Also, it would provide services of a personal nature. What principle
of Army management would have shown Lieutenant Green that his suggestion
probably would be disapproved?

a. Principle of essentiality.'
b. Principle of unity of command.

c. Principle of service.
cl. Principle of improvement.

Is?. Which of the following principles of management is BEST illustrated by this
statement: "Unless all premises can be verified, the conclusion cannot be a
certainty"?

a. Exception. c. Analysis and synthesis.
b. Probability. d. Simultation.

20. Lieutenant Baffle put Sergeant Beam in charge of a section where a corporal, a
private, and three civilian typists were employed. Several weeks later Lieuten,
ant Baffle observed that the private was spending most of his time in conversation
NI, :in one of the typists. Consequently, 'the efficiency of the section was falling
below standard. What action should Lieutenant Baffle take?

a. Reassign ei.her the private or the typist.
b. Reprimand both the private and the typist.

Assign extra duties to the private.
d. Ted Sergeant Beam `o correct the situation.

9 EB 46
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LESSON 3--The Function of Planning

/cq

Credit hours: 1

Questions: 20

TEXT ASSIGNMENT: Memorandum 46'-3The Function of Planning.

- LESSON OBJECTIVE When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to:

1. Explain the four basic principles of the function of planning.

2. Explain what a "forecast" is.

3. List and explain the five phases in developing a policy.

4. List at least five characteristics of a good plan.

5. List at least five probable results of poor planning.

6. List at least five benefits to be derived from good planning.

REQUIREMENT: Answer the following 20 multiple-choice questions. Select the
BEST .answer for each question and punch out the appropriate item on the answer card.

1. A good plan has many characteristics. Regardless of all other factors and char-.4
acteristics, there is one essential that must be present in every good plan.
Which of the following is the primary characteristic of a good plan?

a. It uses existing resources to he maximum..
b. It is based on facts with minimum assumptions.
c. It is capable of accomplishing the objective.
d. It provides the necessary organization.

2. If the functions of management could be performed separately and in chronological
sequence, which of theSollowing would be a true statement?

a. Controlling would be performed first.
b. Planning would be performed first.
c. Organizing would follow-directing.
d. Planning would follow organizing.

3. Which of the folldWing normally would NOT be included in the contents of a plan?

a. Activities involved.
b. Final goal to be reached.
c. Areas in which difficulties are likely to occur.
d. Performance standards.

4. Which one of the following normally would NOT be the medium for disseminating
an organizatipnal plan?

a. Memorandum. c. Orders.
b. Regulation. '-"a"\ SOP.
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3. Which ot the following is a statement of policy?

a. The service club will conduct classes in square dancing each Monday evening.
b. Company A will provide the honor guard for the parade on 30 May.
c. VaLations will be scheduled so that not more than 50 percent of the personnel

within a department will be absent at the same time.
d. The post All-Star football team will participate in this year's interservice

competition.

6. Which of the following BEST describes the relatiohship of detail to scope in a
forecast 9

a. Detail increaps as scope decreases.
b. Detail increases as scope increases.
c. Detail decreases as scope decreases.
d. Detail is not affected by scope.

7. Whi( h of the following is usually the most reliable source of information t.ipon
which to base a fo'recast?

a. The opinions of persons who will be directly concerned with the operation.
b. Individual experiences in operations of a similar nature.
c. Organizational records and reports of previous similar operations.
d. Capabilities limitations of.organizational resources.

3. Ignoring the fact that for some situations there is only one course of action and
for others there may be dozens of possible courses of action, what normally
should be the minimum number of possible solutions considered prior to deciding
upon a course of action9

a. Two.
b. Three.

c. Four.
d. Five.

You are the officer in charge of the Personnel Actions Branch (one officer, one
warrant officer, three enlisted men, five civilians) of the AG Section of Headquar-
ters, For: Williams, Iowa. Which of the following probably performs your
tranch-planning function?

a. You, the manager.
A ilahning subelement of your branch.

c. Ali ad hoc comm;ttee of personnel of your branch.
d. Your principal assistant.

10, jAnich of the following is the most logical answer to the question, "Why do we
plan'

a. Efficient opera:ions arq dependent on good planning.
h. It is required in modern society.
c. Plans deal with te mecnanics of operations--they tell how to get the job done.

111 It ts regnired by Army
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11. Which of the following best describes forecasting?

a. It is the process of gathering and analyzing data that will have a direct effect
on a proposed operation.

b. It is a method of deciding on a course of action to accomplish an objective.
c. It is The process of formulating guidelines to direct the activities of an

organization.
d. It is the development of performance standards that will help a manager to

predict probable work output.

12. What is the first step in the function of planning?

a. .Apportioning the budget:
b. Determining the objective.

c. Allocating the personnel.
d. Selecting a course of action.

13. Vihich of the following is Coaracteristic of a forecast?

a. It originates at the lowest management level.
b. It directs a course of action to achieve n given objective.
c. It is the process of assembling and analyzing data.
d. It provides a framework for the organizational structure.

14. Which Of the following is characteristic of a policy?

a. It provides guidelines for planning the activities of an organization.
b. It contains a clear definition of the objective of a specific operation.
c. It defines the duties of individuals within an organization.
d. It outlines the best procedures to follow in order to reach a given objective.

15. Which of the follov,ing phases of policymaking would probably be accomplished
last?

a. Informing the organization as to its provisions.
b. Testing provisions in organizational operations.
c. Determining the best methods of gaining the cooperation of personnel who

will implement the policy.
d. Interpreting and deciding on exceptions to policy.

16. What is the-corresponding term in A tactical situation for the "plan" in adminis-
trative operations?

a. Commander's estimate.. c. Intelligence ,estirnate.
b. Operation order. d. Operational report.
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In tne pro. Lss ot planning, with which of the following are you most concerned?

a. Answering the questions, who, what, when,,wherel-' and how.
1.). Combining esst.mtial details.
e. Relationships among your personnel.
d. The efficiency of the work force.

13. A conference called to explain why a policy is being'issued is an example of which
'phastr of polkymaking?

a. Formulation. c. Application.
b. Education. d. Promulgation.

10. For which of the following would a manager probably appoint an ad hoc planning
committee?

a. To conduct recurrent, or day-to-day operations.
b. To pldn all the major operations of the organization.
o. To develop a training program for administrative peAonnel.
d. To conduct a continuing review and evaltation of personnel utilization.

20. In which of the following cases would you have an "indirect" requirement for
planning?

a. You have Lieen assigned as project officer for the Armed Forces Day celebra-
tion.

b. You have been told to investigate the circumstances surrounding a recent
accident.

c. You have been notified that you be escort officer for four visitors who
will arrive at the post next Monday.

d Your regular assignment is post billeting officer, and five new officers,and
their families arrive on the post on the same day.

LESSON 4--The Function of Organizing. Credit hours: 3
Questions: 20

TEXT .',.:3SIGNMENT: Memorandum 46-4=-The Function of Organizing.

LESSON OBJECTIVE: When you have completed this lesson. you should be able to:

I. Explain wha,: is meant by "the function of organizing."

2. List and explain the four basic principles of organizing.

3. Li,st and explain the three principle steps in organizing.

4. List five characteristics of a good organizntion.

5. Lis: 3nd explain the basic characteristics of -three types of
organizations.
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REQUIREMENT: Answer the following 20 multiple-choice questions. Select the BEST
anzAver for each question and punch out the appropriate item on.the answer card.

1. Waich of the following is a required characteristic of a good staff officer ?

a. The ability to give orders.and direct the activities of others.
b. The ability to establish and maintain good liaison.
c. The ability to make quick decisions.
d. The ability to take _quick corrective action when problems arise in an opera-

tional element.

2. Which of the following is a feature of the functional type of organization?

a. The staff acts in an advisory capacity only and does not have authority over
operational elements.

b. Lines of authority flow in an unbroken channel from the manager through
subordinate supervisors to the workers.

c. The authority of each subordinate manager is supreme\in his area of
responsibility.

d. A staff section has authority to direct and control activities insofar as they
concern his area of specialization.

3. In appl)ing the principle of homogeneous assignment to the process of grouping
like responsibilities and duties within the organizational structure, which of the
following need NOT e considered?

a. Activities must not overlap.
b. Duties must be clear-cut and similar in nature.
c.- Every duty and responsibility must be assigned to some employee.
d. All activities must be grouped together.

4. The number of direct relationships between the manager and his subordinates in-
Lreases as the number of subordinates increases. Which of the following would'
oe the number of direct relationships among a manager and four subordinates?

a. 10.
b. 9.

c. 3.
d. 7.

There are disadvantages as well as advantages in the use of the scalar type of
organization. The difficulty of establishing certain principles of organization is
on'e disadvantage. Wich one of the following is most difficult to establish prop-
erly in the scalar type of organization?

a. Provisions for growth. c. Definition of duties.
b. Unity of command. d. Delegation of authority.
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6. Which of the following are the steps followed by the manager during the proces3
of 'organiz ing ?

a. Learning the objective and determining the jobs.
b. Determining the jobs and delegating authority.
C. Determining the joos, assigning personnel to the jobs, and accomplishing the

objective.
d. Determining the jobs, establismn.; the structure, an:: allocating the resourt-es.

7. W'-itch of the following is the step of organizing that includes assigning personnel
to a job and providing necessary equipment and space in which to work and the

time to do the work?

a. AllocatLng resources. c. Establishing the structure.
b. Determining the jobs. d. Considering the objective.

8. Which one of the following statements BEST characterizes the position of the staff
in a directorate type of organization?

a. The staff cannot order, but it can recommend action.
b. The staff can order other elements to accomplish a task.
c. The staff performs actions that are an integral part of the organizational

obje ctive
d. The chiefs of staff sections are coequal with subordinate element managers.

9. In which one of the following situations is the manager most likely to oversuper-

vise his subordinates?

a. Subordinates are located quite distant from "he usual location of he manager.

b. Subordinates are perfor ming simple work tasks.
c. Subordinates are performing specialist work tasks.
d. Subordinates are located near the usual location of the manager.

10. 1.Srnich one of the following terms would NOT be Ased in describing the character-
istics of good organization?

a. Simplicity.
b. Flexibility.

c.
d. Stability.

ii di the three general types of authority, that ): a military manager is derived

from which one of the following?

a. His fot ce of character. c. The position he holds.

b. I:is force of personality. d. His spec7ialized knowled;,e.

en,
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12. Oni :. timc. k.an Provide the true answer to whether we have effectively orgakized

onr offices and units. We can check and partially insure this effectiveness in ad-
vance by which (me of Ti;e following actions?

a. Organizing our office on the ,ame lines as other like offices.
Stud:.ing :he orgamliational chart of the proposed organization.

c. Grouping all related activities together.
d. Establishing unity Of command.

17. W.-.1cn one of the following s:atements characterizes the position of the staff in a

line-staff type of organization?

a. The s:aff can recom nend action.
The staff can order other elements to accomplish a task.
The staff performs actions that are an integral part of the organizational
oiktective.

d. The chiefs of staff se, :ions are coequal with subordinate element managers.

14. oi tne fol1owin. methods of organizing is most likely to result in a sound
or-anization?

a. Intuition. c. Ocientific.
Trial and error. :I. Ad minis- ative.

11. Captain .Tones is chief of the post transportation section. One of his subordinate
supervisors is Mr. Brown, who is in Lharge of the maintenance unit of the motor
pool. Captain Jones frequently visits :he motor pool and carefully checks the
work each man is doing. If it is not exactly as he thinks it should be, he then and
there criticizes the man doing the work and sometimes takes him off that job and

puts :run on another. W:lat principle of management is Captain Jones violating?

a. Personnel. c. Delegation of authority.
.1. 7-"nity of com-nand. d. Homogeneous assign me nt .

16. in an infantry division, tthich of the following elements would be considered as

a. Medical battalion. c. Transportation battalion.
b. Tank battalion. d. Ordnance battalion.

II, hat is the mmimum number of persons that may be crnsidered an "organization"?

a. manager and two workers.
h. A manager and a worker.
c. A manager, an assistant manager, and three workers.
d. A manager, a supervisor, and four workers.

16 )
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13. h u rict ipie of organ.zation is the location of personnel and activities a
mihjor factor '

a. Span of control. c. Unity of command.
U. Parsimony. d. Personnel.

1. ). mch principle of organization is concerned with placing people in jobs for
they are best fitted"'

20.

a. Span of control.
b. *Delegation of authority.

c. Unity of command.
d. Homogeneous assignment.

Which type of authority is held by the leader of an informal organization?

1.

C.

That which he gains through the force of his own character and personality.
That which he holds because of his work assignment.
That which he gains by becoming an expert in a particular field of
specialization.
That whicn he has attained through a position of seniority.

LESSON 5- The Function cf Directing Credit hours: 1

Questions: 20

TEXT i\SSIGNMENT: Memorandum 46-5--The Function of Directing.

LESSON OBJECTI7E: When yo.1 nave completed this lesson, you should be able to:

1. Exr:ain 4-hat is meant oy "the fluction of_directing."

2. List five factors to be considered in deterthining the degree of

direc,ing required for an operation.

3. List ard explain the advantages and disadvantages of the two
general types of communication.

4. Exniain what is meant by "three-way" communications.

5. List at least five chazacteristics of a good director.

List at !east four ,haracteristics of a good directive. -

Fir.-t.)r.:i131:1-NT Ar te follrAving 20 n-,Ilttple:chptce quectl0n.:4. Select the BEST
-,n-zwer fcr eacn ,:t:e4tion and punch out the appropriate item on the answer card.

1. -.3y v.nat, meano, according to traditlpn, is action initiated in a militartr situation?

An SOP c. Transcription.
Verbal ..-.,rnirunic,ttion. d. An order.
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2. In w..ich of the following cases would a manager be LEAST 1F,t 'v to use a written
form of communication?

a. When a complicated table of figures is involved.
b. Waen it is important that the prescribed order of operations be followed.
c. 1Nhen a pr,:vious order needs immediate clarification.
d. When there will be a time lag in carrying out the order.

WhiLh of the following statements is MOST applicable to the principle of com-
munication?

a. Communication takes place among men, machines, and organizations.
b. Com-riunication is concerned only with the transmission of information.
C For communication to occur, 'there must be a miilimurn of two people in-

volved.
d. Successful group effort can be achieved without :ommunication.

Which of the followindis an advantage of using the written form of directives?

a. Written directhes yequire little time and effort to prepare.
b. When a directive is written, the recipient is able to study its contents.
c. Written directives furnish the recipients a great deal of latitude,regarding

the course of action to be taken.
d. The use of written directives results in a'considerable savings in timz: and

materials.

W:-.ich of the following actions on the part of the manager would NOT be consid-
ered a gateway w good communications ?

a. Establishment of a policy which would permit subordinates to interrupt the
manager as they saw fit.

b. Establishment of a remarks section in organizational reports.
, . Adoption of frequent use of The conference.
d. Establishment of a suggestion box.

6. Which of the following statements BEST describes the function of directing?

a. It is the issuance of orders and close supervision over the workers to see
that the orders are carried out.

b. It is the channeling of individual effort info a pattern prescribed oy the man-
ager so that the objectives may be achieved.

c. It is the process of getting people to perform their jobs well, willingly, and
quickly.

d. It is a series of Manipulations exercised by the manager following the corn-
mu'llication of the requirement.
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7. Y-ya are director )1 a department .c inch has several subdivisions. You are
.1....are that yoL are responsible for all actions of your subordinate supervisors
and are ,tetern ined to make a good showing for your department. What iS the
best w4y for you to do it?

a. Reqaire that each supervisor consult you on any matter requiring other than
routine action. 1,

b. Allow your subordinate supervisors to attend to all details and procedures
except the unusual.
Require that a report of daily activities, actions, and procedures be sub
mitted to you.

d. A:low your subordinate superviors full authority to cope with all situations
Wtich may arise in their areas of control.

Your superior has asked you for a report on certain activities within your depart-
ment. You tell Sergeant Sharpf` your most reliable man, to get the statistics and

i!.formation you need and to have them ready for you the following morning al-
though you realize it may mean he will have to work overtime. You have other
pressing matters to attend to, so you make your instructions as brief as possible.
What is the best way to make sure thdy will be carried out accurately?

a. Tell him you are sure he knows what is expected of him and that you rely on
him to do it.

b. Ask Sergeant Snarp to repeat, in his own words, what he is supposed to do.
c. Tell him that if he Gas to work overtime you will give him time off to make

up for it.
d. Chevk ot frequent intervals TO make sure he.is doing as instructed.

A directive, either c)ral or written, must be clear, explicit, and concise. What

is a fourth requirement?
a. It must be sufficiently detailed to provide for all contingencies.
h. ft muSt be In technical language.
o It.must be worded so that the authority of the superior to issue such an order

is'never in doubt.
d. Those to whom it is directed must be able to carry out the instructicms.

10. Which of the flollowing illustrates lateral communication?
a. Commupication from a company commander to the commander of another

company.
b. CommuniCation from the executive officer to the battalion commander.
c. Communication frcm the company commander to tlie first sergeant.
i. Communication frorn the company commander to one of his platoon leaders.

11. Uner which of the following circum:stances would the manager be MOST likely
to u.ze an oral directive ?

%%hen tne action to be performed is somewhat complex.
V.1:en a condition of emergency exists.

c. WI:en he instrlIctions must be memorized.
d. tnere is a time lag between the issuance of the directive and its

accomplishment.

E13 46
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12. Your superior has just talked with you about a rush job and has given you precise
instructions for getting it done. You have listened carefully, and taken notes.
Later, in your office you realize that your boss has made several mistakes in
telling you when certain of the actions should be taken. He will not be available
for consultation until the following morning. What should you do?

a. Follow his instructions exactly as he gave them to you, knowing that he v,ill
be responsible for any errors in judgment.

b. Rearrange the sequence of actions and start on the job immediately.
c. As4:71Tour boss's immediate superior if you should make a change in

procedures.
d. Defer action until.the following morning, when you can consult with your boss.

13. In nJnverbal communications, which of the following creates the greatest hazard
tor the supervisor?

a. His tendency to rely on them to reinforce verbal communications.
b. Using them with superiors, but not with subordinates.
c. His unawareness of the impression he is ,giving.
d. Using themtwith subordinates, but not with superiors.

14. What are the two general types of nonverbal communications?

a. Voluntary and involuntary. c. Sound and action.
b. Behavior and rnannercsms. d. Favorable and unfavorable.

15 What is meant by the thrse-way principle of corn'munication?

a. Oral, written, and demonstrated. c. Voluntary, involuntary, and received.
b. Up, down, and across. d. Accepted, rejected, and ignored.

16. Yal have observed that there is a tendency among your personnel to display re-
sentment and antagoni'sm toward any of your orders or directions. They carry
them out, but they slow up production. What is the best way to correct the
situation?

a. Call a meeting, and ask your superior to talk to the personnel.
b. Write your directives in more positive and forceful words, making sure they

cannot be misunderstood.
c. Install a system of incentive awards to make the personnel want to work faster.
d. Whenever you issue a directive, explain why it is necessary.

17 Which of the following activities would require the greatest amount of directing
on the part of the manager?

a. A typing.pool which services the administrative elements of the organization.
b. A transportation section which conducts a post-wide drivers' training and

vehicle maintenance program.
c. A signal maintenance section of which the majority of personnel are skilled

tecnnicians.
d. A unit personnel section which maintains morning reports and service

recrds.
20 1 1
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/70
h if th,. tollms.ing :orms communication would be MOST helpful to a new

employee in learning procedurcs to follow in performance of his duties?

a. Verbal ins-ructions.
b. Organizational policies.

c. Organizational memorandums.
d. An SOP.

Which )f the following i3ES r des( ribes communication?

a. A piece of writing, such as a letter or a note, which is meant to convey a
specific thought or idea.

b. A process whereby management determines how information should be
passed down the chain of command to the workers.

c. A process of transmitting information through the use of electronic or auto-
matic relay systems.

a. The transmittal of information from one person to one or more other per-
sons so that mutual understanding is achieved.

20. Which of the following is the MOST essential characteristic of a successful
dir.-?ctor?

a Ability to motivate others to perform duties according to previously made
plans.

b. Technical. knowledge of the particular operation over which he has charge.
c. Physical stamina that will enable him to withstand long hours and arduous

working conditions.
d. Tact; poise, and personal appearance that create a good impression on others.

LEF-3GY 6- The Functions of Coordinating 'and Controlling Credit hours: 3

Questions: 21

l'ENTIASSIGNMENT: .7\lemorandum 46-6--The Functions of Coordinating and

C

LESSON OBJECTIVE: When you have completed this lesson, you should be able to:

I. Explain what is meant by "the function of coordinating."

2. Explain what is meant Ix- "the function of controlling."

3. List and explain at least five methods of coo,Fdinating.

4. List five factors to be considered in determining the type and
-mount of control required for an operation.

5. List and exrlain five methods of initiating corrective action
when pert.orrnance is below standard.

9
6. E%plain,the rrinaiple--z and methods of work siMplification.

7. Explain tA:e purp,ge nnd methods of work measurement.
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REQUMEMENT: Answer the following 21multiple-choice questions. Select the BEST'
answer for each question and punch out the appropriate item on the Answer card.

Which is the lowest level at which coordination should take place?
a. The firszlinv supervisor. c. The section chief.
b. The individual worker. d. The departmental manager.

2. Which of the following is NOT considered a method of coordinating?

a. Use of the liaison officer.
b. Adjustment of physical and external conditions.
c. Employment of committees.
cl. The structure of the organization itself.

W;ich of the following BEST defines the function of coordinating?

a. Planning operations in an orderly and operationally sound sequence.
Arranging matters so that indiViduals act in such a manner as to achieve an
overall objective.

c. Seeing that persons working in tkie same operational element are in agreement.
d. Organizing details of an operation so that they fall into logical sequence.

As a ,section chief, you have been given an additional operation that mast be per-
formed by your personnel. When should coordination enter into your considerations ?

a. After you have completed your plans and are organizing your method of procedure.
b. When you are planning how th-e operation should be performed.
c . When you are ready to put your plans into operation and start to prepare directives.
J. After directives have been prepared and disseminated to the operational agencies.

What is the most commonly used method of attaining coordination among operating
personnel?

a. Conferences.
b. Telephonic corn -nunications.

c. Letters and rnemoraK"-dums.
ci. Orders and directives.

6. Wliat is the most difficult problem faced by a 'coordinating officer ?

a. The amount of time it takes to contact and talk with the persons concerned.
b. The large number of details involved in any one operation.

Rigidity of regulations and orders which prescribe and direct the operation.
d. Differences in personality and viewpoints among ihdivicivals concerned.

What is the minimum number of persons that would be constdered as constituttng
a conference ?

a. Five.
h., Four.

22c

c. Three.
d. Two.
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Wnicn the following is NOT cne of the steps IA hich normally would be utilized
in tne :orrective-action phase of controlling`,

a. Improvement of motivation.
n. Establishment of standards.' Adminisrration of punishment.
a. Assurance that subordinates are properly directed.

Yoa a. e been appointed project officer for the blood bank drive. One of the most
important elements of the job is that of coordinatiotito make sure that times,

la es and people synchronize without confusion. When may you consider that
coordination has been achieved?

a. Wnen you nave planned and scheduled times and places, numbers of donors,
and nuthbers of medical personnel required.
W len actual activities are underway and things are going harmoniously and
according to schedule.
When you have received satiafactory reports from your personnel that they
are acting on your instructions.

d. When. you have ,ziven instructions to your personnel and told them how their
part of the job fits into the ove'rall project.

h of the following BEST ex7)1ains the flncrion of controlling"

a. Making sure tha actions proceed ac ording to plans, procedures, and policies.
b. Mlintaining close supervision of all subordinate personnel.

-Enforcin; regulations and prescribing disciplinary meacsures.
d. Planning opera:ions and issuing directives to subordinates.

i.A'ief of a suppl:. section, you have received a number of complaints from
,ahts tnat your seLtion services. What would be the best method of determ:fling.
whether :he complaints are justified?

a. Examination of records and reports.
Personal observation and inspections.
Personal interviews ',.ith personnel.

u. Conferences with,hiefs of complaining units.

Y..),t have been appointed chief of a newly organized typing pool. What should be
first step in establishing metheds of adequate control?

a. B hiding bigh morale among the personnel.
Dit-ichng responsibilities a.cording to aoilities and job requirements.
Determining and establishing standards of performance.

vising forms and establishing reporting procedures.

9 3
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1.3, If you determine' that production standards are not being met by ) ur personnel,
what step should you take first?

a. Find,out why production is lagging.
b. Establish more realistic standards.
c. Initiate a request for more personnel.
d. Devise means of spurring your personnel to incre.ased effort.

14. What is "a-end" data?

a. That which shows the present position of an operation or activity.
b. Any data pertaining to one specific part of an operation. ra.
c. That which shows a change or changes occurring between two periods of tithe.
d. Information which shows a comparison between like operations.

15. When should a manager exercise the coordinating function?

a, On a weekly or biweekly basis, depending on the size of the operation,
b. As part of the daily operations, .

c. When it is apparent that the organizational elements aren't working together.
d. When his subordinates submit a report to him indicating that they have corn-.

pleted an action.

16. Which of the following BEST describes a liaison, officer ?

a. An officer from a foreign nation on duty with a unit of the armed foi.ces of
that nation.

b. An officer of field grade or above assigned to a field army headquai;ters,
c. An officer from one organization on detached duty with another organization

in order to provide coordination between the two organizations.
d. An officer detailed from one organization to another .when the second organi-

zation is not functioning satisfactorily.

17. The flow' pro'Cess chart is used tc. note the

a. rate of production.
b. actions of individuals or to follow the movement of49.terials.
c, productivity of a section. .

d. determine the availability of personnel, material and equipment.

18. The work distribution chart is prepared in the following basic steps

a. preparing rosters of employees and listing their jobs: ,
b. determining organizational elements and charting their progress.
c. determining staffing requirements and alloting requisitions.
d. compiling ta..k lists, compiling activity lists, and recording data from task

lists and activity lists.
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19. A met;)irement technique has validity if it'

m a re h t it ,ittem,)t-z to measure.

is true in all statltical aspects.
c. can be readily checked.'

accurate in its formulation.

21. 7-0 reliability of i measurement technique is determined by

tne accuracy of the computations.
-he positive correlation of one item to the other items.

retesting, under similar con.iitions and obtaining the same results.

changing the:conditions of the test and correlating the differential

observationS.

21. M..? advantages of the predetermined time technique are that it

is extremely accurate and inexpensit,T.

b. requires administration by highly qualified personnel.

c.- is adaptable, to rn-any areas and localities.

(4 is statistically compatible with correlattons and regressions.

11
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1. 1,\,;:i; of the "following is a \probable result of the practice of bypassing in a chain
. .Of Qom smarm?

a. Subordinates are encourLted to produce morel
b. EffiCiency is stimulated. ,

Production.is increased.
d. . There is a breakdown th operational control.

What are the two broad categories into 'Nhich communieationsmay be grouped?

General and specific. c. Routine and special.
Simple and detailed. d. Oral aV written.

V...en a manager ma'res sunordinates resporisible to hird.for accomplishing a task,
w:Iich of t't;e following stat'ements is true?,

narged .vith fuJ.1 responsibilay for accomplishment of the task.
b. He is overdelegating. authority. . ..

He is undeieleg:iting authority.
d, iie,i,s still required to supervise every action or decision. \--,

the followinc :s prerequilte for Irldirg a 4ersre4onsib1e for the
.nor:

a. T person has :sroved inat he can perform,the task effectftely.
heffl -A the 'iuthority necessary to acoornlish the task.

;:zzs been a-zsL-zned to the person on '.vritten orclers.
been -F-0__Ined a rnana.ce.rial positibn in the oraanization.
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3. While preparing the monthly report for the unit of which you are supervisor, vou
note that production figures have fallen 5elow the established 'standards. In the
proces.4 of determining the reason and taking steps to correct the deficiency,'
with N%hich fulz:aon of management are wu primarily conce.rho I?

a. Planning,
b. ,D\recting.

c.'
d. Coordinating.

6. Which f he following is NOT an advantage of the use of the conference for the
purpose of securing coordination?

a. It provides a common meeting ground for superiors and subordinates.
b. Itrperrnits open dismission of points that may require adjustment.
c. It saves time, since directives do not have to be prepared.
d. Its informal nature contributes to the resolving of differences.

7. Lieutenant Tones is in charge of an office in which Miss Bee, Miss Cee, and M:ss
Dee are workers. According to the theory of V. A. Graicunas, there are several
types of worldng relationsnips among these people. Which of the following terms
is used to express the relationship between Miss Cee and Miss Dee?

a. Cross relationship.
b. Direct single relationship.

e. Direct Erroup relationship.
d. Indirect single relationship.

The gathering of facts and assumptions affecting a proposed task and the s:udy
those fa:;ts and assumptions are specifically included in which of th e. folloving
processes?

a. Forecasting.
b. Controlling.

C. Coordinating.
d. Policyrnaking.

P . Witich of the following statements BEST describes the function of controlling?

a. It is the accomplishment of the mission through the correction of rmstakes
in the execution phase of the operation.

0. It is,the process of seeing that everything is done according to establisned
plans, procedures, and policies.
It is the function which insures that each of the other manaaement functions
is working effectively toward the accomplishment of the mission,

d. It is the act of comparin g. actual performance with established standards.

10. Which of the following would result if there were full application of toe prin,iple
of unity of command in.an organization?

a. Llert ould :,e no subordinate or intermediate manager betweeh the ....o_
and the commander oA: the organizalion.

indo.idual o I i\n,o.% to whom he reports and 1..,horn dire,
There Nohlu '.)e. he 5am.:: nunner of suuordinates diicctid .,y h

fhere 6 of communi ation retween ',..orher and t.*0
various : l'agers.
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one of the following should have the LEAST influence on the extent of the
span of control in an organization?

a. The cost of the activity.
b. Tile time it takes to do the work.
c. The distance between supervisor and subordinates.
d. The nature of the work.

12. How are personnel requirements affected when the span of control is reduced in
an organization?

a. More supervisors are needed.
b. Fewer supervisors are needed.
c. Fewer workers are needed.
d. Personnel requirements are not affected.

13. What is management by exception?

a. All decisions, without exception, are made by the manager.
b. In exceptional cases the manager delegates complete responsibility to one of

his subordinates.
c. In the manager's absence, he is represented by his chief assistant.
d. Routine rnatterfs are not called to the attention of the manager.

14. Which of the following statements BEST describes the function of coordinating?

a. It is the consultation of the manager with nis subordinates to secure their
ooperation foward a,-complishrnent of the mission.

b. It is a condition wherein individuals are working together in hapnony.
c. It is a series of positive actions taken by the manager to insure that all ele-

ments of the organization are moving "on course" toward the objective.
d. It is the integrating of all efforts and details necessar:- o attain an objective

or accomplish a mission.

15. How is the value of an administrative activity determined?

a. By an analysis of production costs.
b. By the nurnuer of individuals for whom it performs services.
c. By the comple:dt:- of its operations.
d. B:- :he services it performs for the using agencies.

16. The inclination of individuals to work together informally is ,called

a. group association c. delegation of authority.
b. division of work. d. unity of command.

193
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17. The purpose of a policy is to

a. direct operational procedures.
b. limit manpower requirements.

c. establish organizational objectives.
d. provide organizational guidelines.

18. Wiich principle of management is violated when a worker is required to report
to two different superiors?

a. Span of control.
b. Delegation of authority.

c. Unity Of command.
d. Allocation of resources.

19. A common complaint of managers is that subordinates fail to use initiative. Ex-
clusive of personal deficiencies, subordinates may not use initiative simply be-
cause the manager usually overrides their decisions. If such is the case, how
does the principle of delegation:af authority apply?

a. The manager has overdelegated authority.
b. The manager has underdelegated authority.
c. The manager has properly delegated authority.

Delegation of authority has no bearing on a subordinate's lack of initiative.

90. Assuming that you are the officer in charge of each of the following activities at
your installation, in which would you find coordinatiob least difficult ?

a. Armed Forces Day celebration.
b. Nth Army bowling tournament finals.
c. .The annual United Fund drive.
d. Setting up a training program for post supervisory perspnnel.

21. The flow process chart is used to note the

a. rate of production.
b. actions of individuals or to follow the movement of materials.
c. productivity of a section.
d. determine the availability of personnel, material and equipment.

22. The work distribution chart is prepared in the following basic steps

a. preparing rosters of employees and listing their jobs.
b. determining organizational elements and charting their progress.
c. determining staffing requirements and alloting requisitions.
d. compiling task lists, compiling activity lists, and recording data from

task lists and activity lists.

93. A measurement technique has validity if it

a. measures what it attempts to meastre.
b. is true in all statistical aspects.
I.' can be readily checked.
d. is accurate in its formulations.
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24. The relivIiity of a measurement technique is determined by

a. t::e accuracy of the comcrutations.
b. the positive correlation of one item to the other items.
c. rete-thmz under similar conditions and obtaining the same

results.
changing the conditions of the test and correlating ihe differential
observations.

14,

Y.)u are the chief of a department which is subdivided into three sections. It is
tne policy of the organization to decentralize authority and responsibility. In
which of the following cases would you be adhering to that policy?

a. The wife of one of the workers in Section A has complained to you that last,
week her husband didn't bring home any pay because he lost it all gambling
at work. -She threatened to inform the police. The organization has a Strict
po_icy against ga.r.blinz.%, and violatiprvof it is cause for disciplinary action
or dismissal. You investigate and find that there are varying degrees of
violation in all departments. You call in the three supervisors and tell
them to clean up the situation'. You do not divulge the name of the employee
whose wife called, on the basis that you want all gambling stopped.

b. You are strolling through Section A and see a worker sitting idle at his
machine. You reprimand him severely and immediately return to your
office.

c. You itave a rush job which one man can do in about 4 licurs. You go to Sec-
tion B and find the supervisor is at lunch. You select one of the workers,
explain the rush job, and tell him to stop whatever he's been doing and start
i,-,ediately on the new work.

d. Your secretary seems to have more work that she can handle. You know,
however, that the secretary in Section C is very effecient and always seems
caught up on her work. One day you ask her to help out on sOme of your
secretary's work, and she does it so iickly and efficientlyPthat you continue
giving her work to do. Her supervisor comes to you and,protests that his
secretary is overburdened as a result of the extra work and no longer ha:-
tints to do yours. You reply that the needs of the organization come first
and that is why you have told his secretary that your work should have
priority.
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